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Claims

1.

7.

A mobile device (62) comprising:

an application platform having application pro-
gramming interfaces (APls), each having a sig-
nature identifier;

a verification system for authenticating digital
signatures (96) and signature identifications
(94) provided by respective software applica—
tions (66) to access the APIs; and
a control system for allowing a software appli-
cation on the device to access at least one of

the APIs where the signature identifier of the
such API corresponds with the digital signature
identification and digital signature provided by
the software application is authenticated by the
verification system.

The mobile device of claim 1, wherein a virtual ma-
chine comprises the verification system and the con—
trol system, preferably the virtual machine being a
Java virtual machine and the software application
being a Java application.

The mobile device claim 1 or 2, wherein the control

system requires one digital signature and one sig-
nature identification for each library of at least one
of the APIs.

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the APIs of the application platform access at least
one of a cryptographic module, which implements
cryptographic algorithms, a data store, a proprietary
data model, and a user interface (Ul).

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the digital signature is generated using a private sig-
nature key under the signature scheme, and the ver—
ification system uses a public signature key to au-
thenticate the digital signature.

The mobile device of claim 5, wherein:

the digital signature is generated by applying the
private signature key to a hash of the software
application under the signature scheme: and
the verification system authenticates the digital
signature by generating a hash of the software
application to obtain a generated hash, applying
the public signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash, and verifying that
the generated hash and the recovered hash are
the same.

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein
at least one ofthe APls further comprises:
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

a description string that is displayed when the
software application attempts to access said at
least one of the APIs.

A method of controlling access to application pro-
gramming interfaces (APls) on a mobile device, in—
cluding the step of allowing a software application
onthedeviceto access atleastoneoftheAPlswhere

a signature identifier of the such API corresponds
with a digital signature identification and digital sig—
nature provided by the software application is au-
thenticated by a verification system of the device.

The method of claim 8, comprising the additional
step of:

purging the software application from the mobile
device where the signature identification does
not correspond with the signature identifier.

The method of claim 8 or 9, wherein the digital sig—
nature and the signature identification are generated
by a code signing authority.

The method of any of claims 8 to 10, comprising the
additional step of:

denying the software application access to the
API where the digital signature is not authenti-
cated.

The method of claim 11, comprising the additional
step of:

purging the software application from the mobile
device where the digital signature is not authen-
ticated.

The method of any of claims 8 to 12, wherein a de—
scription string is displayed to a user when the soft-
ware application attempts to access said at least one
of the APIs.

The method of any of claims 8 to 13 comprising the
additional step of:

displaying a description string that notifies a user
ofthe mobile device that the software application
requires access to the API.

The method of claim 14, comprising the additional
step of:

receiving a command from the user granting or
denying the software application access to the
API.
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Description

CROSS—REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority from and is re-
lated to the following prior applications: “Code Signing
System And Method," U.S. Provisional Application No.
60/234,152, filed Sep. 21, 2000; “Code Signing System
And Method,“ U.S. Provisional Application No.
60/235,354, filed Sep. 26, 2000; and “Code Signing Sys—
tem And Method," U.S. Provisional Application No.
60/270,663, filed Feb. 20,2001.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention relates generally to the field of
security protocols for software applications. More partic-
ularly, the invention provides a code signing system and
method that is particularly well suited for Java(TM) ap—
plications for mobile communication devices, such as
Personal Digital Assistants, cellular telephones, and
wireless two-way communication devices (collectively
referred to hereinafter as "mobile devices" or simply "de—
vices“).

2. Description of the Related Art
 

[0003] Security protocols involving software code sign-
ing schemes are known. Typically, such security proto-
cols are used to ensure the reliability of software appli—
cations thatare downloaded from the Internet. In a typical
software code signing scheme, a digital signature is at-
tached to a software application that identifies the soft—
ware developer. Once the software is downloaded by a
user, the user typically must use his or herjudgment to
determine whether or not the software application is re-
liable, based solely on his or her knowledge of the soft—
ware developer’s reputation. This type of code signing
scheme does not ensure that a software application writ-
ten by a third party for a mobile device will properly in-
teract with the device’s native applications and other re—
sources. Because typical code signing protocols are not
secure and rely solely on the judgment ofthe user, there
is a serious risk that destructive, "Trojan horse" type soft—
ware applications may be downloaded and installed onto
a mobile device.

[0004] There also remains a need for network opera-
tors to have a system and method to maintain control
over which software applications are activated on mobile
devices.

[0005] There remains a further need in 2.5G and 3G
networks where corporate clients or network operators
would like to control the types of software on the devices
issued to its employees.
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SUMMARY

[0006] Acode signing system and method is provided.
The code signing system operates in conjunction with a
software application having a digital signature and in-
cludes an application platform, an application program-
ming interface (API), and a virtual machine. The API is
configured to link the software application with the appli-
cation platform. The virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0007] A code signing system for operation in conjunc-
tion with a software application having a digital signature,
according to another embodiment of the invention com—
prises an application platform, a plurality of APIs, each
configured to link the software application with a resource
on the application platform, and a virtual machine that
verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order
to control access to the API by the software application,
wherein the virtual machine verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in orderto control access to the plu—
rality of APIs by the software application.
[0008] According to a further embodiment ofthe inven-
tion, a method of controlling access to sensitive applica—
tion programming interfaces on a mobile device compris—
es the steps ofloading a software application on the mo-
bile device that requires access to a sensitive API, de-
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes a digital signature associated with the sensitive
API, and if the software application does not include a
digital signature associated with the sensitive API, then
denying the software application access to the sensitive
API.

[0009] In another embodiment ofthe invention, a meth-
od of controlling access to an application programming
interface (API) on a mobile device by a software appli-
cation created by a software developer comprises the
steps of receiving the software application from the soft-
ware developer, reviewing the software application to de—
termine if it may access the API, if the software applica-
tion may access the API, then appending a digital signa-
ture to the software application, verifying the authenticity
ofa digital signature appended to a software application,
and providing access to the API to software applications
for which the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0010] A method of restricting access to a sensitive
API on a mobile device, according to a further embodi-
ment of the invention, comprises the steps of registering
one or more software developers that are trusted to de-
sign software applications which access the sensitive
API, receiving a hash of a software application, deter-
mining if the software application was designed by one
ofthe registered software developers, and ifthe software
application was designed by one of the registered soft-
ware developers, then generating a digital signature us-
ing the hash of the software application, wherein the dig-
ital signature may be appended to the software applica—
tion, and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of the
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digital signature in orderto control access to the sensitive
API by the software application.
[0011] In a still further embodiment, a method of re—
stricting access to application programming interfaces
on a mobile device comprises the steps of loading a soft-
ware application on the mobile device that requires ac-
cess to one or more API, determining whether or not the
software application includes a digital signature associ-
ated with the mobile device, and if the software applica-
tion does not include a digital signature associated with
the mobile device, then denying the software application
access to the one or more APIs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a code signing proto—
col according to one embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram ofthe code signing protocol
described above with reference to FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a code signing system
on a mobile device;

FIG. 3A is a block diagram ofa code signing system
on a plurality of mobile devices;
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of
the code signing system described above with ref-
erence to FIG. 3 and FIG. 3A;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the management
of the code signing authorities described with refer-
ence to FIG. 3A; and

FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa mobile communication
device in which a code signing system and method
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Referring now to the drawing figures, FIG. 1 is
a diagram illustrating a code signing protocol according
to one embodiment of the invention. An application de-
veloper 12 creates a software application 14 (application
Y) for a mobile device that requires access to one or more
sensitive APIs on the mobile device. The software appli—
cation Y 14 may, for example, be a Java application that
operates on a Java virtual machine installed on the mo-
bile device. An API enables the software application Y
to interface with an application platform that may include,
for example, resources such as the device hardware, op-
erating system and core software and data models. In
order to make function calls to or otherwise interact with

such device resources, a software application Y must
access one or more APIs. APIs can thereby effectively
"bridge" a software application and associated device
resources. In this description and the appended claims,
references to API access should be interpreted to include
access of an API in such a way as to allow a software
application Y to interact with one or more corresponding
device resources. Providing access to any API therefore
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allows a software application Y to interact with associated
device resources, whereas denying access to an API pre-
vents the software application Y from interacting with the
associated resources. For example, a database API may
communicate with a device file or data storage system,
and access to the database API would provide for inter—
action between a software application Y and the file or
data storage system. A user interface (UI) API would
communicate with controllers and/or control software for

such device components as a screen, a keyboard, and
any other device components that provide output to a
user or accept input from a user. In a mobile device, a
radio API mayalso be provided as an interface to wireless
communication resources such as a transmitter and re—

ceiver. Similarly, a cryptographic API may be provided
to interactwith a crypto module which implements crypto
algorithms on a device. These are merely illustrative ex—
amples of APIs that may be provided on a device. A de—
vice may include any of these example APIs, or different
APIs instead of or in addition to those described above.

[0014] Preferably, any API may be classified as sen—
sitive by a mobile device manufacturer, or possibly by an
API author, a wireless network operator, a device owner
or operator, or some other entity that may be affected by
a virus or malicious code in a device software application.
For instance, a mobile device manufacturer may classify
as sensitive those APIs that interface with cryptographic
routines, wireless communication functions, or proprie—
tary data models such as address book or calendar en-
tries. To protect against unauthorized access to these
sensitive APIs, the application developer 12 is required
to obtain one or more digital signatures from the mobile
device manufacturer or other entity that classified any
APIs as sensitive, or from a code signing authority 16
acting on behalf of the manufacturer or other entity with
an interest in protecting access to sensitive device APIs,
and append the signature(s) to the software application
Y 14.

[0015] In one embodiment, a digital signature is ob—
tained for each sensitive API or library that includes a
sensitive API to which the software application requires
access. In some cases, multiple signatures are desirable.
This would allow a service provider, company or network
operatorto restrict some or all software applications load-
ed or updated onto a particular set of mobile devices. In
this multiple—signature scenario, all APIs are restricted
and locked until a “global“ signature is verified for a soft-
ware application. For example, a company may wish to
prevent its employees from executing any software ap-
plications onto their devices without first obtaining per—
mission from a corporate information technology (IT) or
computer services department. All such corporate mobile
devices may then be configured to require verification of
at least a global signature before a software application
can be executed. Access to sensitive device APIs and

libraries, if any, could then be further restricted, depend-
ent upon verification of respective corresponding digital
signatures.
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[0016] The binary executable representation of soft-
ware application Y 14 may be independent of the partic-
ular type of mobile device or model of a mobile device.
Software application Y 14 may for example be in a write—
once-run-anywhere binary format such as is the case
with Java software applications. However, it may be de-
sirable to have a digital signature for each mobile device
type or model, or alternatively for each mobile device
platform or manufacturer. Therefore, software applica-
tion Y 14 may be submitted to several code signing au—
thorities if software application Y 14 targets several mo—
bile devices.

[0017] Software application Y 14 is sent from the ap-
plication developer 12 to the code signing authority 16.
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the code signing
authority 16 reviews the software application Y 14, al-
though as described in further detail below, it is contem—
plated that the code signing authority 16 may also or in—
stead consider the identity of the application developer
12 to determine whether or not the software application
Y 14 should be signed. The code signing authority 16 is
preferably one or more representatives from the mobile
device manufacturer, the authors of any sensitive APls,
or possibly others that have knowledge of the operation
of the sensitive APIs to which the software application
needs access.

[0018] lfthe code signing authority 16 determines that
software application Y 14 may access the sensitive API
and therefore should be signed, then a signature (not
shown) for the software application Y 14 is generated by
the code signing authority 16 and appended to the soft-
ware application Y 14. The signed software application
Y 22, comprising the software application Y 14 and the
digital signature, is then returned to the application de-
veloper 12. The digital signature is preferably a tag that
is generated using a private signature key 18 maintained
solely by the code signing authority 16. For example,
according to one signature scheme, a hash of the soft-
ware application Y 14 may be generated, using a hashing
algorithm such as the Secure Hash Algorithm SHA1, and
then used with the private signature key 18 to create the
digital signature. In some signature schemes, the private
signature key is used to encrypt a hash of information to
be signed, such as software application Y 14, whereas
in other schemes, the private key may be used in other
ways to generate a signature from the information to be
signed or a transformed version of the information.
[0019] The signed software application Y 22 may then
be sent to a mobile device 28 or downloaded by the mo-
bile device 28 over a wireless network 24. It should be

understood, however, that a code signing protocol ac-
cording to the present invention is not limited to software
applications that are downloaded over a wireless net—
work. For instance, in alternative embodiments, the

signed software application Y 22 may be downloaded to
a personal computervia a computer network and loaded
to the mobile device through a serial link, or may be ac—
quired from the application developer 12 in any other
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manner and loaded onto the mobile device. Once the

signed software application Y 22 is loaded on the mobile
device 28, each digital signature is preferably verified
with a public signature key 20 before the software appli—
cation Y 14 is granted access to a sensitive API library.
Although the signed software application Y 22 is loaded
onto a device, it should be appreciated that the software
application that may eventually be executed on the de-
vice is the software application Y 14. As described above,
the signed software application Y 22 includes the soft—
ware application Y 14 and one or more appended digital
signatures (notshown). When the signatures are verified,
the software application Y 14 can be executed on the
device and access anyAPls for which corresponding sig—
natures have been verified.

[0020] The public signature key 20 corresponds to the
private signature key 18 maintained by the code signing
authority 16, and is preferably installed on the mobile
device along with the sensitive API. However, the public
key 10 may instead be obtained from a public key repos-
itory (not shown), using the device 28 or possibly a per—
sonal computer system, and installed on the device 28
as needed. According to one embodiment ofa signature
scheme, the mobile device 28 calculates a hash of the

software application Y 14 in the signed software applica-
tion Y 22, using the same hashing algorithm as the code
signing authority 16, and uses the digital signature and
the public signature key 20 to recover the hash calculated
by the signing authority 16. The resultant locally calcu-
lated hash and the hash recovered from the digital sig-
nature are then compared, and if the hashes are the
same, the signature is verified. The software application
Y 14 can then be executed on the device 28 and access

any sensitive APIs forwhich the corresponding signature
(s) have been verified. As described above, the invention
is in no way limited to this particular illustrative example
signature scheme. Other signature schemes, including
further public key signature schemes, may also be used
in conjunction with the code signing methods and sys—
tems described herein.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram 30 ofthe code signing
protocol described above with reference to FIG. 1. The
protocol begins at step 32. At step 34, a software devel-
operwrites the software application onr a mobile device
that requires access to a sensitive API or library that ex-
poses a sensitive API (API library A). As discussed
above, some or all APIs on a mobile device may be clas-
sified as sensitive, thus requiring verification of a digital
signature for access by any software application such as
software application Y. In step 36, application Y is tested
by the software developer, preferably using a device sim-
ulator in which the digital signature verification function
has been disabled. In this manner, the software devel—
oper may debug the software application Y before the
digital signature is acquired from the code signing au-
thority. Once the software application Y has been written
and debugged, it isforvvarded to the code signing author—
ity in step 38.
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[0022] In steps 40 and 42, the code signing authority
reviews the software application Y to determine whether
or not it should be given access to the sensitive API, and
either accepts or rejects the software application. The
code signing authority may apply a number of criteria to
determine whether or not to grant the software applica-
tion access to the sensitive API including, for example,
the size ofthe software application, the device resources
accessed bythe API, the perceived utility ofthe software
application, the interaction with other software applica—
tions, the inclusion of a virus or other destructive code,
and whether or not the developer has a contractual ob-
ligation or other business arrangement with the mobile
device manufacturer. Further details of managing code
signing authorities and developers are described below
in reference to FIG. 5.

[0023] If the code signing authority accepts the soft—
ware application Y, then a digital signature, and prefer—
ably a signature identification, are appended to the soft-
ware application Y in step 46. As described above, the
digital signature may be generated by using a hash of
the software application Y and a private signature key
18. The signature identification is described below with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Once the digital signature
and signature identification are appended to the software
application Y to generate a signed software application,
the signed software application Y is returned to the soft-
ware developer in step 48. The software developer may
then license the signed software application Y to be load-
ed onto a mobile device (step 50). If the code signing
authority rejects the software application Y, however,
then a rejection notification is preferably sent to the soft—
ware developer (step 44), and the software application
Y will be unable to access anyAPl(s) associated with the
signature.
[0024] In an alternative embodiment, the software de-
veloper may provide the code signing authority with only
a hash of the software application Y, or provide the soft-
ware application Y in some type of abridged format. If
the software application Y is a Java application, then the
device independent binary *.class files may be used in
the hashing operation, although device dependent files
such as *.cod files used by the assignee of the present
application may instead be used in hashing or other dig-
ital signature operations when software applications are
intended for operation on particular devices or device
types. By providing only a hash or abridged version of
the software application Y, the software developer may
have the software application Y signed without revealing
proprietary code to the code signing authority. The hash
of the software application Y, along with the private sig-
nature key 18, may then be used by the code signing
authorityto generate the digital signature. lfan otherwise
abridged version of the software application Y is sent to
the code signing authority, then the abridged version may
similarly be used to generate the digital signature, pro-
vided that the abridging scheme or algorithm, like a hash—
ing algorithm, generates different outputs for different in-
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puts. This ensures that every software application will
have a different abridged version and thus a different
signature that can only be verified when appended to the
particular corresponding software application from which
the abridged version was generated. Because this em-
bodiment does not enable the code signing authority to
thoroughly review the software application for viruses or
other destructive code, however, a registration process
between the software developer and the code signing
authority may also be required. For instance, the code
signing authority may agree in advance to provide a trust-
ed software developer access to a limited set of sensitive
APls.

[0025] In still another alternative embodiment, a soft—
ware application Y may be submitted to more than one
signing authority. Each signing authority mayforexample
be responsible for signing software applications for par—
ticular sensitive APIs or APIs on a particular model of
mobile device or set of mobile devices that supports the
sensitive APIs required by a software application. A man-
ufacturer, mobile communication network operator, serv—
ice provider, or corporate clientfor example maythereby
have signing authority over the use of sensitive APIs for
their particular mobile device model(s), or the mobile de—
vices operating on a particular network, subscribing to
one or more particular services, or distributed to corpo-
rate employees. A signed software application may then
include a software application and at least one appended
digital signature appended from each of the signing au-
thorities. Even though these signing authorities in this
example would be generating a signature for the same
software application, different signing and signature ver—
ification schemes may be associated with the different
signing authorities.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa code signing sys—
tem 60 on a mobile device 62. The system 60 includes
a virtual machine 64, a plurality of software applications
66—70, a pluralityofAPl libraries 72—78, and an application
platform 80. The application platform 80 preferably in—
cludes all of the resources on the mobile device 62 that

may be accessed bythe software applications 66-70. For
instance, the application platform may include device
hardware 82, the mobile device’s operating system 84,
or core software and data models 86. Each API library
72-78 preferably includes a plurality ofAPls that interface
with a resource available in the application platform. For
instance, one API library might include all ofthe APIs that
interface with a calendar program and calendar entry da-
ta models. Another API library might include all of the
APIs that interface with the transmission circuitry and
functions ofthe mobile device 62. Yet another API library
might include all of the APIs capable of interfacing with
lower—level services performed by the mobile device’s
operating system 84. In addition, the plurality of API li-
braries 72-78 may include both libraries that expose a
sensitive API 74 and 78, such as an interface to a cryp—
tographic function, and libraries 72 and 76, that may be
accessed without exposing sensitive APls. Similarly, the
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plurality ofsoftware applications 66-70 may include both
signed software applications 66 and 70 that require ac-
cess to one or more sensitive APIs, and unsigned soft—
ware applications such as 68. The virtual machine 64 is
preferably an object oriented run-time environment such
as Sun Micro System’s J2ME(TM) (Java 2 Platform, Mi-
cro Edition), which manages the execution of all of the
software applications 66-70 operating on the mobile de-
vice 62, and links the software applications 66-70 to the
various API libraries 72—78.

[0027] Software application Y 70 is an example of a
signed software application. Each signed software appli-
cation preferably includes an actual software application
such as software application Y comprising for example
software code that can be executed on the application
platform 80, one or more signature identifications 94 and
one or more corresponding digital signatures 96. Prefer—
ably each digital signature 96 and associated signature
identification 94 in a signed software application 66 or 70
corresponds to a sensitive API library 74 or 78 to which
the software application X or software application Y re—
quires access. The sensitive API library 74 or 78 may
include one or more sensitive APls. In an alternative em-

bodiment, the signed software applications 66 and 70
may include a digital signature 96 for each sensitive API
within an API library 74 or 78. The signature identifica-
tions 94 may be unique integers or some other means
of relating a digital signature 96 to a specific API library
74 or 78, API, application platform 80, or model of mobile
device 62.

[0028] API libraryA 78 is an example of an API library
that exposes a sensitive API. Each API library 74 and 78
including a sensitive API should preferably include a de-
scription string 88, a public signature key 20, and a sig-
nature identifier 92. The signature identifier 92 preferably
corresponds to a signature identification 94 in a signed
software application 66 or 70, and enables the virtual
machine 64 to quickly match a digital signature 96 with
an API library 74 or 78. The public signature key 20 cor—
responds to the private signature key 18 maintained by
the code signing authority, and is used to verify the au-
thenticity of a digital signature 96. The description string
88 may for example be a textual message that is dis—
played on the mobile device when a signed software ap-
plication 66 or 70 is loaded, or alternatively when a soft-
ware application X or Y attempts to access a sensitive
API.

[0029] Operationally, when a signed software applica-
tion 68-70, respectively including a software application
X, Z, or Y, that requires access to a sensitive API library
74 or 78 is loaded onto a mobile device, the virtual ma-

chine 64 searches the signed for an appended digital
signature 96 associated with the API library 74 or 78.
Preferably, the appropriate digital signature 96 is located
by the virtual machine 64 by matching the signature iden-
tifier 92 in the API library 74 or 78 with a signature iden-
tification 94 on the signed software application. If the
signed software application includes the appropriate dig-
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ital signature 96, then the virtual machine 64 verifies its
authenticity using the public signature key20. Then, once
the appropriate digital signature 96 has been located and
verified, the description string 88 is preferably displayed
on the mobile device before the software application X
or Y is executed and accesses the sensitive API. For

instance, the description string 88 may display a mes—
sage stating that "Application Y is attempting to access
API Library A," and thereby provide the mobile device
user with the final control to grant or deny access to the
sensitive API.

[0030] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a code signing
system 61 on a plurality of mobile devices 62E, 62F and
62G. The system 61 includes a plurality of mobile devices
each of which only three are illustrated, mobile devices
62E, 62F and 62G. Also shown is a signed software ap-
plication 70, including a software application Y to which
two digital signatures 96E and 96F with corresponding
signature identifications 94E and 94F have been append-
ed. In the example system 61, each pair composed of a
digital signature and identification, 94E/96E and 94F/
96F, corresponds to a model of mobile device 62, API
library 78, or associated platform 80. If signature identi-
fications 94E and 94F correspond to different models of
mobile device 62, then when a signed software applica-
tion 70 which includes a software application Y that re-
quires access to a sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto
mobile device 62E, the virtual machine 64 searches the
signed software application 70 for a digital signature 96E
associated with the API library 78 by matching identifier
94E with signature identifier 92. Similarly, when a signed
software application 70 including a software application
Y that requires access to a sensitive API library 78 is
loaded onto a mobile device 62F, the virtual machine 64
in device 62F searches the signed software application
70 for a digital signature 96F associated with the API
library 78. However, when a software application Y in a
signed software application 70 that requires access to a
sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto a mobile device
model for which the application developer has not ob-
tained a digital signature, device 62G in the example of
FIG. 3A, the virtual machine 64 in the device 64G does

not find a digital signature appended to the software ap-
plication Y and consequently, access to the API library
78 is denied on device 62G. It should be appreciated
from the foregoing description that a software application
such as software application Y may have multiple device-
specific, library-specific, or API-specific signatures or
some combination ofsuch signatures appended thereto.
Similarly, different signature verification requirements
may be configured forthe different devices. For example,
device 62E may require verification of both a global sig-
nature, as well as additional signatures for any sensitive
APIs to which a software application, requires access in
orderfor the software application to be executed, where-
as device 62F may require verification of only a global
signature and device 62G may require verification ofsig—
natures only for its sensitive APls. It should also be ap-
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parentthat a communication system may include devices
(not shown) on which a software application Y received
as part of a signed software application such as 70 may
execute without any signature verification. Although a
signed software application has one or more signatures
appended thereto, the software application Y might pos-
sibly be executed on some devices without first having
any of its signature(s) verified. Signing of a software ap-
plication preferably does not interfere with its execution
on devices in which digital signature verification is not
implemented.
[0031] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram 100 illustrating the op-
eration ofthe code signing system described above with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 3A. In step 102, a software
application is loaded onto a mobile device. Once the soft-
ware application is Ioaded, the device, preferably using
a virtual machine, determines whether or not the software
application requires access to any API libraries that ex—
pose a sensitive API (step 104). If not, then the software
application is linked with all of its required API libraries
and executed (step 118). Ifthe software application does
require access to a sensitive API, however, then the vir-
tual machine verifies that the software application in-
cludes a valid digital signature associated any sensitive
APIs to which access is required, in steps 106—116.
[0032] In step 106, the virtual machine retrieves the
public signature key 20 and signature identifier 92 from
the sensitive API library. The signature identifier 92 is
then used bythe virtual machine in step 108 to determine
whether or not the software application has an appended
digital signature 96 with a corresponding signature iden-
tification 94. If not, then the software application has not
been approved for access to the sensitive API by a code
signing authority, and the software application is prefer-
ably prevented from being executed in step 116. In alter—
native embodiments, a software application Without a
properdigital signature 96 may be purged from the mobile
device, or may be denied access to the API library ex-
posing the sensitive API but executed to the extent pos—
sible without access to the API library. It is also contem-
plated that a user may be prompted for an input when
signature verification fails, thereby providing for usercon—
trol of such subsequent operations as purging ofthe soft—
ware application from the device.
[0033] If a digital signature 96 corresponding to the
sensitive API library is appended to the software appli—
cation and located by the virtual machine, then the virtual
machine uses the public key 20 to verify the authenticity
of the digital signature 96 in step 110. This step may be
performed, for example, by using the signature verifica—
tion scheme described above or other alternative signa-
ture schemes. If the digital signature 96 is not authentic,
then the software application is preferably either not ex—
ecuted, purged, or restricted from accessing the sensitive
API as described above with reference to step 116. If the
digital signature is authentic, however, then the descrip-
tion string 88 is preferably displayed in step ’I ’12, warning
the mobile device user that the software application re-
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quires access to a sensitive API, and possibly prompting
the user for authorization to execute or load the software

application (step 114). When more than one signature is
to be verified for a software application, then the steps
104-110 are preferably repeated for each signature be-
fore the user is prompted in step 112. Ifthe mobile device
user in step ’I ’14 authorizes the software application, then
it may be executed and linked to the sensitive API library
in step 118.
[0034] FIG. 5 is aflow diagram 200 illustrating the man—
agement of the code signing authorities described with
reference to FIG. 3A. At step 210, an application devel-
oper has developed a new software application which is
intended to be executable one or more target device mod—
els or types. The target devices may include sets of de-
vices from different manufacturers, sets of device models
or types from the same manufacturer, or generally any
sets of devices having particular signature and verifica—
tion requirements. The term “target device“ refers to any
such set of devices having a common signature require-
ment. For example, a set of devices requiring verification
of a device-specific global signature for execution of all
software applications may comprise a target device, and
devices that require both a global signature and further
signatures for sensitive APIs may be part of more than
one target device set. The software application may be
written in a device independent manner by using at least
one known API, supported on at least one target device
with an API library. Preferably, the developed software
application is intended to be executable on several target
devices, each ofwhich has its own at Ieastone API library.
[0035] At step 220, a code signing authority for one
target device receives a target-signing request from the
developer. The target signing request includes the soft-
ware application or a hash of the software application, a
developer identifier, as well as at least one target device
identifier which identifies the target device for which a
signature is being requested. At step 230, the signing
authority consults a developer database 235 or other
records to determine whether or not to trust developer
220. This determination can be made according to sev-
eral criteria discussed above, such as whether or not the

developer has a contractual obligation or has entered
into some other type of business arrangementwith a de-
vice manufacturer, network operator, service provider,
or device manufacturer. Ifthe developer is trusted, then
the method proceeds at step 240. However, if the devel-
oper is not trusted, then the software application is re-
jected (250) and not signed by the signing authority. As—
suming the developerwas trusted, at step 240 the signing
authority determines if it has the target private key cor-
responding to the submitted target identifier by consulting
a private key store such as a target private key database
245. If the target private key is found, then a digital sig-
nature for the software application is generated at step
260 and the digital signature or a signed software appli—
cation including the digital signature appended to the
software application is returned to the developer at step
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280. However, if the target private key is not found at
step 240, then the software application is rejected at step
270 and no digital signature is generated forthe software
application.
[0036] Advantageously, iftargetsigning authorities fol-
low compatible embodiments of the method outlined in
FIG. 5, a network of target signing authorities may be
established in order to expediently manage code signing
authorities and a developer community code signing
process providing signed software applications for mul—
tiple targets with low likelihood of destructive code.
[0037] Should any destructive or otherwise problem-
atic code be found in a software application or suspected
because of behavior exhibited when a software applica—
tion is executed on a device, then the registration or priv-
ileges of the corresponding application developer with
any or all signing authorities may also be suspended or
revoked, since the digital signature provides an audit trail
through which the developer of a problematic software
application may be identified. In such an event, devices
may be informed of the revocation by being configured
to periodically download signature revocation lists, for
example. If software applications for which the corre-
sponding digital signatures have been revoked are run—
ning on a device, the device may then halt execution of
any such software application and possibly purge the
software application from its local storage. If preferred,
devices may also be configured to re—execute digital sig—
nature verifications, for instance periodically or when a
new revocation list is downloaded.

[0038] Although a digital signature generated by a
signing authority is dependent upon authentication ofthe
application developer and confirmation that the applica-
tion developer has been properly registered, the digital
signature is preferably generated from a hash or other—
wise transformed version of the software application and
is therefore application-specific. This contrasts with
known code signing schemes, in which APl access is
granted to any software applications arriving from trusted
application developers or authors. In the code signing
systems and methods described herein, API access is
granted on an application—by—application basis and thus
can be more strictly controlled or regulated.
[0039] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a mobile commu-
nication device in which a code signing system and meth-
od may be implemented. The mobile communication de—
vice 610 is preferably a two-way communication device
having at least voice and data communication capabili-
ties. The device preferably has the capability to commu-
nicate with other computer systems on the Internet. De—
pending on the functionality provided by the device, the
device may be referred to as a data messaging device,
a two—way pager, a cellular telephone with data messag—
ing capabilities, a wireless Internet appliance or a data
communication device (with or without telephony capa-
bilities).
[0040] Where the device 610 is enabled for two—way
communications, the device will incorporate a communi-
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cation subsystem 611, including a receiver 612, a trans-
mitter 614, and associated components such as one or
more, preferably embedded or internal, antenna ele—
ments 616 and 618, local oscillators (LOs) 613, and a
processing module such as a digital signal processor
(DSP) 620. As will be apparentto those skilled in the field
of communications, the particular design of the commu—
nication subsystem 611 will be dependent upon the com-
munication network in which the device is intended to

operate. For example, a device 610 destined for a North
American market may include a communication subsys-
tem 611 designed to operate within the Mobitex(TM) mo-
bile communication system or DataTAC(TM) mobile
communication system, whereas a device 610 intended
for use in Europe may incorporate a General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) communication subsystem 611.
[0041] Network access requirements will also vary de—
pending upon the type of network 919. For example, in
the Mobitex and DataTAC networks, mobile devices such

as 610 are registered on the network using a unique iden-
tification number associated with each device. In GPRS

networks however, network access is associated with a
subscriber or user ofa device 610. A GPRS device there-

fore requires a subscriber identity module (not shown),
commonly referred to as a SIM card, in order to operate
on a GPRS network. Without a SIM card, a GPRS device

will not be fully functional. Local or non-network commu-
nication functions (ifany) maybe operable, butthe device
610 will be unable to carry out any functions involving
communications over network 61 9, other than any legally
required operations such as “91 1“ emergency calling.
[0042] When required network registration or activa—
tion procedures have been completed, a device 610 may
send and receive communication signals over the net-
work 619. Signals received by the antenna 616 through
a communication network 619 are input to the receiver
612, which may perform such common receiverfunctions
as signal amplification, frequency down conversion, fil—
tering, channel selection and the like, and in the example
system shown in FIG. 6, analog to digital conversion.
Analog to digital conversion of a received signal allows
more complex communication functions such as demod—
ulation and decoding to be performed in the DSP 620. In
a similar manner, signals to be transmitted are proc-
essed, including modulation and encoding for example,
by the DSP 620 and inputto the transmitter 61 4 for digital
to analog conversion, frequency up conversion, filtering,
amplification and transmission over the communication
network 619 via the antenna 618.

[0043] The DSP 620 not only processes communica-
tion signals, but also providesfor receiverand transmitter
control. For example, the gains applied to communication
signals in the receiver 612 and transmitter 614 may be
adaptively controlled through automatic gain control al-
gorithms implemented in the DSP 620.
[0044] The device 610 preferably includes a micro—
processor 638 which controls the overall operation ofthe
device. Communication functions, including at least data
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and voice communications, are performed through the
communication subsystem 611 . The microprocessor 638
also interacts with fu ither device subsystems or resourc—
es such as the display 622, flash memory 624, random
access memory (RAM) 626, auxiliary input/output (l/O)
subsystems 628, serial port 630, keyboard 632, speaker
634, microphone 636, a short—range communications
subsystem 640 and any other device subsystems gen-
erally designated as 642. APls, including sensitive APls
requiring verification ofone or more corresponding digital
signatures before access is granted, may be provided on
the device 61 0 to interface between software applications
and any of the resources shown in FIG. 6.
[0045] Some of the subsystems shown in FIG. 6 per—
form communication-related functions, whereas other

subsystems may provide "resident" or on-device func-
tions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 632
and display 622 for example, may be used for both com—
munication-related functions, such as entering a text
message for transmission over a communication net-
work, and device—resident functions such as a calculator
or task list.

[0046] Operating system software used by the micro-
processor 638, and possibly APIs to be accessed bysoft—
ware applications, is preferably stored in a persistent
store such as flash memory 624, which may instead be
a read only memory (ROM) or similar storage element
(not shown). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the operating system, specific device software applica-
tions, or parts thereof, may be temporarily loaded into a
volatile store such as RAM 626. It is contemplated that
received and transmitted communication signals may al—
so be stored to RAM 626.

[0047] The microprocessor 638, in addition to its op-
erating system functions, preferably enables execution
of software applications on the device. A predetermined
set ofapplications which control basic device operations,
including at least data and voice communication appli-
cations for example, will normally be installed on the de—
vice 610 during manufacture. A preferred application that
may be loaded onto the device may be a personal infor-
mation manager (PIM) application having the ability to
organize and manage data items relating to the device
user such as, but not limited to e-mail, calendar events,

voice mails, appointments, and task items. Naturally, one
or more memory stores would be available on the device
to facilitate storage of PIM data items on the device. Such
PIM application would preferably have the ability to send
and receive data items, via the wireless network. In a
preferred embodiment, the PIM data items are seamless—
ly integrated, synchronized and updated, via the wireless
network, with the device user’s corresponding data items
stored or associated with a host computer system there—
by creating a mirrored host computer on the mobile de-
vice with respect to the data items at least. This would
be especially advantageous in the case where the host
computer system is the mobile device user’s office com—
puter system. Further applications, including signed soft-
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ware applications as described above, may also be load-
ed onto the device 610 through the network 619, an aux-
iliary |/O subsystem 628, serial port 630, short—range
communications subsystem 640 or any other suitable
subsystem 642. The device microprocessor 638 may
then verify any digital signatures, possibly including both
"global" device signatures and API—specific signatures,
appended to such a software application before the soft-
ware application can be executed by the microprocessor
638 and/or access any associated sensitive APls. Such
flexibilityin application installation increases thefunction-
ality of the device and may provide enhanced on-device
functions, communication-related functions, or both. For
example, secure communication applications may ena—
ble electronic commerce functions and other such finan-

cial transactions to be performed using the device 610,
through a crypto API and a crypto module which imple—
ments crypto algorithms on the device (not shown).
[0048] In a data communication mode, a received sig-
nal such as a text message or web page download will
be processed by the communication subsystem 611 and
input to the microprocessor 638, which will preferably
further process the received signal for output to the dis-
play 622, or alternatively to an auxiliary |/O device 628.
A user ofdevice 610 may also compose data items such
as email messages for example, using the keyboard 632,
which is preferably a complete alphanumeric keyboard
ortelephone—type keypad, in conjunction with the display
622 and possibly an auxiliary |/O device 628. Such com-
posed items may then be transmitted over a communi-
cation network through the communication subsystem
611.

[0049] Forvoice communications, overall operation of
the device 610 is substantially similar, except that re-
ceived signals would preferably be output to a speaker
634 and signals for transmission would be generated by
a microphone 636. Alternative voice or audio |/O subsys-
tems such as a voice message recording subsystem may
also be implemented on the device 610. Although voice
or audio signal output is preferably accomplished prima-
rily through the speaker 634, the display 622 may also
be used to provide an indication ofthe identity ofa calling
party, the duration of a voice call, or other voice call re-
lated information for example.
[0050] The serial port 630 in FIG. 6 would normally be
implemented in a personal digital assistant (PDA)—type
communication device for which synchronization with a
user’s desktop computer (not shown) may be desirable,
but is an optional device component. Such a port 630
would enable a user to set preferences through an ex-
ternal device or software application and would extend
the capabilities of the device by providing for information
or software downloads to the device 610 other than

through a wireless communication network. The alter-
nate download path may for example be used to load an
encryption key onto the device through a direct and thus
reliable and trusted connection to thereby enable secure
device communication.
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[0051] A short-range communications subsystem 640
is a further optional component which may provide for
communication between the device 624 and different

systems or devices, which need not necessarily be sim—
ilar devices. For example, the subsystem 640 may in-
clude an infrared device and associated circuits and com-

ponents or a Bluetooth(TM) communication module to
provide for communication with similarly-enabled sys-
tems and devices.

[0052] The embodiments described herein are exam—
ples of structures, systems or methods having elements
corresponding to the elements ofthe invention recited in
the claims. This written description may enable those
skilled in the art to make and use embodiments having
alternative elements that likewise correspond to the ele-
ments ofthe invention recited in the claims. The intended

scope ofthe invention thus includes otherstructures,sys—
terns or methods that do not differ from the literal lan—

guage ofthe claims,andfurtherincludes otherstructures,
systems or methods with insubstantial differences from
the literal language of the claims.
[0053] For example, when a software application is re-
jected at step 250 in the method shown in FIG. 5, the
signing authority may request that the developer sign a
contract orenter into a business relationshipwith a device
manufacturer or other entity on whose behalfthe signing
authority acts. Similarly, if a software application is re-
jected at step 270, authority to sign the software appli—
cation may be delegated to a different signing authority.
The signing ofa software application following delegation
of signing of the software application to the different au-
thority can proceed substantially as shown in FIG. 5,
wherein thetargetsigning authoritythat received the orig-
inal request from the trusted developer at step 220 re-
quests that the software application be signed by the dif—
ferent signing authority on behalf ofthe trusted developer
from the targetsigning authority. Once a trust relationship
has been established between code signing authorities,
target private code signing keys could be shared between
code signing authorities to improve performance of the
method at step 240, or a device may be configured to
validate digital signatures from either of the trusted sign—
ing authorities.
[0054] In addition, although described primarily in the
context of software applications, code signing systems
and methods according to the present invention may also
be applied to other device-related components, including
but in no way limited to, commands and associated com-
mand arguments, and libraries configured to interface
with device resources. Such commands and libraries

may be sent to mobile devices by device manufacturers,
device owners, network operators, service providers,
software application developers and the like. It would be
desirable to control the execution of any command that
may affect device operation, such as a command to
change a device identification code or wireless commu-
nication network address for example, by requiring ver—
ification of one or more digital signatures before a com-
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mand can be executed on a device, in accordance with

the code signing systems and methods described and
claimed herein.

[0055] As has been described, a code signing system
for operation in conjunction with a software application
having a digital signature, comprises an application plat—
form; an application programming interface (API) config—
ured to link the software application with the application
platform; and a virtual machine that verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0056] The virtual machine may deny the software ap-
plication access to the API if the digital signature is not
authentic. The virtual machine may purge the software
application if the digital signature is not authentic. The
code signing system may be installed on a mobile device.
The digital signature may be generated by a code signing
authority.
[0057] The code signing system may further comprise
a plurality of API libraries each including a plurality of
APIs, wherein the virtual machine controls access to the

plurality of API libraries by the software application.
[0058] One or more of the plurality ofAPI libraries may
be classified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may
use the digital signature to control access to the sensitive
API libraries by the software application. The software
application may include a unique digital signature for
each sensitive API library. The software application may
include a signature identification for each unique digital
signature; each sensitive API library may include a sig-
nature identifier; and the virtual machine may compare
the signature identification and the signature identifier to
match the unique digital signatures with sensitive API
libraries.

[0059] The digital signature may be generated using
a private signature key, and the virtual machine may use
a public signature key to verify the authenticity of the
digital signature. The digital signature may be generated
by applying the private signature key to a hash of the
software application; and the virtual machine may verify
the authenticity of the digital signature by generating a
hash of the software application to obtain a generated
hash, applying the public signature key to the digital sig-
nature to obtain a recovered hash, and comparing the
generated hash with the recovered hash.
[0060] The API may further comprise a description
string that is displayed by the mobile device when the
software application attempts to access the API. The ap-
plication platform may comprise an operating system.
The application platform may comprise one or more core
functions of a mobile device. The application platform
may comprise hardware on a mobile device. The hard-
ware may comprise a subscriber identity module (SIM)
card. The software application may be a Java application
for a mobile device. The API may interface with a cryp-
tographic routine on the application platform. The API
may interface with a proprietary data model on the ap—
plication platform. The virtual machine may be a Java
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virtual machine installed on a mobile device.

[0061] As also described, a code signing system for
operation in conjunction with a software application hav—
ing a digital signature, comprises an application platform;
a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls),
each configured to link the software application with a
resource on the application platform; and a virtual ma—
chine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature
in order to control access to the API by the software ap-
plication, wherein the virtual machine verifies the authen—
ticity of the digital signature in orderto control access to
the plurality of APIs by the software application.
[0062] The plurality ofAPls may be included in an API
library. One or more ofthe plurality of APIs may be clas—
sified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may use the
digital signature to control access to the sensitive APls.
For operation in conjunction with a plurality of software
applications, one or more of the plurality of software ap—
plications may have a digital signature, and the virtual
machine may verify the authenticity of the digital signa-
ture of each ofthe one or more ofthe plurality ofsoftware
applications in order to control access to the sensitive
APls by each ofthe plurality ofsoftware applications. The
resource on the application platform may comprise a
wireless communication system. The resource on the ap—
plication platform may comprise a cryptographic module
which implements cryptographic algorithms. The re-
source on the application platform may comprise a data
store. The resource on the application platform may com-
prise a user interface (Ul).
[0063] As has also been described, a method of con-
trolling access to sensitive application programming in—
terfaces on a mobile device, comprisesthe steps of: load-
ing a software application on the mobile device that re-
quires access to a sensitive application programming in—
terface (API); determining whether or not the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the sensitive API; and if the software application does
not include a digital signature associated with the sensi—
tive API, then denying the software application access
to the sensitive API.

[0064] The method my comprise the additional step of:
if the software application does not include a digital sig—
nature associated with the sensitive APl, then purging
the software application from the mobile device. The dig-
ital signature may be generated by a code signing au—
thority. The method may comprise the additional steps
of: if the software application includes a digital signature
associated with the sensitive API, then verifying the au-
thenticity of the digital signature; and if the digital signa—
ture is not authentic, then denying the software applica-
tion access to the sensitive API. The method may further
comprise the additional step of: if the digital signature is
not authentic, then purging the software application from
the mobile device. The digital signature may be gener-
ated by applying a private signature key to a hash of the
software application, and the step ofverifying the authen—
ticity ofthe digital signature may be performed by a meth-
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ed comprising the steps of: storing a public signature key
that corresponds to the private signature key on the mo-
bile device; generating a hash of the software application
to obtain a generated hash; applying the public signature
key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash;
and comparing the generated hash with the recovered
hash. The digital signature may be generated by calcu—
lating a hash ofthe software application and applying the
private signature key. The method may comprise the ad-
ditional step of: displaying a description string that notifies
a user of the mobile device that the software application
requires access to the sensitive API. The method may
further comprise the additional step of: receiving a com-
mand from the user granting or denying the software ap—
plication access to the sensitive API.
[0065] Further has been described a method of con-
trolling access to an application programming interface
(API) on a mobile device by a software application cre—
ated by a software developer, comprising the steps of:
receiving the software application from the software de-
veloper; reviewing the software application to determine
if it may access the API; if the software application may
access the API, then appending a digital signature to the
software application; verifying the authenticity of a digital
signature appended to a software application; and pro-
viding access to the API to software applications forwhich
the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0066] The step of reviewing the software application
may be performed by a code signing authority. The step
of appending the digital signature to the software appli-
cation may be performed by a method comprising the
steps of: calculating a hash of the software application;
and applying a signature key to the hash of the software
application to generate the digital signature. The hash of
the software application may be calculated using the Se—
cure Hash Algorithm (SHA‘I). The step of verifying the
authenticity of a digital signature may comprise the steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; and determining ifthe digital
signature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash
with the recovered hash. The method may further com-
prise the step of, if the digital signature is not authentic,
then denying the software application access to the API.
The signature key may be a private signature key and
the corresponding signature keyis a publicsignature key.
[0067] Also has been described, a method of control—
ling access to a sensitive application programming inter-
face (API) on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:
registering one or more software developers that are
trusted to design software applications which access the
sensitive API; receiving a hash of a software application;
determining if the software application was designed by
one ofthe registered software developers; and ifthe soft—
ware application was designed by one of the registered
software developers, then generating a digital signature
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using the hash of the software application, wherein the
digital signature may be appended to the software appli-
cation; and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in order to control access to the sen—
sitive API by the software application.
[0068] The step ofgenerating the digital signature may
be performed by a code signing authority. The step of
generating the digital signature may be performed by ap-
plying a signature key to the hash of the software appli-
cation. The mobile device may verify the authenticity of
the digital signature by performing the additional steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; determining if the digital sig-
nature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash with
the recovered hash; and if the digital signature is not au—
thentic, then denying the software application access to
the sensitive API.

[0069] As has been described, a method of restricting
access to application programming interfaces on a mo-
bile device, comprises the steps of: loading a software
application on the mobile device that requires access to
one or more application programming interface (API); de—
termining whether or not the software application in-
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device, then denying the software application ac-
cess to the one or more APls.

[0070] The method may comprise the additional step
of: if the software application does not include an authen-
tic digital signature associated with the mobile device,
then purging the software application from the mobile
device. The software application may include a plurality
of digital signatures. The plurality of digital signatures
may include digital signatures respectively associated
with different types of mobile devices.
[0071] Each of the plurality of digital signatures may
be generated bya respective corresponding code signing
authority. The step ofdetermining whether or notthe soft—
ware application includes an authentic digital signature
associated with the mobile device may comprise the ad-
ditional steps of: determining if the software application
includes a digital signature associated with the mobile
device; and if so, then verifying the authenticity of the
digital signature. The one or more APls may include one
or more APls classified as sensitive, and the method may
further comprise the steps of, for each sensitive API: de—
termining whether or not the software application in-
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API, then denying the software application ac-
cess to the sensitive API. Each of the plurality of digital
signatures may be generated by its corresponding code
signing authority by applying a respective private signa-
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ture key associated with the code signing authority to a
hash ofthe software application. The step ofdetermining
whether or not the software application includes an au—
thentic digital signature associated with the mobile device
may comprise the steps of: determining if the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the mobile device; and ifso, then verifying the authenticity
of the digital signature, wherein the step of verifying the
authenticity of the digital signature is performed by a
method comprising the steps of: storing a public signa—
ture key on a mobile device that corresponds to the pri-
vate signature key associated with the code signing au-
thority which generates the signature associated with the
mobile device; generating a hash of the software appli—
cation to obtain a generated hash; applying the public
signature keyto the digitalsignature to obtain a recovered
hash; and comparing the generated hash with the recov—
ered hash.

[0072] The following are particularly preferred embod-
iments according to the present invention.
[0073] Numbered Embodiment 14. A method of con—
trolling access to sensitive application programming in-
terfaces on a mobile device (62), comprising the steps of:

- loading a software application (66) on the mobile de-
vice (62) that requires access to a sensitive applica-
tion programming interface (API) having a signature
identifier (92);

- determining whether the software application (66)
includes a digital signature (96) and a signature iden-
tification (94); and

- denying the software application (66) access to the
sensitive API where the signature identification (94)
does not correspond with the signature identifier
(92).

[0074] Numbered Embodiment 15. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 14, comprising the additional
step of:

- purging the software application (66) from the mobile
device (62) where the signature identification (94)
does not correspond with the signature identifier
(92).

[0075] Numbered Embodiment 16. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 14 or Numbered Embodiment

15, wherein the digital signature (96) and the signature
identification (94) are generated by a code signing au—
thority.
[0076] Numbered Embodiment 17. The method of any
of Numbered Embodiments 14 to 16, comprising the ad-
ditional steps of:

- verifying the authenticity ofthe digital signature (96)
where the signature identification (94) corresponds
with the signature identifier (92); and

- denying the software application (66) access to the
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sensitive API where the digital signature (96) is not
authenticated.

[0077] Numbered Embodiment ’18. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 17, comprising the additional
step of:

- purging the software application (66) from the mobile
device (62) where the digital signature (96) is not
authenticated.

[0078] Numbered Embodiment 19. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 17, wherein the digital signature
(96) is generated by applying a private signature key to
a hash ofthe software application (66), and wherein the
step of verifying the authenticity of the digital signature
(96) is performed by a method comprising the steps of:

- storing a public signature key that corresponds to
the private signature key on the mobile device (62);

- generating a hash ofthe software application (66) to
obtain a generated hash;

- applying the public signature key to the digital sig-
nature (96) to obtain a recovered hash; and

- comparing the generated hash with the recovered
hash.

[0079] Numbered Embodiment 20. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 19, wherein the digital signature
(96) is generated by calculating a hash of the software
application (66) and applying the private signature key.
[0080] Numbered Embodiment2’l . The method ofany
of Numbered Embodiments 14 to 20, comprising the ad-
ditional steps of:

- displaying a description string (88) that notifies a user
of the mobile device (62) that the software applica-
tion (66) requires access to the sensitive API.

[0081] Numbered Embodiment 22. The method of
Numbered Embodiment 21, comprising the additional
step of:

- receiving a command from the user granting or de-
nying the software application (66) access to the sen-
sitive API.

[0082] Numbered Embodiment23. A mobile device for
a mobile device comprising:

- an application platform having application program-
ming interfaces (APls);

- a verification system for authenticating digital signa—
tures (96) and signature identifications (94) provided
by the respective software applications (66) to ac-
cess the APIs; and

- a control system for allowing a software application
(66) to access at least one oftheAPls where a digital
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signature (96) provided by the software application
(66) is authenticated by the verification system;

- wherein a code signing authority provides digital sig—
natures (96) and signature identifications (94) to soft—
ware applications (66) that require access to at least
one of the APIs such that the digital signature (96)
forthe software application (66) is generated accord—
ing to a signature scheme ofa signature identification
(94), and wherein the signature identifications (94)
provided to the software applications (66) comprise
those signature identifications (94) that are substan-
tially only authorized to allow access on the subset
of the plurality of mobile devices (62).

[0083] Numbered Embodiment 24. The mobile device
of Numbered Embodiment 23, wherein a virtual machine
(64) comprises the verification system and the control
system, preferably the virtual machine (64) being a Java
virtual machine and the software application being a Java
application.
[0084] Numbered Embodiment 25. The mobile device
ofNumbered Embodiments 23 or24, wherein the control

system requires one digital signature (96) and one sig-
nature identification (94) for each library of at least one
of the APIs.

[0085] Numbered Embodiment 26. The mobile device
of Numbered Embodiments 23 to 25, wherein the APIs
ofthe application platform access at least one of a cryp—
tographic module, which implements cryptographic algo-
rithms, a data store, a proprietary data model, and a user
interface (Ul).
[0086] Numbered Embodiment 27. The mobile device
of Numbered Embodiments 23 to 26, wherein the digital
signature (96) is generated using a private signature key
underthe signature scheme, and the verification system
uses a public signature key to authenticate the digital
signature.
[0087] Numbered Embodiment 28. The mobile device
of Numbered Embodiment 27, wherein:

- the digital signature (96) is generated by applying
the private signature key to a hash of the software
application (66) under the signature scheme; and

- the verification system authenticates the digital sig-
nature (96) by generating a hash ofthe software ap-
plication (6) to obtain a generated hash, applying the
public signature key to the digital signature (96) to
obtain a recovered hash, and verifying that the gen-
erated hash with the recovered hash are the same.

[0088] Numbered Embodiment 29. The mobile device
of Numbered Embodiments 23 to 28, wherein at least

one of the APIs further comprises:

- a description string (88) that is displayed to a user
when the software application (66) attempts to ac—
cess said at least one of the APIs.
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Claims

1.

7.

A mobile device (62) comprising:

an application platform having application pro-
gramming interfaces (APls), each having a sig-
nature identifier;

a verification system for authenticating digital
signatures (96) and signature identifications
(94) provided by respective software applica—
tions (66) to access the APIs; and
a control system for denying a software applica-
tion on the device access to at least one of the

APIs where the signature identifier of the such
API does not correspond with the digital signa-
ture identification and digital signature provided
by the software application or is not authenticat—
ed by the verification system.

The mobile device of claim 1, wherein a virtual ma-
chine comprises the verification system and the con—
trol system, preferably the virtual machine being a
Java virtual machine and the software application
being a Java application.

The mobile device claim 1 or 2, wherein the control

system requires one digital signature and one sig-
nature identification for each library of at least one
of the APIs.

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the APIs of the application platform access at least
one of a cryptographic module, which implements
cryptographic algorithms, a data store, a proprietary
data model, and a user interface (Ul).

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the digital signature is generated using a private sig-
nature key under the signature scheme, and the ver—
ification system uses a public signature key to au-
thenticate the digital signature.

The mobile device of claim 5, wherein:

the digital signature is generated by applying the
private signature key to a hash of the software
application under the signature scheme: and
the verification system authenticates the digital
signature by generating a hash of the software
application to obtain a generated hash, applying
the public signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash, and verifying that
the generated hash and the recovered hash are
the same.

The mobile device of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein
at least one ofthe APls further comprises:
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

a description string that is displayed when the
software application attempts to access said at
least one of the APIs.

A method of controlling access to application pro-
gramming interfaces (APls) on a mobile device, in—
cluding the step of denying a software application on
the device access to at least one of the APIs where

a signature identifier of the such API does not cor-
respond with a digital signature identification or a
digital signature provided bythe software application
is not authenticated by a verification system of the
device.

The method of claim 8, comprising the additional
step of:

purging the software application from the mobile
device where the digital signature is not authen-
ticated.

The method ofclaim 8 or 9, comprising the additional
step of:

purging the software application from the mobile
device where the signature identification does
not correspond with the signature identifier.

The method of any of claims 8 to 10, wherein the
digital signature and the signature identification are
generated by a code signing authority.

The method of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein a de-
scription string is displayed to a user when the soft-
ware application attempts to access said at least one
of the APIs.

The method of any of claims 8 to 12 comprising the
additional step of:

displaying a description string that notifies a user
ofthe mobile device that the software application
requires access to the API.

The method of claim 13, comprising the additional
step of:

receiving a command from the user granting or
denying the software application access to the
API.

The method of any of claims 8 to 14, comprising the
additional step of:

allowing the software application to access the
API where the digital signature is authenticated.
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(54) SOFTWARE CODE SIGNING SYSTEM AND METHOD

(57) A code signing system and method is provided.
The code signing system operates in conjunction with a
signed software application having a digital signature and
includes an application platform, an application program—
ming interface (API), and a virtual machine. The API is
configured to link the software application with the appli—
cation platform. The virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority from and is re-
lated to the following prior applications: "Code Signing
System And Method," U.S. Provisional Application No.
60/234,152, filed Sep. 21, 2000; "Code Signing System
And Method," US. Provisional Application No.
60/235,354, filed Sep. 26, 2000; and "Code Signing Sys—
tem And Method," US. Provisional Application No.
60/270,663, filed Feb. 20,2001.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention relates generally to the field of
security protocols for software applications. More partic—
ularly, the invention provides a code signing system and
method that is particularly well suited for Java(TM) ap—
plications for mobile communication devices, such as
Personal Digital Assistants, cellular telephones, and
wireless two-way communication devices (collectively
referred to hereinafter as "mobile devices" or simply "de—
vices" .

2. Description of the Related Art
 

[0003] Security protocols involving software code sign-
ing schemes are known. Typically, such security proto—
cols are used to ensure the reliability of software appli-
cations that are downloaded from the Internet. In a typical
software code signing scheme, a digital signature is at-
tached to a software application that identifies the soft—
ware developer. Once the software is downloaded by a
user, the user typically must use his or herjudgment to
determine whether or not the software application is re-
liable, based solely on his or her knowledge of the soft—
ware developer’s reputation. This type of code signing
scheme does not ensure that a software application writ—
ten by a third party for a mobile device will properly in-
teract with the device’s native applications and other re—
sources. Because typical code signing protocols are not
secure and rely solely on thejudgment of the user, there
is a serious risk that destructive, "Trojan horse" type soft-
ware applications may be downloaded and installed onto
a mobile device.

[0004] There also remains a need for network opera—
tors to have a system and method to maintain control
over which software applications are activated on mobile
devices.

[0005] There remains a further need in 2.56 and SG
networks where corporate clients or network operators
would like to control the types of software on the devices
issued to its employees.
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SUMMARY

[0006] A code signing system and method is provided.
The code signing system operates in conjunction with a
software application having a digital signature and in-
cludes an application platform, an application program—
ming interface (API), and a virtual machine. The API is
configured to link the software application with the appli—
cation platform. The virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0007] A code signing system for operation in conjunc—
tion with a software application having a digital signature,
according to another embodiment of the invention com—
prises an application platform, a plurality of APIs, each
configured to link the software application with a resource
on the application platform, and a virtual machine that
verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order
to control access to the API by the software application,
wherein the virtual machine verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in order to control access to the plu—
rality of APIs by the software application.
[0008] According to a further embodiment of the inven—
tion, a method of controlling access to sensitive applica-
tion programming interfaces on a mobile device com pris—
es the steps of loading a software application on the mo-
bile device that requires access to a sensitive API, de—
termining whether or not the software application in-
cludes a digital signature associated with the sensitive
API, and if the software application does not include a
digital signature associated with the sensitive API, then
denying the software application access to the sensitive
API.

[0009] In another embodiment ofthe invention, a meth-
od of controlling access to an application programming
interface (API) on a mobile device by a software appli-
cation created by a software developer comprises the
steps of receiving the software application from the soft-
ware developer, reviewing the software application to de—
termine if it may access the API, if the software applica-
tion may access the API, then appending a digital signa—
ture to the software application, verifying the authenticity
of a digital signature appended to a software application,
and providing access to the API to software applications
for which the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0010] A method of restricting access to a sensitive
API on a mobile device, according to a further embodi—
ment of the invention, comprises the steps of registering
one or more software developers that are trusted to de—
sign software applications which access the sensitive
API, receiving a hash of a software application, deter—
mining if the software application was designed by one
of the registered software developers, and if the software
application was designed by one of the registered soft—
ware developers, then generating a digital signature us—
ing the hash of the software application, wherein the dig—
ital signature may be appended to the software applica-
tion, and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of the
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digital signature in order to control access to the sensitive
API by the software application.
[0011] In a still further embodiment, a method of re-
stricting access to application programming interfaces
on a mobile device comprises the steps of loading a soft-
ware application on the mobile device that requires ac—
cess to one or more API, determining whether or not the
software application includes a digital signature associ—
ated with the mobile device, and if the software applica-
tion does not include a digital signature associated with
the mobile device, then denying the software application
access to the one or more APls.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a code signing proto—
col according to one embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of the code signing protocol
described above with reference to FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a code signing system
on a mobile device;
FIG. 3A is a block diagram ofa code signing system
on a plurality of mobile devices;
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of
the code signing system described above with ref—
erence to FIG. 3 and FIG. 3A;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the management
of the code signing authorities described with refer-
ence to FIG. 3A; and
FIG. Bis a block diagram ofa mobile communication
device in which a code signing system and method
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Referring now to the drawing figures, FIG. 1 is
a diagram illustrating a code signing protocol according
to one embodiment of the invention. An application de-
veloper 12 creates a software application 14 (application
Y) for a mobile device that requires access to one or more
sensitive APls on the mobile device. The software appli—
cation Y 14 may, for example, be a Java application that
operates on a Java virtual machine installed on the mo-
bile device. An API enables the software application Y
to interface with an application platform that may include,
for example, resources such as the device hardware, op-
erating system and core software and data models. In
order to make function calls to or othenNise interact with

such device resources, a software application Y must
access one or more APIs. APIs can thereby effectively
"bridge" a software application and associated device
resources. In this description and the appended claims,
references to API access should be interpreted to include
access of an API in such a way as to allow a software
application Y to interact with one or more corresponding
device resources. Providing access to any API therefore
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allows a software a pplication Yto interact with associated
device resources, whereas denying access to an API pre—
vents the software application Y from interacting with the
associated resources. For example, a database API may
communicate with a device file or data storage system,
and access to the database API would provide for inter—
action between a software application Y and the file or
data storage system. A user interface (UI) API would
communicate with controllers and/or control software for

such device components as a screen, a keyboard, and
any other device components that provide output to a
user or accept input from a user. In a mobile device, a
radio API may also be provided as an interface to wireless
communication resources such as a transmitter and re—

ceiver. Similarly, a cryptographic API may be provided
to interact with a crypto module which implements crypto
algorithms on a device. These are merely illustrative ex—
amples of APIs that may be provided on a device. A de—
vice may include any of these example APIs, or different
APls instead of or in addition to those described above.

[0014] Preferably, any API may be classified as sen—
sitive by a mobile device manufacturer, or possibly by an
API author, a wireless network operator, a device owner
or operator, or some other entity that may be affected by
a virus or malicious code in a device software application.
For instance, a mobile device manufacturer may classify
as sensitive those APIs that interface with cryptographic
routines, wireless communication functions, or proprie-
tary data models such as address book or calendar en—
tries. To protect against unauthorized access to these
sensitive APIs, the application developer 12 is required
to obtain one or more digital signatures from the mobile
device manufacturer or other entity that classified any
APls as sensitive, or from a code signing authority 16
acting on behalf of the manufacturer or other entity with
an interest in protecting access to sensitive device APIs,
and append the signature(s) to the software application
Y 14.

[0015] In one embodiment, a digital signature is ob—
tained for each sensitive API or library that includes a
sensitive API to which the software application requires
access. In some cases, multiple signatures are desirable.
This would allow a service provider, company or network
operator to restrict some or all software applications load-
ed or updated onto a particular set of mobile devices. In
this multiple-signature scenario, all APls are restricted
and locked until a "global" signature is verified for a soft—
ware application. For example, a company may wish to
prevent its employees from executing any software ap—
plications onto their devices without first obtaining per-
mission from a corporate information technology (IT) or
computer services department. All such corporate mobile
devices may then be configured to require verification of
at least a global signature before a software application
can be executed. Access to sensitive device APIs and

libraries, if any, could then be further restricted, depend—
ent upon verification of respective corresponding digital
signatures.
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[0016] The binary executable representation of soft-
ware application Y 14 may be independent of the partic—
ular type of mobile device or model of a mobile device.
Software application Y 14 may for example be in a write—
once-run-anywhere binary format such as is the case
with Java software applications. However, it may be de—
sirable to have a digital signature for each mobile device
type or model, or alternatively for each mobile device
platform or manufacturer. Therefore, software applica-
tion Y 14 may be submitted to several code signing au—
thorities if software application Y 14 targets several mo-
bile devices.

[0017] Software application Y 14 is sent from the ap-
plication developer 12 to the code signing authority 16.
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the code signing
authority 16 reviews the software application Y 14, al—
though as described in further detail below, it is contem—
plated that the code signing authority 16 may also or in—
stead consider the identity of the application developer
12 to determine whether or not the software application
Y 14 should be signed. The code signing authority 16 is
preferably one or more representatives from the mobile
device manufacturer, the authors of any sensitive APls,
or possibly others that have knowledge of the operation
of the sensitive APIs to which the software application
needs access.

[0018] lfthe code signing authority 16 determines that
software application Y 14 may access the sensitive API
and therefore should be signed, then a signature (not
shown) for the software application Y 14 is generated by
the code signing authority 16 and appended to the soft—
ware application Y 14. The signed software application
Y 22, comprising the software application Y 14 and the
digital signature, is then returned to the application de-
veloper 12. The digital signature is preferably a tag that
is generated using a private signature key 18 maintained
solely by the code signing authority 16. For example,
according to one signature scheme, a hash of the soft-
ware application Y 14 may be generated, using a hashing
algorithm such as the Secure Hash Algorithm SHA1, and
then used with the private signature key 18 to create the
digital signature. In some signature schemes, the private
signature key is used to encrypt a hash of information to
be signed, such as software application Y 14, whereas
in other schemes, the private key may be used in other
ways to generate a signature from the information to be
signed or a transformed version of the information.
[001 9] The signed software application Y 22 may then
be sent to a mobile device 28 or downloaded by the mo—
bile device 28 over a wireless network 24. It should be

understood, however, that a code signing protocol ac—
cording to the present invention is not limited to software
applications that are downloaded over a wireless net—
work. For instance, in alternative embodiments, the
signed software application Y 22 may be downloaded to
a personal computer via a computer network and loaded
to the mobile device through a serial link, or may be ac-
quired from the application developer 12 in any other
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manner and loaded onto the mobile device. Once the

signed software application Y 22 is loaded on the mobile
device 28, each digital signature is preferably verified
with a public signature key 20 before the software appli—
cation Y 14 is granted access to a sensitive API library.
Although the signed software application Y 22 is loaded
onto a device, it should be appreciated that the software
application that may eventually be executed on the de—
vice is the software application Y 14. As described above,
the signed software application Y 22 includes the soft—
ware application Y 14 and one or more appended digital
signatures (not shown). When the signatures are verified,
the software application Y 14 can be executed on the
device and access any APIs for which corresponding sig—
natures have been verified.

[0020] The public signature key 20 corresponds to the
private signature key 18 maintained by the code signing
authority 16, and is preferably installed on the mobile
device along with the sensitive API. However, the public
key 10 may instead be obtained from a public key repos—
itory (not shown), using the device 28 or possibly a per—
sonal computer system, and installed on the device 28
as needed. According to one embodiment of a signature
scheme, the mobile device 28 calculates a hash of the
software application Y 14 in the signed software applica—
tion Y 22, using the same hashing algorithm as the code
signing authority 16, and uses the digital signature and
the public sig nature key 20 to recover the hash calculated
by the signing authority 16. The resultant locally calcu—
lated hash and the hash recovered from the digital sig-
nature are then compared, and if the hashes are the
same, the signature is verified. The software application
Y 14 can then be executed on the device 28 and access

any sensitive APIs for which the corresponding signature
(s) have been verified. As described above, the invention
is in no way limited to this particular illustrative example
signature scheme. Other signature schemes, including
further public key signature schemes, may also be used
in conjunction with the code signing methods and sys—
tems described herein.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram 30 of the code signing
protocol described above with reference to FIG. 1. The
protocol begins at step 32. At step 34, a software devel—
oper writes the software application Y for a mobile device
that requires access to a sensitive API or library that ex—
poses a sensitive API (API library A). As discussed
above, some or all APls on a mobile device may be clas—
sified as sensitive, thus requiring verification of a digital
signature for access by any software application such as
software application Y. In step 36, application Y is tested
by the software developer, preferably using a device sim—
ulator in which the digital signature verification function
has been disabled. In this manner, the software devel—
oper may debug the software application Y before the
digital signature is acquired from the code signing au—
thority. Once the software application Y has been written
and debugged, it is fonNarded to the code signing author—
ity in step 38.
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[0022] In steps 40 and 42, the code signing authority
reviews the software application Y to determine whether
or not it should be given access to the sensitive API, and
either accepts or rejects the software application. The
code signing authority may apply a number of criteria to
determine whether or not to grant the software applica—
tion access to the sensitive API including, for example,
the size of the software application, the device resources
accessed by the API, the perceived utility of the software
application, the interaction with other software applica—
tions, the inclusion of a virus or other destructive code,
and whether or not the developer has a contractual ob—
ligation or other business arrangement with the mobile
device manufacturer. Further details of managing code
signing authorities and developers are described below
in reference to FIG. 5.

[0023] If the code signing authority accepts the soft—
ware application Y, then a digital signature, and prefer—
ably a signature identification, are appended to the soft—
ware application Y in step 46. As described above, the
digital signature may be generated by using a hash of
the software application Y and a private signature key
18. The signature identification is described below with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Once the digital signature
and signature identification are appended to the software
application Y to generate a signed software application,
the signed software application Y is returned to the soft—
ware developer in step 48. The software developer may
then license the signed software application Y to be load—
ed onto a mobile device (step 50). If the code signing
authority rejects the software application Y, however,
then a rejection notification is preferably sent to the soft-
ware developer (step 44), and the software application
Y will be unable to access any API(s) associated with the
signature.
[0024] In an alternative embodiment, the software de-
veloper may provide the code signing authority with only
a hash of the software application Y, or provide the soft-
ware application Y in some type of abridged format. If
the software application Y is a Java application, then the
device independent binary *.class files may be used in
the hashing operation, although device dependent files
such as *.cod files used by the assignee of the present
application may instead be used in hashing or other dig-
ital signature operations when software applications are
intended for operation on particular devices or device
types. By providing only a hash or abridged version of
the software application Y, the software developer may
have the software application Y signed without revealing
proprietary code to the code signing authority. The hash
of the software application Y, along with the private sig—
nature key 18, may then be used by the code signing
authority to generate the digital signature. If an otherwise
abridged version of the software application Y is sent to
the code signing authority, then the abridged version may
similarly be used to generate the digital signature, pro—
vided that the abridging scheme or algorithm, like a hash-
ing algorithm, generates different outputs for different in—
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puts. This ensures that every software application will
have a different abridged version and thus a different
signature that can only be verified when appended to the
particular corresponding software application from which
the abridged version was generated. Because this em-
bodiment does not enable the code signing authority to
thoroughly review the software application for viruses or
other destructive code, however, a registration process
between the software developer and the code signing
authority may also be required. For instance, the code
signing authority may agree in advance to provide a trust-
ed software developer access to a limited set of sensitive
APIs.

[0025] In still another alternative embodiment, a soft—
ware application Y may be submitted to more than one
signing authority. Each signing authority may for example
be responsible for signing software applications for par-
ticular sensitive APIs or APIs on a particular model of
mobile device or set of mobile devices that supports the
sensitive APIs required by a software application. A man—
ufacturer, mobile communication network operator, serv—
ice provider, or corporate client for example may thereby
have signing authority over the use of sensitive APIs for
their particular mobile device model(s), or the mobile de-
vices operating on a particular network, subscribing to
one or more particular services, or distributed to corpo-
rate employees. A signed software application may then
include a software application and at least one appended
digital signature appended from each of the signing au—
thorities. Even though these signing authorities in this
example would be generating a signature for the same
software application, different signing and signature ver-
ification schemes may be associated with the different
signing authorities.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa code signing sys—
tem 60 on a mobile device 62. The system 60 includes
a virtual machine 64, a plurality of software applications
66-70, a plurality ofAPI libraries 72-78, and an application
platform 80. The application platform 80 preferably in—
cludes all of the resources on the mobile device 62 that

may be accessed by the software applications 66—70. For
instance, the application platform may include device
hardware 82, the mobile device's operating system 84,
or core software and data models 86. Each API library
72—78 preferably includes a plu rality of APIs that interface
with a resource available in the application platform. For
instance, one API library might include all of the APlsthat
interface with a calendar program and calendar entry da-
ta models. Another API library might include all of the
APIs that interface with the transmission circuitry and
functions of the mobile device 62. Yet another API library
might include all of the APIs capable of interfacing with
lower—level services performed by the mobile device’s
operating system 84. In addition, the plurality of API Ii-
braries 72—78 may include both libraries that expose a
sensitive API 74 and 78, such as an interface to a cryp-
tographic function, and libraries 72 and 76, that may be
accessed without exposing sensitive APIs. Similarly, the
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plurality of software applications 66-70 may include both
signed software applications 66 and 70 that require ac—
cess to one or more sensitive APIs, and unsigned soft-
ware applications such as 68. The virtual machine 64 is
preferably an object oriented run-time environment such
as Sun Micro System’s J2ME(TM) (Java 2 Platform, Mi—
cro Edition), which manages the execution of all of the
software applications 66—70 operating on the mobile de—
vice 62, and links the software applications 66-70 to the
various API libraries 72—78.

[0027] Software application Y 70 is an example of a
signed software application. Each signed software appli—
cation preferably includes an actual software application
such as software application Y comprising for example
software code that can be executed on the application
platform 80, one or more signature identifications 94 and
one or more corresponding digital signatures 96. Prefer—
ably each digital signature 96 and associated signature
identification 94 in a signed software application 66 or 70
corresponds to a sensitive API library 74 or 78 to which
the software application X or software application Y re—
quires access. The sensitive API library 74 or 78 may
include one or more sensitive APls. In an alternative em—

bodiment, the signed software applications 66 and 70
may include a digital signature 96 for each sensitive API
within an API library 74 or 78. The signature identifica-
tions 94 may be unique integers or some other means
of relating a digital signature 96 to a specific API library
74 or 78, API, application platform 80, or model of mobile
device 62.

[0028] API library A 78 is an example of an API library
that exposes a sensitive API. Each API library 74 and 78
including a sensitive API should preferably include a de—
scription string 88, a public signature key 20, and a sig-
nature identifier 92. The signature identifier 92 preferably
corresponds to a signature identification 94 in a signed
software application 66 or 70, and enables the virtual
machine 64 to quickly match a digital signature 96 with
an API library 74 or 78. The public signature key 20 cor—
responds to the private signature key 18 maintained by
the code signing authority, and is used to verify the au—
thenticity of a digital signature 96. The description string
88 may for example be a textual message that is dis—
played on the mobile device when a signed software ap-
plication 66 or 70 is loaded, or alternatively when a soft—
ware application X or Y attempts to access a sensitive
API.

[0029] Operationally, when a signed software applica-
tion 68—70, respectively including a software application
X, Z, or Y, that requires access to a sensitive API library
74 or 78 is loaded onto a mobile device, the virtual ma—
chine 64 searches the signed for an appended digital
signature 96 associated with the API library 74 or 78.
Preferably, the appropriate digital signature 96 is located
by the virtual machine 64 by matching the signature iden—
tifier 92 in the API library 74 or 78 with a signature iden—
tification 94 on the signed software application. If the
signed software application includes the appropriate dig—
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ital signature 96, then the virtual machine 64 verifies its
authenticity using the public sig nature key20. Then, once
the appropriate digital signature 96 has been located and
verified, the description string 88 is preferably displayed
on the mobile device before the software application X
or Y is executed and accesses the sensitive API. For

instance, the description string 88 may display a mes-
sage stating that "Application Y is attempting to access
API Library A," and thereby provide the mobile device
user with the final control to grant or deny access to the
sensitive API.

[0030] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a code signing
system 61 on a plurality of mobile devices 62E, 62F and
626. The system 61 includes a plurality of mobile devices
each of which only three are illustrated, mobile devices
62E, 62F and 62G. Also shown is a signed software ap—
plication 70, including a software application Y to which
two digital signatures 96E and 96F with corresponding
signature identifications 94E and 94F have been append—
ed. In the example system 61, each pair composed ofa
digital signature and identification, 94E/96E and 94F/
96F, corresponds to a model of mobile device 62, API
library 78, or associated platform 80. If signature identi—
fications 94E and 94F correspond to different models of
mobile device 62, then when a signed software applica—
tion 70 which includes a software application Y that re-
quires access to a sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto
mobile device 62E, the virtual machine 64 searches the
signed software application 70 for a digital signature 96E
associated with the API library 78 by matching identifier
94E with signature identifier 92. Similarly, when a signed
software application 70 including a software application
Y that requires access to a sensitive API library 78 is
loaded onto a mobile device 62F, the virtual machine 64
in device 62F searches the signed software application
70 for a digital signature 96F associated with the API
library 78. However, when a software application Y in a
signed software application 70 that requires access to a
sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto a mobile device
model for which the application developer has not ob-
tained a digital signature, device 62G in the example of
FIG. 3A, the virtual machine 64 in the device 64G does
not find a digital signature appended to the software ap—
plication Y and consequently, access to the API library
78 is denied on device 626. It should be appreciated
from the foregoing description that a software application
such as software application Y may have multiple device—
specific, library-specific, or API-specific signatures or
some combination of such signatures appended thereto.
Similarly, different signature verification requirements
may be configured for the different devices. For example,
device 62E may require verification of both a global sig-
nature, as well as additional signatures for any sensitive
APIs to which a software application, requires access in
order for the software application to be executed, where—
as device 62F may require verification of only a global
signature and device 62G may require verification of sig—
natures only for its sensitive APls. It should also be ap—
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parent that a communication system may include devices
(not shown) on which a software application Y received
as part of a signed software application such as 70 may
execute without any signature verification. Although a
signed software application has one or more signatures
appended thereto, the software application Y might pos—
sibly be executed on some devices without first having
any of its signature(s) verified. Signing of a software ap—
plication preferably does not interfere with its execution
on devices in which digital signature verification is not
implemented.
[0031] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram 100 illustrating the op—
eration of the code signing system described above with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 3A. In step 102, a software
application is loaded onto a mobile device. Once the soft—
ware application is loaded, the device, preferably using
a virtual machine, determines whether or not the software
application requires access to any API libraries that ex—
pose a sensitive API (step 104). If not, then the software
application is linked with all of its required API libraries
and executed (step 118). Ifthe software application does
require access to a sensitive API, however, then the vir—
tual machine verifies that the software application in—
cludes a valid digital signature associated any sensitive
APIs to which access is required, in steps 106—116.
[0032] In step 106, the virtual machine retrieves the
public signature key 20 and signature identifier 92 from
the sensitive API library. The signature identifier 92 is
then used by the virtual machine in step 108 to determine
whether or not the software application has an appended
digital signature 96 with a corresponding signature iden—
tification 94. If not, then the software application has not
been approved for access to the sensitive API by a code
signing authority, and the software application is prefer-
ably prevented from being executed in step 1 16. In alter—
native embodiments, a software application without a
properdigital signature 96 may be purged from the mobile
device, or may be denied access to the API library ex-
posing the sensitive API but executed to the extent pos—
sible without access to the API library. It is also contem-
plated that a user may be prompted for an input when
signature verification fails, thereby providing for user con-
trol of such subsequent operations as purging ofthe soft—
ware application from the device.
[0033] If a digital signature 96 corresponding to the
sensitive API library is appended to the software appli-
cation and located by the virtual machine, then the virtual
machine uses the public key 20 to verify the authenticity
of the digital signature 96 in step 110. This step may be
performed, for example, by using the signature verifica-
tion scheme described above or other alternative signa—
ture schemes. If the digital signature 96 is not authentic,
then the software application is preferably either not ex—
ecuted, purged, or restricted from accessing the sensitive
API as described above with reference to step 1 16. If the
digital signature is authentic, however, then the descrip—
tion string 88 is preferably displayed in step 112, warning
the mobile device user that the software application re—
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quires access to a sensitive API, and possibly prompting
the user for authorization to execute or load the software

application (step 114). When more than one signature is
to be verified for a software application, then the steps
104-110 are preferably repeated for each signature be-
fore the user is prompted in step 112. Ifthe mobile device
user in step 1 14 authorizes the software application, then
it may be executed and linked to the sensitive API libraw
in step 118.
[0034] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram 200 illustrating the man—
agement of the code signing authorities described with
reference to FIG. 3A. At step 210, an application devel—
oper has developed a new software application which is
intended to be executable one or more target device mod—
els or types. The target devices may include sets of de-
vices from different manufacturers, sets of device models
or types from the same manufacturer, or generally any
sets of devices having particular signature and verifica—
tion requirements. The term "target device" refers to any
such set of devices having a common signature require—
ment. For example, a set of devices requiring verification
of a device—specific global signature for execution of all
software applications may comprise a target device, and
devices that require both a global signature and further
signatures for sensitive APIs may be part of more than
one target device set. The software application may be
written in a device independent manner by using at least
one known API, supported on at least one target device
with an API library. Preferably, the developed software
application is intended to be executable on several target
devices, each ofwhich has its own at least one API library.
[0035] At step 220, a code signing authority for one
target device receives a target—signing request from the
developer. The target signing request includes the soft-
ware application or a hash of the software application, a
developer identifier, as well as at least one target device
identifier which identifies the target device for which a
signature is being requested. At step 230, the signing
authority consults a developer database 235 or other
records to determine whether or not to trust developer
220. This determination can be made according to sev—
eral criteria discussed above, such as whether or not the
developer has a contractual obligation or has entered
into some other type of business arrangement with a de-
vice manufacturer, network operator, service provider,
or device manufacturer. If the developer is trusted, then
the method proceeds at step 240. However, if the devel—
oper is not trusted, then the software application is re-
jected (250) and not signed by the signing authority. As—
suming the developer was trusted, at step 240 the signi ng
authority determines if it has the target private key cor—
responding to the submitted target identifier by consulting
a private key store such as a target private key database
245. If the target private key is found, then a digital sig-
nature for the software application is generated at step
260 and the digital signature or a signed software appli-
cation including the digital signature appended to the
software application is returned to the developer at step
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280. However, if the target private key is not found at
step 240, then the software application is rejected at step
270 and no digital signature is generated for the software
application.
[0036] Advantageously, iftarget signing authorities fol-
low compatible embodiments of the method outlined in
FIG. 5, a network of target signing authorities may be
established in order to expediently manage code signing
authorities and a developer community code signing
process providing signed software applications for mul—
tiple targets with low likelihood of destructive code.
[0037] Should any destructive or otherwise problem—
atic code be found in a software application or suspected
because of behavior exhibited when a software applica—
tion is executed on a device, then the registration or priv—
ileges of the corresponding application developer with
any or all signing authorities may also be suspended or
revoked, since the digital signature provides an audit trail
through which the developer of a problematic software
application may be identified. In such an event, devices
may be informed of the revocation by being configured
to periodically download signature revocation lists, for
example. If software applications for which the corre—
sponding digital signatures have been revoked are run-
ning on a device, the device may then halt execution of
any such software application and possibly purge the
software application from its local storage. If preferred,
devices may also be configured to re—execute digital sig-
nature verifications, for instance periodically or when a
new revocation list is downloaded.

[0038] Although a digital signature generated by a
signing authority is dependent upon authentication ofthe
application developer and confirmation that the applica—
tion developer has been properly registered, the digital
signature is preferably generated from a hash or other—
wise transformed version of the soflware application and
is therefore application—specific. This contrasts with
known code signing schemes, in which API access is
granted to any software applications arriving from trusted
application developers or authors. In the code signing
systems and methods described herein, API access is
granted on an application-by-application basis and thus
can be more strictly controlled or regulated.
[0039] FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa mobile commu-
nication device in which a code signing system and meth—
od may be implemented. The mobile communication de-
vice 610 is preferably a two—way communication device
having at least voice and data communication capabili-
ties. The device preferably has the capability to commu—
nicate with other computer systems on the Internet. De-
pending on the functionality provided by the device, the
device may be referred to as a data messaging device,
a two—way pager, a cellular telephone with data messag—
ing capabilities, a wireless Internet appliance or a data
communication device (with or without telephony capa—
bilities).
[0040] Where the device 610 is enabled for two-way
communications, the device will incorporate a communi—
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cation subsystem 611, including a receiver 612, a trans-
mitter 614, and associated components such as one or
more, preferably embedded or internal, antenna ele-
ments 616 and 618, local oscillators (LOs) 613, and a
processing module such as a digital signal processor
(DSP) 620. As will be apparent to those skilled in the field
of communications, the particular design of the commu-
nication subsystem 611 will be dependent upon the com—
munication network in which the device is intended to

operate. For example, a device 610 destined for a North
American market may include a communication subsys-
tem 61 1 designed to operate within the Mobitex(TM) mo—
bile communication system or DataTAC(TM) mobile
communication system, whereas a device 610 intended
for use in Europe may incorporate a General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) communication subsystem 611.
[0041] Network access requirements will also vary de-
pending upon the type of network 919. For example, in
the Mobitex and DataTAC networks, mobile devices such
as 610 are registered on the network using a unique iden—
tification number associated with each device. In GPRS

networks however, network access is associated with a
subscriber or user of a device 610. A GPRS device there—

fore requires a subscriber identity module (not shown),
commonly referred to as a SIM card, in order to operate
on a GPRS network. Without a SIM card, a GPRS device
will not be fully functional. Local or non—network commu—
nication functions (ifany) may be operable, but the device
610 will be unable to carry out any functions involving
communications over network 61 9, other than any legally
required operations such as "911“ emergency calling.
[0042] When required network registration or activa-
tion procedures have been completed, a device 610 may
send and receive communication signals over the net-
work 619. Signals received by the antenna 616 through
a communication network 619 are input to the receiver
612, which may perform such common receiverfunctions
as signal amplification, frequency down conversion, fil-
tering, channel selection and the like, and in the example
system shown in FIG. 6, analog to digital conversion.
Analog to digital conversion of a received signal allows
more complex communication functions such as demod-
ulation and decoding to be performed in the DSP 620. In
a similar manner, signals to be transmitted are proc-
essed, including modulation and encoding for example,
by the DSP 620 and input to the transmitter614 fordigital
to analog conversion, frequency up conversion, filtering,
amplification and transmission over the communication
network 619 via the antenna 618.

[0043] The DSP 620 not only processes communica-
tion signals, but also provides for receiver and transmitter
control. For example, the gains applied to communication
signals in the receiver 612 and transmitter 614 may be
adaptively controlled through automatic gain control al-
gorithms implemented in the DSP 620.
[0044] The device 610 preferably includes a micro-
processor 638 which controls the overall operation of the
device. Communication functions, including at least data
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and voice communications, are perfom'Ied through the
communication subsystem 61 1 . The microprocessor 638
also interacts with further device subsystems or resourc-
es such as the display 622, flash memory 624, random
access memory (RAM) 626, auxiliary input/output (l/O)
subsystems 628, serial port 630, keyboard 632, speaker
634, microphone 636, a short-range communications
subsystem 640 and any other device subsystems gen—
erally designated as 642. APls, including sensitive APls
requiring verification of one or more corresponding digital
signatures before access is granted, may be provided on
the device 61 O to interface between software applications
and any of the resources shown in FIG. 6.
[0045] Some of the subsystems shown in FIG. 6 per—
form communication—related functions, whereas other
subsystems may provide "resident" or on—device func—
tions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 632
and display 622 for example, may be used for both com—
munication—related functions, such as entering a text
message for transmission over a communication net—
work, and device—resident functions such as a calculator
or task list.

[0046] Operating system software used by the micro—
processor 638, and possibly AP Is to be accessed by soft-
ware applications, is preferably stored in a persistent
store such as flash memory 624, which may instead be
a read only memory (ROM) or similar storage element
(not shown). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the operating system, specific device software applica—
tions, or parts thereof, may be temporarily loaded into a
volatile store such as RAM 626. It is contemplated that
received and transmitted communication signals may al-
so be stored to RAM 626.

[0047] The microprocessor 638, in addition to its op-
erating system functions, preferably enables execution
of software applications on the device. A predetermined
set of applications which control basic device operations,
including at least data and voice communication appli-
cations for example, will normally be installed on the de—
vice 610 during manufacture. A preferred application that
may be loaded onto the device may be a personal infor—
mation manager (PIM) application having the ability to
organize and manage data items relating to the device
user such as, but not limited to e-mail, calendar events,
voice mails, appointments, and task items. Naturally, one
or more memory stores would be available on the device
to facilitate storage of PIM data items onthe device. Such
PIM application would preferably have the ability to send
and receive data items, via the wireless network. In a
preferred embodiment, the PIM data items are seamless-
lyintegrated, synchronized and updated, via the wireless
network, with the device user’s corresponding data items
stored or associated with a host computer system there—
by creating a mirrored host computer on the mobile de—
vice with respect to the data items at least. This would
be especially advantageous in the case where the host
computer system is the mobile device user’s office com-
puter system. Further applications, including signed soft—
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ware applications as described above, may also be load-
ed onto the device 610 through the network 619, an aux—
iliary l/O subsystem 628, serial port 630, short-range
communications subsystem 640 or any other suitable
subsystem 642. The device microprocessor 638 may
then verify any digital signatures, possibly including both
"global" device signatures and API-specific signatures,
appended to such a software application before the soft—
ware application can be executed by the microprocessor
638 andlor access any associated sensitive APls. Such
flexibility in application installation increases the function-
ality of the device and may provide enhanced on—device
functions, commu nication-related functions, or both. For
example, secure communication applications may ena—
ble electronic commerce functions and other such finan-

cial transactions to be performed using the device 610,
through a crypto API and a crypto module which imple-
ments crypto algorithms on the device (not shown).
[0048] In a data communication mode, a received sig—
nal such as a text message or web page download will
be processed by the communication subsystem 611 and
input to the microprocessor 638, which will preferably
further process the received signal for output to the dis—
play 622, or alternatively to an auxiliary IIO device 628.
A user of device 610 may also compose data items such
as email messages for example, using the keyboard 632,
which is preferably a complete alphanumeric keyboard
or telephone-type keypad, in conjunction with the display
622 and possibly an auxiliary IIO device 628. Such com—
posed items may then be transmitted over a communi-
cation network through the communication subsystem
61 1.

[0049] For voice communications, overall operation of
the device 610 is substantially similar, except that re-
ceived signals would preferably be output to a speaker
634 and signals for transmission would be generated by
a microphone 636. Alternative voice or audio l/O subsys—
tems such as a voice message recording subsystem may
also be implemented on the device 610. Although voice
or audio signal output is preferably accomplished prima-
rily through the speaker 634, the display 622 may also
be used to provide an indication ofthe identity ofa calling
party, the duration of a voice call, or other voice call re—
lated information for example.
[0050] The serial port 630 in FIG. 6 would normally be
implemented in a personal digital assistant (PDA)-type
communication device for which synchronization with a
user’s desktop computer (not shown) may be desirable,
but is an optional device component. Such a port 630
would enable a user to set preferences through an ex-
ternal device or software application and would extend
the capabilities of the device by providing for information
or software downloads to the device 610 other than

through a wireless communication network. The alter-
nate download path may for example be used to load an
encryption key onto the device through a direct and thus
reliable and trusted connection to thereby enable secure
device communication.
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[0051] A short-range communications subsystem 640
is a further optional component which may provide for
communication between the device 624 and different

systems or devices, which need not necessarily be sim—
ilar devices. For example, the subsystem 640 may in-
clude an infrared device and associated circuits and com—

ponents or a Bluetooth(TM) communication module to
provide for communication with similaily—enabled sys—
tems and devices.

[0052] The embodiments described herein are exam—
ples of structures, systems or methods having elements
corresponding to the elements of the invention recited in
the claims. This written description may enable those
skilled in the art to make and use embodiments having
alternative elements that likewise correspond to the ele—
ments ofthe invention recited in the claims. The intended

scope of the invention thus includes other structures, sys—
tems or methods that do not differ from the literal lan—

guage ofthe claims, and further includes other structures,
systems or methods with insubstantial differences from
the literal language of the claims.
[0053] For example, when a software application is re—
jected at step 250 in the method shown in FIG. 5, the
signing authority may request that the developer sign a
contract or enter into a business relationship with a device
manufacturer or other entity on whose behalf the signing
authority acts. Similarly, if a software application is re—
jected at step 270, authority to sign the software appli-
cation may be delegated to a different signing authority.
The signing ofa software application following delegation
of signing of the software application to the different au—
thority can proceed substantially as shown in FIG. 5,
wherein thetarget signing authority that received the orig—
inal request from the trusted developer at step 220 re-
quests that the software application be signed by the dif—
ferent signing authority on behalf ofthe trusted developer
from the target signi ng authority. Once a trust relationship
has been established between code signing authorities,
target private code signi ng keys could be shared between
code signing authorities to improve performance of the
method at step 240, or a device may be configured to
validate digital signatures from either of the trusted sign-
ing authorities.
[0054] In addition, although described primarily in the
context of software applications, code signing systems
and methods according to the present invention may also
be applied to other device—related components, including
but in no way limited to, commands and associated com-
mand arguments, and libraries configured to interface
with device resources. Such commands and libraries

may be sent to mobile devices by device manufacturers,
device owners, network operators, service providers,
software application developers and the like. It would be
desirable to control the execution of any command that
may affect device operation, such as a command to
change a device identification code or wireless commu—
nication network address for example, by requiring ver-
ification of one or more digital signatures before a com—
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mand can be executed on a device, in accordance with

the code signing systems and methods described and
claimed herein.

[0055] As has been described, a code signing system
for operation in conjunction with a software application
having a digital signature, comprises an application plat—
form; an application programming interface (API) config-
ured to link the software application with the application
platform; and a virtual machine that verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0056] The virtual machine may deny the software ap—
plication access to the API if the digital signature is not
authentic. The virtual machine may purge the software
application if the digital signature is not authentic. The
code signing system may be installed on a mobile device.
The digital signature may be generated by a code signing
authority.
[0057] The code signing system may further comprise
a plurality of API libraries each including a plurality of
APIs, wherein the virtual machine controls access to the
plurality of API libraries by the software application.
[0058] One or more ofthe plurality ofAPl libraries may
be classified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may
use the digital signature to control access to the sensitive
API libraries by the software application. The software
application may include a unique digital signature for
each sensitive API library. The software application may
include a signature identification for each unique digital
signature; each sensitive API library may include a sig-
nature identifier; and the virtual machine may compare
the signature identification and the signature identifier to
match the unique digital signatures with sensitive API
libraries.

[0059] The digital signature may be generated using
a private signature key, and the virtual machine may use
a public signature key to verify the authenticity of the
digital signature. The digital signature may be generated
by applying the private signature key to a hash of the
software application; and the virtual machine may verify
the authenticity of the digital signature by generating a
hash of the software application to obtain a generated
hash, applying the public signature key to the digital sig—
nature to obtain a recovered hash, and comparing the
generated hash with the recovered hash.
[0060] The API may further comprise a description
string that is displayed by the mobile device when the
software application attempts to access the API. The ap-
plication platform may comprise an operating system.
The application platform may comprise one or more core
functions of a mobile device. The application platform
may comprise hardware on a mobile device. The hard-
ware may comprise a subscriber identity module (SIM)
card. The software application may be a Java application
for a mobile device. The API may interface with a cryp—
tographic routine on the application platform. The API
may interface with a proprietary data model on the ap—
plication platform. The viitual machine may be a Java
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virtual machine installed on a mobile device.

[0061] As also described, a code signing system for
operation in conjunction with a software application hav-
ing a digital signature, comprises an application platform;
a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls),
each configured to link the software application with a
resource on the application platform; and a virtual ma-
chine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature
in order to control access to the API by the software ap-
plication, wherein the virtual machine verifies the authen—
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the plurality of APIs by the software application.
[0062] The plurality of APIs may be included in an API
library. One or more of the plurality of APIs may be clas—
sified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may use the
digital signature to control access to the sensitive APls.
For operation in conjunction with a plurality of software
applications, one or more of the plurality of software ap—
plications may have a digital signature, and the virtual
machine may verify the authenticity of the digital signa—
ture of each of the one or more of the plurality of software
applications in order to control access to the sensitive
AP Is by each ofthe plurality of software applications. The
resource on the application platform may comprise a
wireless communication system. The resource on the ap—
plication platform may comprise a cryptographic module
which implements cryptographic algorithms. The re—
source on the application platform may comprise a data
store. The resource on the application platform may com—
prise a user interface (Ul).
[0063] As has also been described. a method of con—
trolling access to sensitive application programming in-
terfaces on a mobile device. comprises the steps of: load—
ing a software application on the mobile device that re-
quires access to a sensitive application programming in—
terface (API); determining whether or not the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the sensitive API; and if the software application does
not include a digital signature associated with the sensi—
tive API, then denying the software application access
to the sensitive API.

[0064] The method my comprise the additional step of:
if the software application does not include a digital sig—
nature associated with the sensitive API, then purging
the software application from the mobile device. The dig—
ital signature may be generated by a code signing au-
thority. The method may comprise the additional steps
of: if the software application includes a digital signature
associated with the sensitive API, then verifying the au—
thenticity of the digital signature; and if the digital signa-
ture is not authentic, then denying the software applica—
tion access to the sensitive API. The method may further
comprise the additional step of: if the digital signature is
not authentic; then purging the software application from
the mobile device. The digital signature may be gener—
ated by applying a private signature key to a hash of the
software application, and the step ofverifying the authen-
ticity ofthe digital signature may be performed by a meth—
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od comprising the steps of: storing a public signature key
that corresponds to the private signature key on the mo—
bile device; generating a hash ofthe software application
to obtain a generated hash; applying the public signature
key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash;
and comparing the generated hash with the recovered
hash. The digital signature may be generated by calcu-
lating a hash of the software application and applying the
private signature key. The method may comprise the ad-
ditional step of: displaying a description string that notifies
a user of the mobile device that the software application
requires access to the sensitive API. The method may
further comprise the additional step of: receiving a com-
mand from the user granting or denying the software ap—
plication access to the sensitive API.
[0065] Further has been described a method of con—
trolling access to an application programming interface
(API) on a mobile device by a software application cre—
ated by a software developer, comprising the steps of:
receiving the software application from the software de—
veloper; reviewing the software application to determine
if it may access the API; if the software application may
access the API, then appending a digital signature to the
software application; verifying the authenticity of a digital
signature appended to a software application; and pro—
viding access to theAPl to software applications for which
the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0066] The step of reviewing the software application
may be performed by a code signing authority. The step
of appending the digital signature to the software appli-
cation may be performed by a method comprising the
steps of: calculating a hash of the software application;
and applying a signature key to the hash of the software
application to generate the digital signature. The hash of
the software application may be calculated using the Se—
cure Hash Algorithm (SHA1). The step of verifying the
authenticity ofa digital signature may comprise the steps
of: providing a corresponding sig nature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; and determining if the digital
signature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash
with the recovered hash. The method may further com-
prise the step of; if the digital signature is not authentic;
then denying the software application access to the API.
The signature key may be a private signature key and
the corresponding signature key is a public sig nature key.
[0067] Also has been described, a method of control—
ling access to a sensitive application programming inter-
face (API) on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:
registering one or more software developers that are
trusted to design software applications which access the
sensitive API; receiving a hash of a software application;
determining if the software application was designed by
one of the registered software developers; and if the soft-
ware application was designed by one of the registered
software developers, then generating a digital signature
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using the hash of the software application, wherein the
digital signature may be appended to the software appli—
cation; and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in order to control access to the sen—
sitive API by the software application.
[0068] The step of generating the digital signature may
be performed by a code signing authority. The step of
generating the digital signature may be performed by ap—
plying a signature key to the hash of the software appli-
cation. The mobile device may verify the authenticity of
the digital signature by performing the additional steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; determining if the digital sig—
nature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash with
the recovered hash; and if the digital signature is not au—
thentic, then denying the software application access to
the sensitive API.

[0069] As has been described, a method of restricting
access to application programming interfaces on a mo—
bile device, comprises the steps of: loading a software
application on the mobile device that requires access to
one or more application programming interface (API); de—
termining whether or not the software application in-
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device, then denying the software application ac-
cess to the one or more APls.

[0070] The method may comprise the additional step
of: if the software application does not include an authen—
tic digital signature associated with the mobile device,
then purging the software application from the mobile
device. The software application may include a plurality
of digital signatures. The plurality of digital signatures
may include digital signatures respectively associated
with different types of mobile devices.
[0071] Each of the plurality of digital signatures may
be generated by a respective corresponding code signing
authority. The step of determining whether or not the soft-
ware application includes an authentic digital signature
associated with the mobile device may comprise the ad-
ditional steps of: determining if the software application
includes a digital signature associated with the mobile
device; and if so, then verifying the authenticity of the
digital signature. The one or more APls may include one
or more APls classified as sensitive, and the method may
further comprise the steps of, for each sensitive API: de-
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API, then denying the software application ac—
cess to the sensitive API. Each of the plurality of digital
signatures may be generated by its corresponding code
signing authority by applying a respective private signa—
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ture key associated with the code signing authority to a
hash of the software application. The step of determining
whether or not the software application includes an au-
thentic digital signature associated with the mobile device
may comprise the steps of: determining if the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the mobile device; and ifso, then verifying the authenticity
of the digital signature, wherein the step of verifying the
authenticity of the digital signature is performed by a
method comprising the steps of: storing a public signa—
ture key on a mobile device that corresponds to the pri-
vate signature key associated with the code signing au—
thority which generates the signature associated with the
mobile device; generating a hash of the software appli—
cation to obtain a generated hash; applying the public
signature key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered
hash; and comparing the generated hash with the recov-
ered hash.

[0072] In the following, a summery of some aspects of
the application is disclosed:

1 . A code signing system for operation in conjunction
with a software application (66) having a digital sig—
nature (96) and a signature identification (94), where
the digital signature (96) is associated with the sig—
nature identification (94), comprising:

- an application platform;
- an application programming interface (API) hav—

ing an associated signature identifier (92), the
API is configured to link the software application
(66) with the application platform; and

- a virtual machine (64) that verifies the authen—
ticity of the digital signature (96) in order to con-
trol access to the API by the software application
(66) where the signature identifier (92) corre-
sponds to the signature identification (94).

2. The code signing system of aspect 1, wherein

(i) the virtual machine (64) may deny the soft—
ware application (66) access to the API if the
digital signature (96) is not authenticated, or
(ii) wherein the virtual machine (64) may purge
the software application (66) if the digital signa—
ture (96) is not authenticated,

3. The code signing system of aspect 1 or 2, wherein

(iii) the code signing system may be installed on
a mobile device (62), or
(iv) wherein the digital signature (96) may be
generated by a code signing authority.

4. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to 3,
optionally further comprising:

- a plurality of API libraries, each of the plurality
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of API libraries may include a plurality of APIs,
wherein the virtual machine (64) may control ac—
cess to the plurality of API libraries by the soft-
ware application (66).

5. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to 4,

- wherein at least one ofthe plurality of API librar—
ies may be Classified as sensitive;

- wherein access to a sensitive API library may
require a digital signature (96) associated with
a signature identification (94) where the signa—
ture identification (94) corresponds to a signa-
ture identifier (92) associated with the sensitive
API library;

- wherein the software application (66) may in—
clude at least one digital signature (96) and at
least one associated signature identification
(94) for accessing sensitive API libraries; and

- wherein the virtual machine (64) may authenti—
cate the software application (66) for accessing
the sensitive API library by verifying the one dig—
ital signature (96) included in the software ap—
plication (66) that has a signature identification
(94) corresponding to the signature identifier
(92) of the sensitive API library.

6. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to 5,
wherein the digital signature (96) may be generated
using a private signature key, and the virtual machine
(64) may use a public signature key to verify the au—
thenticity of the digital signature (96).

7. The code signing system of aspect 6, wherein:

- the digital signature (96) may be generated by
applying the private signature key to a hash of
the software application (66); and

- the Virtual machine (64) may verify the authen—
ticity of the digital signature (96) by generating
a hash of the software application (66) to obtain
a generated hash, applying the public signature
key to the digital signature (96) to obtain a re—
covered hash, and comparing the generated
hash with the recovered hash.

8. The code signing system of aspect 3, wherein the
API optionally further comprises:

- a description string (88) that is displayed by the
mobile device (62) when the software applica—
tion (66) attempts to access the API.

9. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to 7,
wherein the application platform

(i) may comprise an operating system (84), or
(ii) may comprise one or more core functions
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(86) of a mobile device (62), or
(iii) may comprise hardware (82) on a mobile
device (62).

10. The code signing system of aspect 9, wherein
the hardware (82) may comprise a subscriber iden—
tity module (SIM) card.

1 1. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to
10, wherein the software application (66) may be a
Java application for a mobile device (62).

12. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to
1 1, wherein

(i) the API may interface with a cryptographic
routine on the application platform, or wherein
(ii) the API may interface with a proprietary data
model on the application platform.

13. The code signing system of any of aspects 1 to
12, wherein the virtual machine (64) may be a Java
virtual machine installed on a mobile device (62).

14. A method of controlling access to sensitive ap—
plication programming interfaces on a mobile device
(62), comprising the steps of:

- loading a software application (66) on the mobile
device (62) that requires access to a sensitive
application programming interface (API) having
a signature identifier (92);

- determining whether the software application
(66) includes a digital signatur (96) and a signa-
ture identification (94); and

- denying the software application (66) access to
the sensitive API where the signature identifica—
tion (94) does not correspond with the signature
identifier (92).

15. The method of aspect 14, optionally comprising
the additional step of:

- purging the software application (66) from the
mobile device (62) where the signature identifi—
cation (94) does not correspond with the signa-
ture identifier (92).

16. The method of aspect 14 or aspect 15, wherein
the digital signature (96) and the signature identifi-
cation (94) may be generated by a code signing au—
thority.

17. The method of any ofaspects 14 to 16, optionally
comprising the additional steps of:

- verifying the authenticity of the digital signature
(96) where the signature identification (94) cor—
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responds with the signature identifier (92); and
- denying the software application (66) access to

the sensitive API where the digital signatu re (96)
is not authenticated.

18. The method of aspect 17, optionally comprising
the additional step of:

- purging the software application (66) from the
mobile device (62) where the digital signature
(96) is not authenticated.

19. The method of aspect 17, wherein the digital sig—
nature (96) may be generated by applying a private
signature key to a hash of the software application
(66), and wherein the step of verifying the authen—
ticity of the digital signature (96) may be performed
by a method comprising the steps of:

storing a public signature key that corresponds
to the private signature key on the mobile device
(62);

- generating a hash of the software application
(66) to obtain a generated hash;

- applying the public signature key to the digital
signature (96) to obtain a recovered hash; and

- comparing the generated hash with the recov—
ered hash.

20. The method of aspect 19, wherein the digital sig-
nature (96) may be generated by calculating a hash
of the software application (66) and applying the pri-
vate signature key.

21. The method of any ofaspects 14 to 20, optionally
comprising the additional step of:

- displaying a description string (88) that notifies
a user of the mobile device (62) that the software
application (66) requires access to the sensitive
API.

22. The method of aspect 21, optionally comprising
the additional step of:

- receiving a command from the user granting or
denying the software application (66) access to
the sensitive API.

23. A mobile device for a mobile device comprising:

- an application platform having application pro-
gramming interfaces (APls);

- a verification system for authenticating digital
signatures (96) and signature identifications
(94) provided by the respective software appli—
cations (66) to access the APIs; and

- a control system for allowing a software appli—
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cation (66) to access at least one of the APIs
where a digital signature (96) provided by the
software application (66) is authenticated by the
verification system;

- wherein a code signing authority provides digital
signatures (96) and signature identifications
(94) to software applications (66) that require
access to at least one of the APIs such that the

digital signature (96) for the software application
(66) is generated according to a signature
scheme of a signature identification (94), and
wherein the signature identifications (94) provid—
ed to the software applications (66) comprise
those signature identifications (94) that are su b—
stantially only authorized to allow access on the
subset of the plurality of mobile devices (62).

24. The mobile device of aspect 23, wherein a virtual
machine (64) may comprise the verification system
and the control system, preferably the virtual ma—
chine (64) being a Java virtual machine and the soft—
ware application being a Java application.

25. The mobile device of aspect 23 or 24, wherein
the control system may require one digital signature
(96) and one signature identification (94) for each
library of at least one of the APIs.

26. The mobile device of any of aspects 23 to 25,
wherein the APIs of the application platform may ac-
cess at least one of a cryptographic module, which
implements cryptographic algorithms, a data store,
a proprietary data model, and a user interface (Ul).

27. The mobile device of any of aspects 23 to 26,
wherein the digital signature (96) may be generated
using a private signature key under the signature
scheme, and the verification system may use a pub-
lic signature key to authenticate the digital signature.

28. The mobile device of aspect 27, wherein:

- the digital signature (96) may be generated by
applying the private signature key to a hash of
the software application (66) underthe signature
scheme; and

- the verification system may authenticate the dig—
ital signature (96) by generating a hash of the
software application (66) to obtain a generated
hash, applying the public signature key to the
digital signature (96) to obtain a recovered hash,
and verifying that the generated hash with the
recovered hash are the same.

29. The mobile device of any of aspects 23 to 28,
wherein at least one of the APIs optionally further
comprises:
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- a description string (88) that is displayed to a
user when the software application (66) at—
tempts to access said at least one of the APIs.

Claims

A method of controlling access by code to resources
of a device (62), the method comprising:

determining whether the code includes an au-
thentic digital signature (96) corresponding to
one or more application programming interfaces
(APls) of the device; and
controlling access by the code to the one ormore
APls depending on whether the code includes
an authentic digital signature (96).

The method of claim 1, further comprising:

purging the code from the device (62) if the code
does not include an authentic digital signature
(96).

The method of any preceding claim, wherein con—
trolling access by the code comprises:

denying the code access to the one or more APls
if the code does not include an authentic digital
signature (96).

The method of any preceding claim, wherein con-
trolling access by the code comprises:

granting the code access to the one or more
APls ifthe code includes an authentic digital sig-
nature (96).

The method of any preceding claim,
wherein the code includes a plurality of digital sig-
natures (96): and
wherein the plurality of digital signatures (96) in-
cludes digital signatures corresponding to different
APls.

The method of any preceding claim,
wherein the code includes a plurality of digital sig—
natures (96); and
wherein the plurality of digital signatures (96) in—
cludes digital signatures associated with different
types of devices.

The method of claim 5 or 6, wherein each of the
plurality of digital signatures (96) was generated by
a respective corresponding code signing authority.

The method of claim 7, wherein each of the plurality
of digital signatures (96) was generated by its cor—
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

28

responding code signing authority by applying a re-
spective private key associated with the code signing
authority to a hash of the code.

The method of any preceding claim, wherein deter-
mining whether the code includes an authentic digital
signature (96) comprises:

generating a hash of the code to obtain a gen-
erated hash;
applying a public key to a digital signature (96)
included in the code to obtain a recovered hash,
wherein the public key corresponds to a private
key associated with a code signing authority that
generated the digital signature (96); and
comparing the generated hash with the recov—
ered hash.

The method of any preceding claim, wherein deter—
mining whether the code includes an authentic digital
signature (96) comprises:

determining whether the code includes an au—
thentic global signature.

The method of any preceding claim, wherein the
code comprises any of the following: a software ap—
plication, an update to a software application, a com-
mand, a command argument, or a library.

The method ofany preceding claim, further com pris—
ing:

displaying a message if the code attempts to
access at least one of the APIs.

The method ofany preceding claim, further com pris—
ing:

receiving a user command granting or denying
the code access to at least one of the APIs.

A device for performing the method of any one of
claims 1 - 13.

Code for performing the method of any one of claims
1 — 13.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to the field of
security protocols for software applications. More partic—
ularly, the invention provides a code signing system and
method that is particularly well suited for Java(TM) ap—
plications for mobile communication devices, such as
Personal Digital Assistants, cellular telephones, and
wireless two—way communication devices (collectively
referred to hereinafter as "mobile devices“ or simply “de—
vices" .

2. Description of the Related Art
 

[0002] Security protocols involving software code sign—
ing schemes are known. Typically, such security proto-
cols are used to ensure the reliability of software appli—
cations that are downloaded from the Internet. In a typical
software code signing scheme, a digital signature is at—
tached to a software application that identifies the soft-
ware developer. Once the software is downloaded by a
user, the user typically must use his or herjudgment to
determine whether or not the software application is re—
liable, based solely on his or her knowledge of the soft-
ware developer’s reputation. This type of code signing
scheme does not ensure that a software application writ-
ten by a third party for a mobile device will properly in—
teract with the device’s native applications and other re-
sources. Because typical code signing protocols are not
secure and rely solely on thejudgment of the user, there
is a serious risk that destructive, "Trojan horse" type soft—
ware applications may be downloaded and installed onto
a mobile device.

[0003] The disclosure "Handbuch der Chipkarten",
W.Rankl/W.Effing, 3. edition, 1999, describes access
control via methods to securely load muliple applets in a
javacard framework System.
[0004] There also remains a need for network opera-
tors to have a system and method to maintain control
over which software applications are activated on mobile
devices.

[0005] There remains a further need in 2.5G and 3G
networks where corporate clients or network operators
would like to control the types of software on the devices
issued to its employees.

SUMMARY

[0006] A code signing system and method is provided.
The code signing system operates in conjunction with a
software application having a digital signature and in—
cludes an application platform, an application program—
ming interface (API), and a virtual machine. The API is
configured to link the software application with the appli—
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cation platform. The virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0007] A code signing system for operation in conjunc—
tion with a software application having a digital signature,
according to another embodiment of the invention com—
prises an application platform, a plurality of APIs, each
configured to link the software application with a resource
on the application platform, and a virtual machine that
verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order
to control access to the API by the software application,
wherein the virtual machine verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in order to control access to the plu-
rality of APIs by the software application.
[0008] According to a further embodiment of the inven—
tion, a method of controlling access to sensitive applica—
tion programming interfaces on a mobile device com pris—
es the steps of loading a software application on the mo—
bile device that requires access to a sensitive API, de—
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes a digital signature associated with the sensitive
API, and if the software application does not include a
digital signature associated with the sensitive API, then
denying the software application access to the sensitive
API.

[0009] In another embodiment ofthe invention, a meth-
od of controlling access to an application programming
interface (API) on a mobile device by a software appli-
cation created by a software developer comprises the
steps of receiving the software application from the soft-
ware developer, reviewing the software application to de—
termine if it may access the API, if the software applica-
tion may access the API, then appending a digital signa—
ture to the software application, verifying the authenticity
of a digital signature appended to a software application,
and providing access to the API to software applications
for which the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0010] A method of restricting access to a sensitive
API on a mobile device, according to a further embodi—
ment of the invention, com prises the steps of registering
one or more software developers that are trusted to de—
sign software applications which access the sensitive
API, receiving a hash of a software application, deter—
mining if the software application was designed by one
of the registered software developers, and if the software
application was designed by one of the registered soft-
ware developers, then generating a digital signature us—
ing the hash of the software application, wherein the dig-
ital signature may be appended to the software applica—
tion, and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of the
digital signature in order to control access to the sensitive
API by the software application.
[0011] In a still further embodiment, a method of re—
stricting access to application programming interfaces
on a mobile device comprises the steps of loading a soft—
ware application on the mobile device that requires ac—
cess to one or more API, determining whether or not the
software application includes a digital signature associ—
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ated with the mobile device, and if the software applica-
tion does not include a digital signature associated with
the mobile device, then denying the software application
access to the one or more APls.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a code signing proto—
col according to one embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of the code signing protocol
described above with reference to FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a code signing system
on a mobile device;
FIG. 3A is a block diagram ofa code signing system
on a plurality of mobile devices;
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of
the code signing system described above with ref—
erence to FIG. 3 and FIG. 3A;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the management
of the code signing authorities described with refer-
ence to FIG. 3A; and
FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa mobile communication
device in which a code signing system and method
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Referring now to the drawing figures, FIG. 1 is
a diagram illustrating a code signing protocol according
to one embodiment of the invention. An application de-
veloper 12 creates a software application 14 (application
Y) for a mobile device that requires access to one or more
sensitive APls on the mobile device. The software appli—
cation Y 14 may, for example, be a Java application that
operates on a Java virtual machine installed on the mo—
bile device. An API enables the software application Y
to interface with an application platform that may include,
for example, resources such as the device hardware, op-
erating system and core software and data models. In
order to make function calls to or othenNise interact with

such device resources, a software application Y must
access one or more APls. APls can thereby effectively
"bridge" a software application and associated device
resources. In this description and the appended claims,
references to API access should be interpreted to include
access of an API in such a way as to allow a software
application Y to interact with one or more corresponding
device resources. Providing access to any API therefore
allows a software application Y to interact with associated
device resources, whereas denying access to an API pre-
vents the software application Yfrom interacting with the
associated resources. For example, a database API may
communicate with a device file or data storage system,
and access to the database API would provide for inter—
action between a software application Y and the file or
data storage system. A user interface (UI) API would
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communicate with controllers and/or control software for

such device components as a screen, a keyboard, and
any other device components that provide output to a
user or accept input from a user. In a mobile device, a
radio API may also be provided as an interface to wireless
communication resources such as a transmitter and re—

ceiver. Similarly, a cryptographic API may be provided
to interact with a crypto module which implements crypto
algorithms on a device. These are merely illustrative ex-
amples of APIs that may be provided on a device. A de—
vice may include any of these example APls, or different
APls instead of or in addition to those described above.

[0014] Preferably, any API may be classified as sen-
sitive by a mobile device manufacturer, or possibly by an
API author, a wireless network operator, a device owner
or operator, or some other entity that may be affected by
a virus or malicious code in a device software application.
For instance, a mobile device manufacturer may classify
as sensitive those APIs that interface with cryptographic
routines, wireless communication functions, or proprie—
tary data models such as address book or calendar en—
tries. To protect against unauthorized access to these
sensitive APIs, the application developer 12 is required
to obtain one or more digital signatures from the mobile
device manufacturer or other entity that classified any
APls as sensitive, or from a code signing authority 16
acting on behalf of the manufacturer or other entity with
an interest in protecting access to sensitive device APIs,
and append the signature(s) to the software application
Y 14.

[0015] In one embodiment, a digital signature is ob—
tained for each sensitive API or library that includes a
sensitive API to which the software application requires
access. In some cases, multiple signatures are desirable.
This would allow a service provider, company or network
operator to restrict some or all software applications load-
ed or updated onto a particular set of mobile devices. In
this multiple-signature scenario, all APls are restricted
and locked until a "global" signature is verified for a soft—
ware application. For example, a company may wish to
prevent its employees from executing any software ap—
plications onto their devices without first obtaining per-
mission from a corporate information technology (IT) or
computer services department. All such corporate mobile
devices may then be configured to require verification of
at least a global signature before a software application
can be executed. Access to sensitive device APIs and

libraries, if any, could then be further restricted, depend-
ent upon verification of respective corresponding digital
signatures.
[0016] The binary executable representation of soft—
ware application Y 14 may be independent of the partic-
ular type of mobile device or model of a mobile device.
Software application Y 14 may for example be in a write—
once—run—anywhere binary format such as is the case
with Java software applications. However, it may be de—
sirable to have a digital signature for each mobile device
type or model, or alternatively for each mobile device
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platform or manufacturer. Therefore, software applica-
tion Y 14 may be submitted to several code signing au—
thorities if software application Y 14 targets several mo-
bile devices.

[0017] Software application Y 14 is sent from the ap-
plication developer 12 to the code signing authority 16.
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the code signing
authority 16 reviews the software application Y 14, al—
though as described in further detail below, it is contem-
plated that the code signing authority 16 may also or in—
stead consider the identity of the application developer
12 to determine whether or not the software application
Y 14 should be signed. The code signing authority 16 is
preferably one or more representatives from the mobile
device manufacturer, the authors of any sensitive APls,
or possibly others that have knowledge of the operation
of the sensitive APIs to which the software application
needs access.

[0018] lfthe code signing authority 16 determines that
software application Y 14 may access the sensitive API
and therefore should be signed, then a signature (not
shown) for the software application Y 14 is generated by
the code signing authority 16 and appended to the soft—
ware application Y 14. The signed software application
Y 22, comprising the software application Y 14 and the
digital signature, is then returned to the application de-
veloper 12. The digital signature is preferably a tag that
is generated using a private signature key 18 maintained
solely by the code signing authority 16. For example,
according to one signature scheme, a hash of the soft-
ware application Y 14 may be generated, using a hashing
algorithm such as the Secure Hash Algorithm SHA1, and
then used with the private signature key 18 to create the
digital signature. In some signature schemes, the private
signature key is used to encrypt a hash of information to
be signed, such as software application Y 14, whereas
in other schemes, the private key may be used in other
ways to generate a signature from the information to be
signed or a transformed version of the information.
[001 9] The signed software application Y 22 may then
be sent to a mobile device 28 or downloaded by the mo—
bile device 28 over a wireless network 24. It should be

understood, however, that a code signing protocol ac—
cording to the present invention is not limited to software
applications that are downloaded over a wireless net—
work. For instance, in alternative embodiments, the
signed software application Y 22 may be downloaded to
a personal computer via a computer network and loaded
to the mobile device through a serial link, or may be ac—
quired from the application developer 12 in any other
manner and loaded onto the mobile device. Once the

signed software application Y 22 is loaded on the mobile
device 28, each digital signature is preferably verified
with a public signature key 20 before the software appli—
cation Y 14 is granted access to a sensitive API library.
Although the signed software application Y 22 is loaded
onto a device, it should be appreciated that the software
application that may eventually be executed on the de—
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vice is the software application Y 14. As described above,
the signed software application Y 22 includes the soft—
ware application Y 14 and one or more appended digital
signatures (not shown). When the signatures are verified,
the software application Y 14 can be executed on the
device and access any APIs for which corresponding sig—
natures have been verified.

[0020] The public signature key 20 corresponds to the
private signature key 18 maintained by the code signing
authority 16, and is preferably installed on the mobile
device along with the sensitive API. However, the public
key 10 may instead be obtained from a public key repos—
itory (not shown), using the device 28 or possibly a per-
sonal computer system, and installed on the device 28
as needed. According to one embodiment of a signature
scheme, the mobile device 28 calculates a hash of the
software application Y 14 in the signed software applica-
tion Y 22, using the same hashing algorithm as the code
signing authority 16, and uses the digital signature and
the public sig nature key 20 to recover the hash calculated
by the signing authority 16. The resultant locally calcu—
lated hash and the hash recovered from the digital sig—
nature are then compared, and if the hashes are the
same, the signature is verified. The software application
Y 14 can then be executed on the device 28 and access

any sensitive APIs for which the corresponding signature
(3) have been verified. As described above, the invention
is in no way limited to this particular illustrative example
signature scheme. Other signature schemes, including
further public key signature schemes, may also be used
in conjunction with the code signing methods and sys—
tems described herein.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram 30 of the code signing
protocol described above with reference to FIG. 1. The
protocol begins at step 32. At step 34, a software devel—
oper writes the software application Y for a mobile device
that requires access to a sensitive API or library that ex—
poses a sensitive API (API library A). As discussed
above, some or all APIs on a mobile device may be clas—
sified as sensitive, thus requiring verification of a digital
signature for access by any software application such as
software application Y. In step 36, application Y is tested
by the software developer, preferably using a device sim—
ulator in which the digital signature verification function
has been disabled. In this manner, the software devel—
oper may debug the software application Y before the
digital signature is acquired from the code signing au—
thority. Once the software application Y has been written
and debugged, it is forwarded to the code signing author—
ity in step 38.
[0022] In steps 40 and 42, the code signing authority
reviews the software application Y to determine whether
or not it should be given access to the sensitive API, and
either accepts or rejects the software application. The
code signing authority may apply a number of criteria to
determine whether or not to grant the software applica-
tion access to the sensitive API including, for example,
the size ofthe software application, the device resources
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accessed by the API, the perceived utility of the software
application, the interaction with other software applica—
tions, the inclusion of a virus or other destructive code,
and whether or not the developer has a contractual ob—
ligation or other business arrangement with the mobile
device manufacturer. Further details of managing code
signing authorities and developers are described below
in reference to FIG. 5.

[0023] If the code signing authority accepts the soft-
ware application Y, then a digital signature, and prefer—
ably a signature identification, are appended to the soft-
ware application Y in step 46. As described above, the
digital signature may be generated by using a hash of
the software application Y and a private signature key
18. The signature identification is described below with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Once the digital signature
and signature identification are appended to the software
application Y to generate a signed software application,
the signed software application Y is returned to the soft—
ware developer in step 48. The software developer may
then license the signed software application Y to be load—
ed onto a mobile device (step 50). If the code signing
authority rejects the software application Y, however,
then a rejection notification is preferably sent to the soft-
ware developer (step 44), and the software application
Y will be unable to access any APl(s) associated with the
signature.
[0024] In an alternative embodiment, the software de-
veloper may provide the code signing authority with only
a hash of the software application Y, or provide the soft-
ware application Y in some type of abridged format. If
the software application Y is a Java application, then the
device independent binary *.class files may be used in
the hashing operation, although device dependent files
such as *.cod files used by the assignee of the present
application may instead be used in hashing or other dig-
ital signature operations when software applications are
intended for operation on particular devices or device
types. By providing only a hash or abridged version of
the software application Y, the software developer may
have the software application Y signed without revealing
proprietary code to the code signing authority. The hash
of the software application Y, along with the private sig—
nature key 18, may then be used by the code signing
authority to generate the digital signature. If an othenNise
abridged version of the software application Y is sent to
the code signing authority, then the abridged version may
similarly be used to generate the digital signature, pro-
vided that the abridging scheme or algorithm, like a hash—
ing algorithm, generates different outputs for different in-
puts. This ensures that every software application will
have a different abridged version and thus a different
signature that can only be verified when appended to the
particular corresponding software application from which
the abridged version was generated. Because this em—
bodiment does not enable the code signing authority to
thoroughly review the software application for viruses or
other destructive code, however, a registration process
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between the software developer and the code signing
authority may also be required. For instance, the code
signing authority may agree in advance to provide a trust-
ed software developer access to a limited set of sensitive
APls.

[0025] In still another alternative embodiment, a soft—
ware application Y may be submitted to more than one
signing authority. Each signing authority may for example
be responsible for signing software applications for par-
ticular sensitive APls or APls on a particular model of
mobile device or set of mobile devices that supports the
sensitive APls required by a software application. A man—
ufacturer, mobile communication network operator, serv-
ice provider, or corporate client for example may thereby
have signing authority over the use of sensitive APIs for
their particular mobile device model(s), or the mobile de—
vices operating on a particular network, subscribing to
one or more particular services, or distributed to corpo—
rate employees. A signed software application may then
include a software application and at least one appended
digital signature appended from each of the signing au—
thorities. Even though these signing authorities in this
example would be generating a signature for the same
software application, different signing and signature ver-
ification schemes may be associated with the different
signing authorities.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa code signing sys—
tem 60 on a mobile device 62. The system 60 includes
a virtual machine 64, a plurality of software applications
66-70, a plurality ofAPl libraries 72-78, and an application
platform 80. The application platform 80 preferably in—
cludes all of the resources on the mobile device 62 that

may be accessed by the software applications 66—70. For
instance, the application platform may include device
hardware 82, the mobile device’s operating system 84,
or core software and data models 86. Each API library
72—78 preferably includes a plu rality of APIs that interface
with a resource available in the application platform. For
instance, one API library might include all of the APlsthat
interface with a calendar program and calendar entry da-
ta models. Another API library might include all of the
APIs that interface with the transmission circuitry and
functions of the mobile device 62. Yet another API library
might include all of the APIs capable of interfacing with
lower—level services performed by the mobile device’s
operating system 84. In addition, the plurality of API li-
braries 72—78 may include both libraries that expose a
sensitive API 74 and 78, such as an interface to a cryp-
tographic function, and libraries 72 and 76, that may be
accessed without exposing sensitive APls. Similarly, the
plurality of software applications 66—70 may include both
signed software applications 66 and 70 that require ac-
cess to one or more sensitive APIs, and unsigned soft—
ware applications such as 68. The virtual machine 64 is
preferably an object oriented run—ti me environment such
as Sun Micro Systems J2ME(TM) (Java 2 Platform, Mi-
cro Edition), which manages the execution of all of the
software applications 66—70 operating on the mobile de—
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vice 62, and links the software applications 66-70 to the
various API libraries 72—78.

[0027] Software application Y 70 is an example of a
signed software application. Each signed software appli—
cation preferably includes an actual software application
such as software application Y comprising for example
software code that can be executed on the application
platform 80, one or more signature identifications 94 and
one or more corresponding digital signatures 96. Prefer-
ably each digital signature 96 and associated signature
identification 94 in a signed software application 66 or 70
corresponds to a sensitive API library 74 or 78 to which
the software application X or software application Y re-
quires access. The sensitive API library 74 or 78 may
include one or more sensitive APls. In an alternative em—

bodiment, the signed software applications 66 and 70
may include a digital signature 96 for each sensitive API
within an API library 74 or 78. The signature identifica—
tions 94 may be unique integers or some other means
of relating a digital signature 96 to a specific API library
74 or 78, API, application platform 80, or model of mobile
device 62.

[0028] API library A 78 is an example of an API library
that exposes a sensitive API. Each API library 74 and 78
including a sensitive API should preferably include a de—
scription string 88, a public signature key 20, and a sig-
nature identifier 92. The signature identifier 92 preferably
corresponds to a signature identification 94 in a signed
software application 66 or 70, and enables the virtual
machine 64 to quickly match a digital signature 96 with
an API library 74 or 78. The public signature key 20 cor—
responds to the private signature key 18 maintained by
the code signing authority, and is used to verify the au—
thenticity of a digital signature 96. The description string
88 may for example be a textual message that is dis—
played on the mobile device when a signed software ap-
plication 66 or 70 is loaded, or alternatively when a soft—
ware application X or Y attempts to access a sensitive
API.

[0029] Operationally, when a signed software applica-
tion 68—70, respectively including a software application
X, Z, or Y, that requires access to a sensitive API library
74 or 78 is loaded onto a mobile device, the virtual ma—
chine 64 searches the signed for an appended digital
signature 96 associated with the API library 74 or 78.
Preferably, the appropriate digital signature 96 is located
by the virtual machine 64 by matching the signature iden—
tifier 92 in the API library 74 or 78 with a signature iden-
tification 94 on the signed software application. If the
signed software application includes the appropriate dig-
ital signature 96, then the virtual machine 64 verifies its
authenticity using the public signature key20. Then, once
the appropriate digital signature 96 has been located and
verified, the description string 88 is preferably displayed
on the mobile device before the software application X
or Y is executed and accesses the sensitive API. For

instance, the description string 88 may display a mes-
sage stating that "Application Y is attempting to access
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API Library A,“ and thereby provide the mobile device
user with the final control to grant or deny access to the
sensitive API.

[0030] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a code signing
system 61 on a plurality of mobile devices 62E, 62F and
62G. The system 61 includes a plurality of mobile devices
each of which only three are illustrated, mobile devices
62E, 62F and 62G. Also shown is a signed software ap—
plication 70, including a software application Y to which
two digital signatures 96E and 96F with corresponding
signature identifications 94E and 94F have been append-
ed. In the example system 61, each pair composed ofa
digital signature and identification, 94E/96E and 94F/
96F, corresponds to a model of mobile device 62, API
library 78, or associated platform 80. If signature identi-
fications 94E and 94F correspond to different models of
mobile device 62, then when a signed software applica-
tion 70 which includes a software application Y that re—
quires access to a sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto
mobile device 62E, the virtual machine 64 searches the
signed software application 70 for a digital signature 96E
associated with the API library 78 by matching identifier
94E with signature identifier 92. Similarly, when a signed
software application 70 including a software application
Y that requires access to a sensitive API library 78 is
loaded onto a mobile device 62F, the virtual machine 64
in device 62F searches the signed software application
70 for a digital signature 96F associated with the API
libraw 78. However, when a software application Y in a
signed software application 70 that requires access to a
sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto a mobile device
model for which the application developer has not ob-
tained a digital signature, device 62G in the example of
FIG. 3A, the virtual machine 64 in the device 64G does
not find a digital signature appended to the software ap—
plication Y and consequently, access to the API library
78 is denied on device 62G. It should be appreciated
from the foregoing description that a software application
such as software application Y may have multiple device—
specific, library-specific, or API-specific signatures or
some combination of such signatures appended thereto.
Similarly, different signature verification requirements
may be configured for the different devices. For example,
device 62E may require verification of both a global sig-
nature, as well as additional signatures for any sensitive
APIs to which a software application, requires access in
order for the software application to be executed, where—
as device 62F may require verification of only a global
signature and device 62G may require verification of sig—
natures only for its sensitive APls. It should also be ap-
parent thata communication system may include devices
(not shown) on which a software application Y received
as part ofa signed software application such as 70 may
execute without any signature verification. Although a
signed software application has one or more signatures
appended thereto, the software application Y might pos-
sibly be executed on some devices without first having
any of its signature(s) verified. Signing of a software ap—
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plication preferably does not interfere with its execution
on devices in which digital signature verification is not
implemented.
[0031] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram 100 illustrating the op—
eration of the code signing system described above with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 3A. In step 102, a software
application is loaded onto a mobile device. Once the soft-
ware application is loaded, the device, preferably using
a virtual machine, determines whether or not the software
application requires access to any API libraries that ex—
pose a sensitive API (step 104). If not, then the software
application is linked with all of its required API libraries
and executed (step 118). lfthe software application does
require access to a sensitive API, however, then the vir—
tual machine verifies that the software application in—
cludes a valid digital signature associated any sensitive
APIs to which access is required, in steps 106—116.
[0032] In step 106, the virtual machine retrieves the
public signature key 20 and signature identifier 92 from
the sensitive API library. The signature identifier 92 is
then used by the virtual machine in step 108 to determine
whether or not the software application has an appended
digital signature 96 with a corresponding signature iden—
tification 94. If not, then the software application has not
been approved for access to the sensitive API by a code
signing authority, and the software application is prefer-
ably prevented from being executed in step 116. In al—
temative embodiments, a software application without a
properdigital signature 96 may be purged from the mobile
device, or may be denied access to the API library ex-
posing the sensitive API but executed to the extent pos—
sible without access to the API library. It is also contem-
plated that a user may be prompted for an input when
signature verification fails, thereby providing for user con-
trol of such subsequent operations as purging ofthe soft—
ware application from the device.
[0033] If a digital signature 96 corresponding to the
sensitive API library is appended to the software appli-
cation and located by the virtual machine, then the virtual
machine uses the public key 20 to verify the authenticity
of the digital signature 96 in step 110. This step may be
performed, for example, by using the signature verifica-
tion scheme described above or other alternative signa—
ture schemes. If the digital signature 96 is not authentic,
then the software application is preferably either not ex—
ecuted, purged, or restricted from accessing the sensitive
API as described above with reference to step 1 16. If the
digital signature is authentic, however, then the descrip-
tion string 88 is preferably displayed in step 112, warning
the mobile device user that the software application re-
quires access to a sensitive API, and possibly prompting
the user for authorization to execute or load the software

application (step 1 14). When more than one signature is
to be verified for a software application, then the steps
104—1 10 are preferably repeated for each signature be—
fore the user is prompted in step 1 12. If the mobile device
user in step 114 authorizes the software application, then
it may be executed and linked to the sensitive API library
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in step 118.
[0034] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram 200 illustrating the man—
agement of the code signing authorities described with
reference to FIG. 3A. At step 210, an application devel—
oper has developed a new software application which is
intended to be executable one or more target device mod—
els or types. The target devices may include sets of de-
vices from different manufacturers, sets of device models
or types from the same manufacturer, or generally any
sets of devices having particular signature and verifica—
tion requirements. The term "target device" refers to any
such set of devices having a common signature require—
ment. For example, a set of devices requiring verification
of a device—specific global signature for execution of all
software applications may comprise a target device, and
devices that require both a global signature and further
signatures for sensitive APIs may be part of more than
one target device set. The software application may be
written in a device independent manner by using at least
one known API, supported on at least one target device
with an API library. Preferably, the developed software
application is intended to be executable on several target
devices, each ofwhich has its own at least one API library.
[0035] At step 220, a code signing authority for one
target device receives a target—signing request from the
developer. The target signing request includes the soft-
ware application or a hash of the software application, a
developer identifier, as well as at least one target device
identifier which identifies the target device for which a
signature is being requested. At step 230, the signing
authority consults a developer database 235 or other
records to determine whether or not to trust developer
220. This determination can be made according to sev—
eral criteria discussed above, such as whether or not the
developer has a contractual obligation or has entered
into some other type of business arrangement with a de-
vice manufacturer, network operator, service provider,
or device manufacturer. If the developer is trusted, then
the method proceeds at step 240. However, if the devel—
oper is not trusted, then the software application is re-
jected (250) and not signed by the signing authority. As—
suming the developer was trusted, at step 240 the signi ng
authority determines if it has the target private key cor—
responding to the submitted target identifier by consulting
a private key store such as a target private key database
245. If the target private key is found, then a digital sig-
nature for the software application is generated at step
260 and the digital signature or a signed software appli-
cation including the digital signature appended to the
software application is returned to the developer at step
280. However, if the target private key is not found at
step 240, then the software application is rejected at step
270 and no digital signature is generated for the software
application.
[0036] Advantageously, iftarget signing authorities fol—
low compatible embodiments of the method outlined in
FIG. 5, a network of target signing authorities may be
established in order to expediently manage code signing
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authorities and a developer community code signing
process providing signed software applications for mul—
tiple targets with low likelihood of destructive code.
[0037] Should any destructive or otherwise problem—
atic code be found in a software application or suspected
because of behavior exhibited when a software applica—
tion is executed on a device, then the registration or priv-
ileges of the corresponding application developer with
any or all signing authorities may also be suspended or
revoked, since the digital signature provides an audit trail
through which the developer of a problematic software
application may be identified. In such an event, devices
may be informed of the revocation by being configured
to periodically download signature revocation lists, for
example. If software applications for which the corre—
sponding digital signatures have been revoked are run—
ning on a device, the device may then halt execution of
any such software application and possibly purge the
software application from its local storage. If preferred,
devices may also be configured to re—execute digital sig—
nature verifications, for instance periodically or when a
new revocation list is downloaded.

[0038] Although a digital signature generated by a
signing authority is dependent upon authentication ofthe
application developer and confirmation that the applica—
tion developer has been properly registered, the digital
signature is preferably generated from a hash or other—
wise transformed version of the soflware application and
is therefore application—specific. This contrasts with
known code signing schemes, in which API access is
granted to any software applications arriving from trusted
application developers or authors. In the code signing
systems and methods described herein, API access is
granted on an application-by—application basis and thus
can be more strictly controlled or regulated.
[0039] FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa mobile commu-
nication device in which a code signing system and meth—
od may be implemented. The mobile communication de-
vice 610 is preferably a two—way communication device
having at least voice and data communication capabili-
ties. The device preferably has the capability to commu—
nicate with other computer systems on the Internet. De-
pending on the functionality provided by the device, the
device may be referred to as a data messaging device,
a two—way pager, a cellular telephone with data messag—
ing capabilities, a wireless Internet appliance or a data
communication device (with or without telephony capa—
bilities).
[0040] Where the device 610 is enabled for two—way
communications, the device will incorporate a communi-
cation subsystem 611, including a receiver 612, a trans—
mitter 614, and associated components such as one or
more, preferably embedded or internal, antenna ele—
ments 616 and 618, local oscillators (LOs) 613, and a
processing module such as a digital signal processor
(DSP) 620. As will be apparent to those skilled in the field
of communications, the particular design of the commu-
nication subsystem 611 will be dependent upon the com—
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munication network in which the device is intended to

operate. For example, a device 610 destined for a North
American market may include a communication subsys-
tem 61 1 designed to operate within the Mobitex(TM) mo—
bile communication system or DataTAC(TM) mobile
communication system, whereas a device 610 intended
for use in Europe may incorporate a General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) communication subsystem 611.
[0041] Network access requirements will also vary de-
pending upon the type of network 919. For example, in
the Mobitex and DataTAC networks, mobile devices such

as 610 are registered on the network using a unique iden—
tification number associated with each device. In GPRS

networks however, network access is associated with a
subscriber or user of a device 610. A GPRS device there-

fore requires a subscriber identity module (not shown),
commonly referred to as a SIM card, in order to operate
on a GPRS network. Without a SIM card, a GPRS device
will not be fully functional. Local or non—network commu—
nication functions (ifany) may be operable, but the device
610 will be unable to carry out any functions involving
communications over network 61 9, other than any legally
required operations such as "911“ emergency calling.
[0042] When required network registration or activa-
tion procedures have been completed, a device 610 may
send and receive communication signals over the net-
work 619. Signals received by the antenna 616 through
a communication network 619 are input to the receiver
612, which may perform such common receiverfunctions
as signal amplification, frequency down conversion, fil-
tering, channel selection and the like, and in the example
system shown in FIG. 6, analog to digital conversion.
Analog to digital conversion of a received signal allows
more complex communication functions such as demod-
ulation and decoding to be performed in the DSP 620. In
a similar manner, signals to be transmitted are proc-
essed, including modulation and encoding for example,
by the DSP 620 and input to the transmitter614 fordigital
to analog conversion, frequency up conversion, filtering,
amplification and transmission over the communication
network 619 via the antenna 618.

[0043] The DSP 620 not only processes communica-
tion signals, but also provides for receiver and transmitter
control. For example, the gains applied to communication
signals in the receiver 612 and transmitter 614 may be
adaptively controlled through automatic gain control al-
gorithms implemented in the DSP 620.
[0044] The device 610 preferably includes a micro-
processor 638 which controls the overall operation of the
device. Communication functions, including at least data
and voice communications, are performed through the
communication subsystem 611. The microprocessor 638
also interacts with further device subsystems or resourc—
es such as the display 622, flash memory 624, random
access memory (RAM) 626, auxiliary input/output (l/O)
subsystems 628, serial port 630, keyboard 632, speaker
634, microphone 636, a short—range communications
subsystem 640 and any other device subsystems gen—
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erally designated as 642. APls, including sensitive APls
requiring verification of one or more corresponding digital
signatures before access is granted, may be provided on
the device 61 O to interface between software applications
and any of the resources shown in FIG. 6.
[0045] Some of the subsystems shown in FIG. 6 per—
form communication-related functions, whereas other

subsystems may provide "resident‘I or on—device func—
tions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 632
and display 622 for example, may be used for both com—
munication-related functions, such as entering a text
message for transmission over a communication net—
work, and device-resident functions such as a calculator
or task list.

[0046] Operating system software used by the micro—
processor 638, and possibly AP Is to be accessed by soft—
ware applications, is preferably stored in a persistent
store such as flash memory 624, which may instead be
a read only memory (ROM) or similar storage element
(not shown). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the operating system, specific device software applica—
tions, or parts thereof, may be temporarily loaded into a
volatile store such as RAM 626. It is contemplated that
received and transmitted communication signals may al-
so be stored to RAM 626.

[0047] The microprocessor 638, in addition to its op-
erating system functions, preferably enables execution
of software applications on the device. A predetermined
set of applications which control basic device operations,
including at least data and voice communication appli-
cations for example, will normally be installed on the de—
vice 610 during manufacture. A preferred application that
may be loaded onto the device may be a personal infor—
mation manager (PIM) application having the ability to
organize and manage data items relating to the device
user such as, but not limited to e-mail, calendar events,

voice mails, appointments, and task items. Naturally, one
or more memory stores would be available on the device
to facilitate storage of PIM data items onthe device. Such
PIM application would preferably have the ability to send
and receive data items, via the wireless network. In a
preferred embodiment, the PIM data items are seamless-
lyintegrated, synchronized and updated, via the wireless
network, with the device user’s corresponding data items
stored or associated with a host computer system there—
by creating a mirrored host computer on the mobile de-
vice with respect to the data items at least. This would
be especially advantageous in the case where the host
computer system is the mobile device user’s office com—
puter system. Further applications, including signed soft-
ware applications as described above, may also be load—
ed onto the device 610 through the network 619, an aux-
iliary llO subsystem 623, serial port 630, short—range
communications subsystem 640 or any other suitable
subsystem 642. The device microprocessor 638 may
then verify any digital signatures, possibly including both
"global" device signatures and API-specific signatures,
appended to such a software application before the soft—
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ware application can be executed by the microprocessor
638 and/or access any associated sensitive APls. Such
flexibility in application installation increases the function-
ality of the device and may provide enhanced on—device
functions, commu nication-related functions, or both. For
example, secure communication applications may ena—
ble electronic commerce functions and other such finan-

cial transactions to be performed using the device 610,
through a crypto API and a crypto module which imple-
ments crypto algorithms on the device (not shown).
[0048] In a data communication mode, a received sig-
nal such as a text message or web page download will
be processed by the communication subsystem 611 and
input to the microprocessor 638, which will preferably
further process the received signal for output to the dis-
play 622, or alternatively to an auxiliary IIO device 628.
A user of device 610 may also compose data items such
as email messages for example, using the keyboard 632,
which is preferably a complete alphanumeric keyboard
or telephone—type keypad, in conjunction with the display
622 and possibly an auxiliary IIO device 628. Such com—
posed items may then be transmitted over a communi—
cation network through the communication subsystem
61 1.

[0049] For voice communications, overall operation of
the device 610 is substantially similar, except that re-
ceived signals would preferably be output to a speaker
634 and signals for transmission would be generated by
a microphone 636. Alternative voice or audio l/O subsys—
tems such as a voice message recording subsystem may
also be implemented on the device 610. Although voice
or audio signal output is preferably accomplished prima-
rily through the speaker 634, the display 622 may also
be used to provide an indication ofthe identity ofa calling
party, the duration of a voice call, or other voice call re—
lated information for example.
[0050] The serial port 630 in FIG. 6 would normally be
implemented in a personal digital assistant (PDA)-type
communication device for which synchronization with a
user’s desktop computer (not shown) may be desirable,
but is an optional device component. Such a port 630
would enable a user to set preferences through an ex-
ternal device or software application and would extend
the capabilities of the device by providing for information
or software downloads to the device 610 other than

through a wireless communication network. The alter-
nate download path may for example be used to load an
encryption key onto the device through a direct and thus
reliable and trusted connection to thereby enable secure
device communication.

[0051] A short—range communications subsystem 640
is a further optional component which may provide for
communication between the device 624 and different

systems or devices, which need not necessarily be sim-
ilar devices. For example, the subsystem 640 may in—
clude an infrared device and associated circuits and com-

ponents or a Bluetooth(TM) communication module to
provide for communication with similarly—enabled sys—
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tems and devices.

[0052] The embodiments described herein are exam—
ples of structures, systems or methods having elements
corresponding to the elements of the invention recited in
the claims. This written description may enable those
skilled in the art to make and use embodiments having
alternative elements that likewise correspond to the ele-
ments of the invention recited in the claims. The intended

scope of the invention thus includes other structures, sys-
tems or methods that do not differ from the literal lan—

guage ofthe claims, and furtherincludes otherstructures,
systems or methods with insubstantial differences from
the literal language of the claims.
[0053] For example, when a software application is re—
jected at step 250 in the method shown in FIG. 5, the
signing authority may request that the developer sign a
contract or enter into a business relationship with a device
manufacturer or other entity on whose behalf the signing
authority acts. Similarly, if a software application is re—
jected at step 270, authority to sign the software appli—
cation may be delegated to a different signing authority.
The signing ofa software application following delegation
of signing of the software application to the different au—
thority can proceed substantially as shown in FIG. 5,
wherein thetarget signing authority that received the orig—
inal request from the trusted developer at step 220 re-
quests that the software application be signed by the dif—
ferent signing authority on behalf ofthe trusted developer
from the target signi ng authority. Once a trust relationship
has been established between code signing authorities,
target private code signi ng keys could be shared between
code signing authorities to improve performance of the
method at step 240, or a device may be configured to
validate digital signatures from either of the trusted sign-
ing authorities.
[0054] In addition, although described primarily in the
context of software applications, code signing systems
and methods according to the present invention may also
be applied to other device—related components, including
but in no way limited to, commands and associated com-
mand arguments, and libraries configured to interface
with device resources. Such commands and libraries

may be sent to mobile devices by device manufacturers,
device owners, network operators, service providers,
software application developers and the like. It would be
desirable to control the execution of any command that
may affect device operation, such as a command to
change a device identification code or wireless commu-
nication network address for example, by requiring ver—
ification of one or more digital signatures before a com-
mand can be executed on a device, in accordance with
the code signing systems and methods described and
claimed herein.

[0055] As has been described, a code signing system
for operation in conjunction with a software application
having a digital signature, comprises an application plat—
form; an application programming interface (API) config-
ured to link the software application with the application
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platform; and a virtual machine that verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0056] The virtual machine may deny the software ap—
plication access to the API if the digital signature is not
authentic. The virtual machine may purge the software
application if the digital signature is not authentic. The
code signing system may be installed on a mobile device.
The digital signature may be generated by a code signing
authority.
[0057] The code signing system may further comprise
a plurality of API libraries each including a plurality of
APIs, wherein the virtual machine controls access to the
plurality of API libraries by the software application.
[0058] One or more ofthe plurality ofAPl libraries may
be classified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may
use the digital signature to control access to the sensitive
API libraries by the software application. The software
application may include a unique digital signature for
each sensitive API library. The software application may
include a signature identification for each unique digital
signature; each sensitive API library may include a sig—
nature identifier; and the virtual machine may compare
the signature identification and the signature identifier to
match the unique digital signatures with sensitive API
libraries.

[0059] The digital signature may be generated using
a private signature key, and the virtual machine may use
a public signature key to verify the authenticity of the
digital signature. The digital signature may be generated
by applying the private signature key to a hash of the
software application; and the virtual machine may verify
the authenticity of the digital signature by generating a
hash of the software application to obtain a generated
hash, applying the public signature key to the digital sig—
nature to obtain a recovered hash, and comparing the
generated hash with the recovered hash.
[0060] The API may further comprise a description
string that is displayed by the mobile device when the
software application attempts to access the API. The ap-
plication platform may comprise an operating system.
The application platform may comprise one or more core
functions of a mobile device. The application platform
may comprise hardware on a mobile device. The hard-
ware may comprise a subscriber identity module (SIM)
card. The software application may be a Java application
for a mobile device. The API may interface with a cryp—
tographic routine on the application platform. The API
may interface with a proprietary data model on the ap—
plication platform. The virtual machine may be a Java
virtual machine installed on a mobile device.

[0061] As also described, a code signing system for
operation in conjunction with a software application hav—
ing a digital signature, comprises an application platform;
a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls),
each configured to link the software application with a
resource on the application platform; and a virtual ma—
chine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature
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in order to control access to the API by the software ap-
plication, wherein the virtual machine verifies the authen—
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the plurality of APIs by the software application.
[0062] The plurality of APIs may be included in an API
library. One or more of the plurality of APIs may be clas—
sified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may use the
digital signature to control access to the sensitive APls.
For operation in conjunction with a plurality of software
applications, one or more of the plurality of software ap—
plications may have a digital signature, and the virtual
machine may verify the authenticity of the digital signa—
ture of each of the one or more of the plurality of software
applications in order to control access to the sensitive
AP Is by each ofthe plurality of software applications. The
resource on the application platform may comprise a
wireless communication system. The resource on the ap—
plication platform may comprise a cryptographic module
which implements cryptographic algorithms. The re—
source on the application platform may comprise a data
store. The resource on the application platform may com—
prise a user interface (Ul).
[0063] As has also been described, a method of con—
trolling access to sensitive application programming in-
terfaces on a mobile device, comprises the steps of: load—
ing a software application on the mobile device that re-
quires access to a sensitive application programming in—
terface (API); determining whether or not the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the sensitive API; and if the software application does
not include a digital signature associated with the sensi—
tive API, then denying the software application access
to the sensitive API.

[0064] The method my comprise the additional step of:
if the software application does not include a digital sig—
nature associated with the sensitive API, then purging
the software application from the mobile device. The dig—
ital signature may be generated by a code signing au-
thority. The method may comprise the additional steps
of: if the software application includes a digital signature
associated with the sensitive API, then verifying the au—
thenticity of the digital signature; and if the digital signa-
ture is not authentic, then denying the software applica—
tion access to the sensitive API. The method may further
comprise the additional step of: if the digital signature is
not authentic, then purging the software application from
the mobile device. The digital signature may be gener—
ated by applying a private signature key to a hash of the
software application, and the step ofverifying the authen—
ticity ofthe digital signature may be performed by a meth-
od comprising the steps of: storing a public signature key
that corresponds to the private signature key on the mo-
bile device; generating a hash ofthe software application
to obtain a generated hash; applying the public signature
key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash;
and comparing the generated hash with the recovered
hash. The digital signature may be generated by calcu-
lating a hash of the software application and applying the
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private signature key. The method may comprise the ad-
ditional step of: displaying a description string that notifies
a user of the mobile device that the software application
requires access to the sensitive API. The method may
further comprise the additional step of: receiving a com-
mand from the user granting or denying the software ap—
plication access to the sensitive API.
[0065] Further has been described a method of con—
trolling access to an application programming interface
(API) on a mobile device by a software application cre—
ated by a software developer, comprising the steps of:
receiving the software application from the software de—
veloper; reviewing the software application to determine
if it may access the API; if the software application may
access the API, then appending a digital signature to the
software application; verifying the authenticity of a digital
signature appended to a software application; and pro-
viding access to theAPl to software applications for which
the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0066] The step of reviewing the software application
may be performed by a code signing authority. The step
of appending the digital signature to the software appli—
cation may be performed by a method comprising the
steps of: calculating a hash of the software application;
and applying a signature key to the hash of the software
application to generate the digital signature. The hash of
the software application may be calculated using the Se—
cure Hash Algorithm (SHA1). The step of verifying the
authenticity ofa digital signature may comprise the steps
of: providing a corresponding sig nature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; and determining if the digital
signature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash
with the recovered hash. The method may further com-
prise the step of, if the digital signature is not authentic,
then denying the software application access to the API.
The signature key may be a private signature key and
the corresponding signature key is a public sig nature key.
[0067] Also has been described, a method of control—
ling access to a sensitive application programming inter-
face (API) on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:
registering one or more software developers that are
trusted to design software applications which access the
sensitive API; receiving a hash of a software application;
determining if the software application was designed by
one of the registered software developers; and if the soft-
ware application was designed by one of the registered
software developers, then generating a digital signature
using the hash of the software application, wherein the
digital signature may be appended to the software appli-
cation; and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in order to control access to the sen-
sitive API by the software application.
[0068] The step of generating the digital signatu re may
be performed by a code signing authority. The step of
generating the digital signature may be performed by ap—
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plying a signature key to the hash of the software appli-
cation. The mobile device may verify the authenticity of
the digital signature by performing the additional steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; determining if the digital sig—
nature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash with
the recovered hash; and if the digital signature is not au—
thentic, then denying the software application access to
the sensitive API.

[0069] As has been described, a method of restricting
access to application programming interfaces on a mo—
bile device, comprises the steps of: loading a software
application on the mobile device that requires access to
one or more application programming interface (API); de—
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device, then denying the software application ac—
cess to the one or more APls.

[0070] The method may comprise the additional step
of: if the software application does not include an authen—
tic digital signature associated with the mobile device,
then purging the software application from the mobile
device. The software application may include a plurality
of digital signatures. The plurality of digital signatures
may include digital signatures respectively associated
with different types of mobile devices.
[0071] Each of the plurality of digital signatures may
be generated by a respective corresponding code signing
authority. The step of determining whether or not the soft-
ware application includes an authentic digital signature
associated with the mobile device may comprise the ad-
ditional steps of: determining if the software application
includes a digital signature associated with the mobile
device; and if so, then verifying the authenticity of the
digital signature. The one or more APls may include one
or more APls classified as sensitive, and the method may
further comprise the steps of, for each sensitive API: de-
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API, then denying the software application ac—
cess to the sensitive API. Each of the plurality of digital
signatures may be generated by its corresponding code
signing authority by applying a respective private signa-
ture key associated with the code signing authority to a
hash of the software application. The step of determining
whether or not the software application includes an au—
thentic digital signature associated with the mobile device
may comprise the steps of: determining if the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the mobile device; and ifso, then verifying the authenticity
of the digital signature, wherein the step of verifying the
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authenticity of the digital signature is performed by a
method comprising the steps of: storing a public signa—
ture key on a mobile device that corresponds to the pri-
vate signature key associated with the code signing au—
thority which generates the signature associated with the
mobile device; generating a hash of the software appli—
cation to obtain a generated hash; applying the public
signature key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered
hash; and comparing the generated hash with the recov-
ered hash.

Claims

1. A method of controlling access to a sensitive appli-
cation programming interface (API) having a signa—
ture identifier on a mobile device (62), comprising
the steps of:

registering one or more software developers
that are trusted to develop software application
(66) which access the sensitive API;
receiving a hash of a software application;
determining whether the hash was sent by a reg-
istered software developer; and
generating a digital signature (96) using the
hash of the software application (66) and a sig—
nature identification (94) corresponding to the
signature identifier (92) where the hash was sent
by the registered software developer; wherein
the digital signature (96) and the signature iden—
tification (94) are appended to the software ap-
plication (66); and
the mobile device (62) verifies the authenticity
of the digital signature (96) in order to control
access to the sensitive API by the software ap-
plication (66) where the signature identification
(94) corresponds with the signature identifier
(92).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of generat—
ing the digital signature (96) is performed by a code
signing authority.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the step of gen—
erating the digital signature (96) is performed by ap-
plying a signature key to the hash of the software
application (66).

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the mobile device
(62) verifies the authenticity of the digital signature
(96) by performing the additional steps of:

providing a corresponding signature key on the
mobile device (62);
calculating the hash of the software application
(66) on the mobile device (62) to obtain a calu—
lated hash;
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applying the corresponding signature key to the
digital signature to obtain a recovered hash;
determining whether the digital signature (96) is
authentic by comparing the calculated hash with
the recovered hash; and

denying the software application (66) access to
where the digital signature (96) is not authenti-
cated.

The method ofany preceding claim, wherein a virtual
machine (64) that verifies the authenticity of the dig-
ital signature (96) is provided.

The method of claim 5, wherein the virtual machine
(64) denies the software application (66) access to
the API if the digital signature (96) is not authenti—
cated.

The method of claim 5. wherein the virtual machine
(64) purges the software application (66) ifthe digital
signature (96) is not authenticated.

The method of claim 5, wherein the digital signature
(96) is generated using a private signature key. and
the virtual machine (64) uses a public signature key
to verify the authenticity of the digital signature (96).

The method of claim 8. wherein:

the digital signature (96) is generated by apply-
ing the private signature key to a hash of the
software application (66); and
the virtual machine (64) verifies the authenticity
ofthe digital signature (96) by generating a hash
of the software application (66) to obtain a gen—
erated hash, applying the public signature key
to the digital signature (96) to obtain a recovered
hash. and comparing the generated hash with
the recovered hash.

Patentansprtiche

1. Verfahren zum Steuern eines Zugangszu einersen-
sitiven Anwendungsprogrammierungsschnittstelle
(API - application programming interface) mit einem
Signaturidentifizierer auf einer mobilen Vorrichtung
(62), das die Schritte aufweist:

Registrieren eines oder mehrerer Softwareent-
wickler(s), der/die vertrauenswiirdig ist/sind, um
Softwareanwendungen (66) zu entwickeln, die
auf die sensitive API zugreifen;
Empfangen eines Hashs einer Softwareanwen—
dung;
Bestimmen, ob der Hash durch einen registrier—
ten Softwareentwickler gesendet wurde; und
Erzeugen einer digitalen Signatur (96) unter
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VenNendung des Hashs der Softwareanwen-
dung (66) und einer Signaturidentiflkation (94),
die dem Signaturidentifizierer (92) entspricht,
wenn der Hash durch den registrierten Soft—
wareentwickler gesendet wurde; wobei
die digitale Signatur (96) und die Signaturiden—
tifikation (94) an die Softwareanwendung (66)
angeffigt werden; und
die mobile Vorrichtung (62) die Authentizitat der
digitalen Signatur (96) verifiziert, um einen Zu—
gang zu der sensitiven API durch die Software-
anwendung (66) zu steuern, wenn die Signatu—
ridentifikation (94) dem Signaturidentifizierer
(92) entspricht.

Verfahren gemaB Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des
Erzeugens der digitalen Sig natur (96) durch eine Co-
designierautoritat durchgefuhrt wird.

Verfahren gemaB Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der
Schritt des Erzeugens der digitalen Signatur (96)
durchgefflhrt wird durch Anwenden eines Signatur—
schliissels auf den Hash der Softwareanwendung
(66).

Verfahren gemals Anspruch 3, wobei die mobile Vor-
richtung (62) die Authentizitét der digitalen Signatur
(96) verifiziert durch Durchfl'Jhren der zusatzlichen
Schritte:

Vorsehen eines entsprechenden Signatur—
schlflssels auf der mobilen Vorrichtung (62);
Berechnen des Hashs der Softwareanwendung
(66) auf der mobilen Vorrichtung (62), um einen
berechneten Hash zu erlangen;
Anwenden des entsprechenden Signatur-
schlflssels auf die digitale Signatur, um einen
wiedergewonnenen Hash zu erlangen;
Bestimmen, ob die digitale Signatur (96) authen—
tisch ist durch Vergleichen des berechneten
Hashs mit dem wiedergewonnenen Hash; und
Verweigern eines Zugangs zu der sensitiven
API fiir die Softwareanwendung (66), wenn die
digitale Signatur (96) nicht authentisiert ist.

Verfahren gemaB einem beliebigen vorangegange—
nen Anspruch, wobei eine virtuelle Maschine (64)
vorgesehen ist, welche die Authentizitat der digitalen
Signatur (96) verifiziert.

Verfahren gemalS Anspruch 5. wobei die virtuelle
Maschine (64) der Softwareanwendung (66) einen
Zugang zur der API veniveigert, wenn die digitale Si—
gnatur (96) nicht authentisiert ist.

Verfahren gemafl Anspruch 5. wobei die virtuelle
Maschine (64) die Softwareanwendung (66) ent—
fernt, wenn die digitale Signatur (96) nicht authenti—
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siert ist.

Verfahren gemafs Anspruch 5, wobei die digitale Si-
gnatur (96) unter Verwendung eines privaten Signa—
tu rschll'issels erzeugt wird und die virtuelle Maschine
(64) einen 6ffentlichen Signaturschll'issel verwen—
det, um die Authentizitat der digitalen Signatur (96)
zu verifizieren.

Verfahren gemal's Anspruch 8, wobei:

die digitale Signatur (96) erzeugt wird durch An—
wenden des privaten Signaturschll‘issels auf ei—
nen Hash der Softwareanwendung (66); und
die virtuelle Maschine (64) die Authentizitat der
digitalen Signatur (96) verifiziert durch Erzeu—
gen eines Hashs der Softwareanwendung (66),
um einen erzeugten Hash zu erlangen, Anwen—
den des 6ffentlichen Signaturschll'issels auf die
digitale Signatur (96), um einen wiedergewon—
nenen Hash zu erlangen, und Vergleichen des
erzeugten Hashs mit dem wiedergewonnenen
Hash.

Revendications

Procédé pour commander l'acces a une interface de
programmation applicative (API) sensible ayant un
identifiant de signature sur un dispositif mobile (62),
comprenant les étapes qui consistent a :

enregistrer un ou plusieurs développeurs infor—
matiques de confiance pour le développement
d’applications logicielles (66) qui accedent a
I’API sensible ;

recevoir une empreinte numérique d’une appli—
cation logicielle ;
determiner si l'empreinte numérique a été en—
voyée par un développeur informatique
enregistré ; et
générer une signature numérique (96) en utili-
sant l’empreinte numérique de l’application lo—
gicielle (66) et une identification de signature
(94) correspondant a l'identifiant de signature
(92) cu l'empreinte numérique a été envoyée
par le développeur informatique enregistré ; ou
la signature numérique (96) et l’identification de
signature (94) sent annexées a l'application lo—
gicielle (66) ; et
le dispositif mobile (62) vérifie l'authenticité de
la signature numérique (96) afin de commander
l'acces a I'API sensible par l’application logiciel—
le (66) oil l’identification de signature (94) cor—
respond a l’identifiant de signature (92).

Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
qui consiste a genérer la signature numérique (96)
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est exécutée par une autorité de signature de code.

Procédé de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans leq uel l’éta-
pe qui consiste a générer Ia signature numérique
(96) est exécutée en appliquant une clé de signature
a l'empreinte numérique de l’application logicielle
(66).

Procédé de la revendication 3, dans lequel le dispo-
sitif mobile (62) vérifie l’authenticité de la signature
numérique (96) en exécutant les etapes supplemen-
taires qui consistent a :

fou rnir une clé de signature correspondante sur
Ie dispositif mobile (62) ;
calculer l’empreinte numérique de l'application
logicielle (66) sur le dispositif mobile (62) pour
obtenir une empreinte numérique calculée ;
appliquer la clé de signature correspondante a
la signature numérique pour obtenir une em—
preinte numérique récupérée ;
determiner si la signature numérique (96) est
authentique en comparant l’empreinte numéri—
que calculée a l’empreinte numérique
récu pérée ; et
refuser a l'application logicielle (66) l’acces a
I’API sensible lorsque Ia signature numérique
(96) n’est pas authentifiée.

Procédé d’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel une machine virtuelle (64) qui vérifie
l’authenticité de la signature numérique (96) est pré—
vue.

Procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel la ma—
chine virtuelle (64) refuse a l’application logicielle
(66) l’acces a I’API si la signature numérique (96)
n’est pas authentifiée.

Procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel la ma-
chine virtuelle (64) élimine l’application logicielle (66)
si la signature numérique (96) n’est pas authentifiée.

Procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel la signa-
ture numérique (96) est générée en utilisant une clé
de signature privée, et la machine virtuelle (64) utilise
une clé de signature pu blique pour vérifier l'authen—
ticité de la signature numérique (96).

Procédé de la revendication 8, dans lequel :

Ia signature numérique (96) est générée en ap-
pliquant la clé de signature privée a une em—
preinte numérique de l’application logicielle
(66) ; et
la machine virtuelle (64) vérifie l’authenticité de
la signature numérique (96) en générant une
empreinte numérique de l’application logicielle
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(66) afin d’obtenir une empreinte nu mérique gé—
nérée, en appliquant la clé de signature publique
é la signature numérique (96) afin d’obtenir une
empreinte numérique récupérée, et en compa—
rant l’empreinte numérique générée é l’emprein- 5
te numérique récupérée.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to the field of
security protocols for software applications. More partic-
ularly, the invention provides a code signing system and
method that is particularly well suited for Java(TM) ap—
plications for mobile communication devices, such as
Personal Digital Assistants, cellular telephones, and
wireless two-way communication devices (collectively
referred to hereinafter as "mobile devices" or simply "de—
vices“).

2. Description of the Related Art
 

[0002] Security protocols involving software code sign-
ing schemes are known. Typically, such security proto-
cols are used to ensure the reliability of software appli—
cations thatare downloaded from the Internet. In a typical
software code signing scheme, a digital signature is at-
tached to a software application that identifies the soft-
ware developer. Once the software is downloaded by a
user, the user typically must use his or herjudgment to
determine whether or not the software application is re-
liable, based solely on his or her knowledge of the soft—
ware developer’s reputation. This type of code signing
scheme does not ensure that a software application writ-
ten by a third party for a mobile device will properly in-
teract with the device’s native applications and other re—
sources. Because typical code signing protocols are not
secure and rely solely on the judgment ofthe user, there
is a serious risk that destructive, "Trojan horse“ type soft—
ware applications may be downloaded and installed onto
a mobile device.

[0003] The disclosure “Handbuch der Chipkarten“,
W.RanklNV.Effing, 3. edition, 1999, describes access
control via methods to securely load muliple applets in a
javacard framework System.
[0004] There also remains a need for network opera—
tors to have a system and method to maintain control
over which software applications are activated on mobile
devices.

[0005] There remains a further need in 2.5G and 3G
networks where corporate clients or network operators
would like to control the types of software on the devices
issued to its employees.

SUMMARY

[0006] A code signing system and method is provided.
The code signing system operates in conjunction with a
software application having a digital signature and in-
cludes an application platform, an application program-
ming interface (API), and a virtual machine. The API is
configured to link the software application with the appli-
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cation platform. The virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0007] A code signing system for operation in conjunc—
tion with a software application having a digital signature,
according to another embodiment of the invention com-
prises an application platform, a plurality of APIs, each
configured to link the software application with a resource
on the application platform, and a virtual machine that
verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order
to control access to the API by the software application,
wherein the virtual machine verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in orderto control access to the plu-
rality of APIs by the software application.
[0008] According to a further embodiment ofthe inven-
tion, a method of controlling access to sensitive applica-
tion programming interfaces on a mobile device compris—
es the steps of loading a software application on the mo—
bile device that requires access to a sensitive API, de-
termining whether or not the software application in-
cludes a digital signature associated with the sensitive
API, and if the software application does not include a
digital signature associated with the sensitive API, then
denying the software application access to the sensitive
API.

[0009] In another embodiment ofthe invention, a meth-
od of controlling access to an application programming
interface (API) on a mobile device by a software appli—
cation created by a software developer comprises the
steps of receiving the software application from the soft-
ware developer, reviewing the software application to de-
termine if it may access the API, if the software applica—
tion may access the API, then appending a digital signa-
ture to the software application, verifying the authenticity
ofa digital signature appended to a software application,
and providing access to the API to software applications
for which the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0010] A method of restricting access to a sensitive
API on a mobile device, according to a further embodi—
ment of the invention, comprises the steps of registering
one or more software developers that are trusted to de-
sign software applications which access the sensitive
API, receiving a hash of a software application, deter—
mining if the software application was designed by one
ofthe registered software developers, and ifthe software
application was designed by one of the registered soft—
ware developers, then generating a digital signature us-
ing the hash of the software application, wherein the dig-
ital signature may be appended to the software applica-
tion, and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of the
digital signature in orderto control access to the sensitive
API by the software application.
[0011] In a still further embodiment, a method of re—
stricting access to application programming interfaces
on a mobile device comprises the steps of loading a soft-
ware application on the mobile device that requires ac-
cess to one or more API, determining whether or not the
software application includes a digital signature associ-
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ated with the mobile device, and if the software applica-
tion does not include a digital signature associated with
the mobile device, then denying the software application
access to the one or more APIs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a code signing proto—
col according to one embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram ofthe code signing protocol
described above with reference to FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a code signing system
on a mobile device;

FIG. 3A is a block diagram ofa code signing system
on a plurality of mobile devices;
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of
the code signing system described above with ref-
erence to FIG. 3 and FIG. 3A;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the management
of the code signing authorities described with refer-
ence to FIG. 3A; and

FIG. 6 is a block diagram ofa mobile communication
device in which a code signing system and method
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Referring now to the drawing figures, FIG. 1 is
a diagram illustrating a code signing protocol according
to one embodiment of the invention. An application de—
veloper 12 creates a software application 14 (application
Y) for a mobile device that requires access to one or more
sensitive APls on the mobile device. The software appli—
cation Y 14 may, for example, be a Java application that
operates on a Java virtual machine installed on the mo-
bile device. An API enables the software application Y
to interface with an application platform that may include,
for example, resources such as the device hardware, op-
erating system and core software and data models. In
order to make function calls to or otherwise interact with

such device resources, a software application Y must
access one or more APIs. APls can thereby effectively
"bridge" a software application and associated device
resources. In this description and the appended claims,
references to API access should be interpreted to include
access of an API in such a way as to allow a software
application Y to interact with one or more corresponding
device resources. Providing access to any API therefore
allows a software application Y to interact with associated
device resources, whereas denying access to an API pre-
vents the software application Y from interacting with the
associated resources. For example, a database API may
communicate with a device file or data storage system,
and access to the database API would provide for inter-
action between a software application Y and the file or
data storage system. A user interface (Ul) API would
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communicate with controllers and/or control software for

such device components as a screen, a keyboard, and
any other device components that provide output to a
user or accept input from a user. In a mobile device, a
radio API mayalso be provided as an interface to wireless
communication resources such as a transmitter and re—

ceiver. Similarly, a cryptographic API may be provided
to interactwith a crypto module which implements crypto
algorithms on a device. These are merely illustrative ex-
amples of APIs that may be provided on a device. A de—
vice may include any of these example APls, or different
APls instead of or in addition to those described above.

[0014] Preferably, any API may be classified as sen-
sitive by a mobile device manufacturer, or possibly by an
API author, a wireless network operator, a device owner
or operator, or some other entity that may be affected by
a virus or malicious code in a device software application.
For instance, a mobile device manufacturer may classify
as sensitive those APls that interface with cryptographic
routines, wireless communication functions, or proprie-
tary data models such as address book or calendar en—
tries. To protect against unauthorized access to these
sensitive APls, the application developer 12 is required
to obtain one or more digital signatures from the mobile
device manufacturer or other entity that classified any
APls as sensitive, or from a code signing authority 16
acting on behalf of the manufacturer or other entity with
an interest in protecting access to sensitive device APIs,
and append the signature(s) to the software application
Y 14.

[0015] In one embodiment, a digital signature is ob-
tained for each sensitive API or library that includes a
sensitive API to which the software application requires
access. In some cases, multiple signatures are desirable.
This would allow a service provider, company or network
operatorto restrict some or all software applications load-
ed or updated onto a particular set of mobile devices. In
this multiple- signature scenario, all APls are restricted
and locked until a "global" signature is verified for a soft—
ware application. For example, a company may wish to
prevent its employees from executing any software ap-
plications onto their devices without first obtaining per—
mission from a corporate information technology (IT) or
computer services department. All such corporate mobile
devices may then be configured to require verification of
at least a global signature before a software application
can be executed. Access to sensitive device APIs and

libraries, if any, could then be further restricted, depend-
ent upon verification of respective corresponding digital
signatures.
[0016] The binary executable representation of soft-
ware application Y 14 may be independent of the partic-
ular type of mobile device or model of a mobile device.
Software application Y 14 may for example be in a write-
once-run-anywhere binary format such as is the case
with Java software applications. However, it may be de—
sirable to have a digital signature for each mobile device
type or model, or alternatively for each mobile device
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platform or manufacturer. Therefore, software applica-
tion Y 14 may be submitted to several code signing au-
thorities if software application Y 14 targets several mo—
bile devices.

[0017] Software application Y 14 is sent from the ap-
plication developer 12 to the code signing authority 16.
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the code signing
authority 16 reviews the software application Y 14, al-
though as described in further detail below, it is contem-
plated that the code signing authority 16 may also or in—
stead consider the identity of the application developer
12 to determine whether or not the software application
Y 14 should be signed. The code signing authority 16 is
preferably one or more representatives from the mobile
device manufacturer, the authors of any sensitive APIs,
or possibly others that have knowledge of the operation
of the sensitive APIs to which the software application
needs access.

[0018] lfthe code signing authority 16 determines that
software application Y 14 may access the sensitive API
and therefore should be signed, then a signature (not
shown) for the software application Y 14 is generated by
the code signing authority 16 and appended to the soft-
ware application Y 14. The signed software application
Y 22, comprising the software application Y 14 and the
digital signature, is then returned to the application de-
veloper 12. The digital signature is preferably a tag that
is generated using a private signature key 18 maintained
solely by the code signing authority 16. For example,
according to one signature scheme, a hash of the soft-
ware application Y 14 may be generated, using a hashing
algorithm such as the Secure Hash Algorithm SHA1, and
then used with the private signature key 18 to create the
digital signature. In some signature schemes, the private
signature key is used to encrypt a hash of information to
be signed, such as software application Y 14, whereas
in other schemes, the private key may be used in other
ways to generate a signature from the information to be
signed or a transformed version of the information.
[0019] The signed software application Y 22 may then
be sent to a mobile device 28 or downloaded by the mo-
bile device 28 over a wireless network 24. It should be

understood, however, that a code signing protocol ac—
cording to the present invention is not limited to software
applications that are downloaded over a wireless net-
work. For instance, in alternative embodiments, the
signed software application Y 22 may be downloaded to
a personal computervia a computer network and loaded
to the mobile device through a serial link, or may be ac-
quired from the application developer 12 in any other
manner and loaded onto the mobile device. Once the

signed software application Y 22 is loaded on the mobile
device 28, each digital signature is preferably verified
with a public signature key 20 before the software appli-
cation Y 14 is granted access to a sensitive API library.
Although the signed software application Y 22 is loaded
onto a device, it should be appreciated that the software
application that may eventually be executed on the de-
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vice is the software application Y 14. As described above,
the signed software application Y 22 includes the soft-
ware application Y 14 and one or more appended digital
signatures (notshown). When the signatures are verified,
the software application Y 14 can be executed on the
device and access anyAPlsforwhich corresponding sig—
natures have been verified.

[0020] The public signature key 20 corresponds to the
private signature key 18 maintained by the code signing
authority 16, and is preferably installed on the mobile
device along with the sensitive API. However, the public
key 10 may instead be obtained from a public key repos-
itory (not shown), using the device 28 or possibly a per-
sonal computer system, and installed on the device 28
as needed. According to one embodiment ofa signature
scheme, the mobile device 28 calculates a hash of the
software application Y 14 in the signed software applica—
tion Y 22, using the same hashing algorithm as the code
signing authority 16, and uses the digital signature and
the public signature key 20 to recoverthe hash calculated
by the signing authority 16. The resultant locally calcu—
lated hash and the hash recovered from the digital sig-
nature are then compared, and if the hashes are the
same, the signature is verified. The software application
Y 14 can then be executed on the device 28 and access

any sensitive APIs forwhich the corresponding signature
(5) have been verified. As described above, the invention
is in no way limited to this particular illustrative example
signature scheme. Other signature schemes, including
further public key signature schemes, may also be used
in conjunction with the code signing methods and sys—
tems described herein.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram 30 ofthe code signing
protocol described above with reference to FIG. 1. The
protocol begins at step 32. At step 34, a software devel—
operwrites the software application onr a mobile device
that requires access to a sensitive API or library that ex-
poses a sensitive API (API library A). As discussed
above, some or all APIs on a mobile device may be clas—
sified as sensitive, thus requiring verification of a digital
signature for access by any software application such as
software application Y. In step 36, application Y is tested
by the software developer, preferably using a device sim-
ulator in which the digital signature verification function
has been disabled. In this manner, the software devel-
oper may debug the software application Y before the
digital signature is acquired from the code signing au-
thority. Once the software application Y has been written
and debugged, it is forwarded to the code signing author—
ity in step 38.
[0022] In steps 40 and 42, the code signing authority
reviews the software application Y to determine whether
or not it should be given access to the sensitive API, and
either accepts or rejects the software application. The
code signing authority may apply a number of criteria to
determine whether or not to grant the software applica—
tion access to the sensitive API including, for example,
the size ofthe software application, the device resources
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accessed bythe API. the perceived utility ofthe software
application, the interaction with other software applica-
tions, the inclusion of a virus or other destructive code,
and whether or not the developer has a contractual ob—
ligation or other business arrangement with the mobile
device manufacturer. Further details of managing code
signing authorities and developers are described below
in reference to FIG. 5.

[0023] If the code signing authority accepts the soft-
ware application Y, then a digital signature, and prefer—
ably a signature identification, are appended to the soft—
ware application Y in step 46. As described above, the
digital signature may be generated by using a hash of
the software application Y and a private signature key
18. The signature identification is described below with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Once the digital signature
and signature identification are appended to the software
application Y to generate a signed software application,
the signed software application Y is returned to the soft-
ware developer in step 48. The software developer may
then license the signed software application Y to be load—
ed onto a mobile device (step 50). If the code signing
authority rejects the software application Y, however,
then a rejection notification is preferably sent to the soft—
ware developer (step 44), and the software application
Y will be unable to access anyAPl(s) associated with the
signature.
[0024] In an alternative embodiment, the software de—
veloper may provide the code signing authority with only
a hash of the software application Y, or provide the soft-
ware application Y in some type of abridged format. If
the software application Y is a Java application, then the
device independent binary *.class files may be used in
the hashing operation, although device dependent files
such as *.cod files used by the assignee of the present
application may instead be used in hashing or other dig-
ital signature operations when software applications are
intended for operation on particular devices or device
types. By providing only a hash or abridged version of
the software application Y, the software developer may
have the software application Y signed without revealing
proprietary code to the code signing authority. The hash
of the software application Y, along with the private sig—
nature key 18, may then be used by the code signing
authorityto generate the digital signature. lfan otherwise
abridged version of the software application Y is sent to
the code signing authority, then the abridged version may
similarly be used to generate the digital signature, pro-
vided that the abridging scheme oralgorithm, like a hash-
ing algorithm, generates different outputs for different in—
puts. This ensures that every software application will
have a different abridged version and thus a different
signature that can only be verified when appended to the
particular corresponding software application from which
the abridged version was generated. Because this em-
bodiment does not enable the code signing authority to
thoroughly review the software application for viruses or
other destructive code, however, a registration process
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between the software developer and the code signing
authority may also be required. For instance, the code
signing authority may agree in advance to provide a trust—
ed software developer access to a limited set of sensitive
APls.

[0025] In still another alternative embodiment, a soft—
ware application Y may be submitted to more than one
signing authority. Each signing authority mayforexample
be responsible for signing software applications for par-
ticular sensitive APIs or APIs on a particular model of
mobile device or set of mobile devices that supports the
sensitive APIs required by a software application. A man-
ufacturer, mobile communication network operator, serv-
ice provider, or corporate clientfor example maythereby
have signing authority over the use of sensitive APIs for
their particular mobile device model(s), or the mobile de-
vices operating on a particular network, subscribing to
one or more particular services, or distributed to corpo—
rate employees. A signed software application may then
include a software application and at least one appended
digital signature appended from each of the signing au—
thorities. Even though these signing authorities in this
example would be generating a signature for the same
software application, different signing and signature ver—
ification schemes may be associated with the different
signing authorities.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa code signing sys-
tem 60 on a mobile device 62. The system 60 includes
a virtual machine 64, a plurality of software applications
66-70, a pluralityofAPl libraries 72-78, and an application
platform 80. The application platform 80 preferably in—
cludes all of the resources on the mobile device 62 that

may be accessed bythe software applications 66-70. For
instance, the application platform may include device
hardware 82, the mobile device’s operating system 84,
or core software and data models 86. Each API library
72-78 preferably includes a plurality ofAPls that interface
with a resource available in the application platform. For
instance, one API library might include all ofthe APIs that
interface with a calendar program and calendar entry da-
ta models. Another API library might include all of the
APIs that interface with the transmission circuitry and
functions ofthe mobile device 62. Yet another API library
might include all of the APIs capable of interfacing with
lower-level services performed by the mobile device’s
operating system 84. In addition, the plurality of API li—
braries 72-78 may include both libraries that expose a
sensitive API 74 and 78, such as an interface to a cryp-
tographic function, and libraries 72 and 76, that may be
accessed without exposing sensitive APls. Similarly, the
plurality of software applications 66-70 may include both
signed software applications 66 and 70 that require ac-
cess to one or more sensitive APIs, and unsigned soft—
ware applications such as 68. The virtual machine 64 is
preferably an object oriented run-time environment such
as Sun Micro System’s J2ME(TM) (Java 2 Platform, Mi—
cro Edition), which manages the execution of all of the
software applications 66-70 operating on the mobile de-
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vice 62, and links the software applications 66-70 to the
various API libraries 72-78.

[0027] Software application Y 70 is an example of a
signed software application. Each signed software appli—
cation preferably includes an actual software application
such as software application Y comprising for example
software code that can be executed on the application
platform 80, one or more signature identifications 94 and
one or more corresponding digital signatures 96. Prefer-
ably each digital signature 96 and associated signature
identification 94 in a signed software application 66 or 70
corresponds to a sensitive API library 74 or 78 to which
the software application X or software application Y re-
quires access. The sensitive API library 74 or 78 may
include one or more sensitive APls. In an alternative em-

bodiment, the signed software applications 66 and 70
may include a digital signature 96 for each sensitive API
within an API library 74 or 78. The signature identifica—
tions 94 may be unique integers or some other means
of relating a digital signature 96 to a specific API library
74 or 78, API, application platform 80, or model of mobile
device 62.

[0028] API libraryA 78 is an example of an API library
that exposes a sensitive API. Each API library 74 and 78
including a sensitive API should preferably include a de—
scription string 88, a public signature key 20, and a sig-
nature identifier 92. The signature identifier 92 preferably
corresponds to a signature identification 94 in a signed
software application 66 or 70, and enables the virtual
machine 64 to quickly match a digital signature 96 with
an API library 74 or 78. The public signature key 20 cor-
responds to the private signature key 18 maintained by
the code signing authority, and is used to verify the au-
thenticity of a digital signature 96. The description string
88 may for example be a textual message that is dis—
played on the mobile device when a signed software ap-
plication 66 or 70 is loaded, or alternatively when a soft-
ware application X or Y attempts to access a sensitive
API.

[0029] Operationally, when a signed software applica-
tion 68-70, respectively including a software application
X, Z, or Y, that requires access to a sensitive API library
74 or 78 is loaded onto a mobile device, the virtual ma—
chine 64 searches the signed for an appended digital
signature 96 associated with the API library 74 or 78.
Preferably, the appropriate digital signature 96 is located
by the virtual machine 64 by matching the signature iden-
tifier 92 in the API library 74 or 78 with a signature iden-
tification 94 on the signed software application. If the
signed software application includes the appropriate dig—
ital signature 96, then the virtual machine 64 verifies its
authenticity using the public signature key20. Then, once
the appropriate digital signature 96 has been located and
verified, the description string 88 is preferably displayed
on the mobile device before the software application X
or Y is executed and accesses the sensitive API. For

instance, the description string 88 may display a mes—
sage stating that "Application Y is attempting to access
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API Library A," and thereby provide the mobile device
user with the final control to grant or deny access to the
sensitive API.

[0030] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a code signing
system 61 on a plurality of mobile devices 62E, 62F and
62G. The system 61 includes a plurality of mobile devices
each of which only three are illustrated, mobile devices
62E, 62F and 626. Also shown is a signed software ap-
plication 70, including a software application Y to which
two digital signatures 96E and 96F with corresponding
signature identifications 94E and 94F have been append-
ed. In the example system 61, each pair composed of a
digital signature and identification, 94E/96E and 94F/
96F, corresponds to a model of mobile device 62, API
library 78, or associated platform 80. If signature identi-
fications 94E and 94F correspond to different models of
mobile device 62, then when a signed software applica—
tion 70 which includes a software application Y that re—
quires access to a sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto
mobile device 62E, the virtual machine 64 searches the
signed software application 70 for a digital signature 96E
associated with the API library 78 by matching identifier
94E with signature identifier 92. Similarly, when a signed
software application 70 including a software application
Y that requires access to a sensitive API library 78 is
loaded onto a mobile device 62F, the virtual machine 64

in device 62F searches the signed software application
70 for a digital signature 96F associated with the API
library 78. However, when a software application Y in a
signed software application 70 that requires access to a
sensitive API library 78 is loaded onto a mobile device
model for which the application developer has not ob—
tained a digital signature, device 626 in the example of
FIG. 3A, the virtual machine 64 in the device 64G does
not find a digital signature appended to the software ap—
plication Y and consequently, access to the API library
78 is denied on device 626. It should be appreciated
from the foregoing description that a software application
such as software application Y may have multiple device—
specific, library-specific, or API-specific signatures or
some combination ofsuch signatures appended thereto.
Similarly, different signature verification requirements
may be configured forthe different devices. For example,
device 62E may require verification of both a global sig-
nature, as well as additional signatures for any sensitive
APIs to which a software application, requires access in
orderfor the software application to be executed, where-
as device 62F may require verification of only a global
signature and device 62G may require verification ofsig—
natures only for its sensitive APls. It should also be ap-
parent that a communication system may include devices
(not shown) on which a software application Y received
as part of a signed software application such as 70 may
execute without any signature verification. Although a
signed software application has one or more signatures
appended thereto, the software application Y might pos—
sibly be executed on some devices without first having
any of its signature(s) verified. Signing of a software ap-
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plication preferably does not interfere with its execution
on devices in which digital signature verification is not
implemented.
[0031] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram 100 illustrating the op—
eration ofthe code signing system described above with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 3A. In step 102, a software
application is loaded onto a mobile device. Once the soft—
ware application is loaded, the device. preferably using
avirtual machine, determines whether or not the software

application requires access to any API libraries that ex—
pose a sensitive API (step 104). If not, then the software
application is linked with all of its required API libraries
and executed (step 118). lfthe software application does
require access to a sensitive API, however, then the vir—
tual machine verifies that the software application in-
cludes a valid digital signature associated any sensitive
APIs to which access is required, in steps 106—116.
[0032] In step 106, the virtual machine retrieves the
public signature key 20 and signature identifier 92 from
the sensitive API library. The signature identifier 92 is
then used bythe virtual machine in step 108 to determine
whether or not the software application has an appended
digital signature 96 with a corresponding signature iden-
tification 94. If not, then the software application has not
been approved for access to the sensitive API by a code
signing authority, and the software application is prefer-
ably prevented from being executed in step 116. In al-
ternative embodiments, a software application without a
properdigital signature 96 may be purged from the mobile
device, or may be denied access to the API library ex-
posing the sensitive API but executed to the extent pos-
sible without access to the API library. It is also contem—
plated that a user may be prompted for an input when
signature verification fails, thereby providing for usercon-
trol ofsuch subsequent operations as purging ofthe soft—
ware application from the device.
[0033] If a digital signature 96 corresponding to the
sensitive API library is appended to the software appli-
cation and located by the virtual machine, then the virtual
machine uses the public key 20 to verify the authenticity
of the digital signature 96 in step 110. This step may be
performed, for example, by using the signature verifica—
tion scheme described above or other alternative signa—
ture schemes. If the digital signature 96 is not authentic,
then the software application is preferably either not ex-
ecuted, purged, or restricted from accessing the sensitive
API as described above with reference to step 116. If the
digital signature is authentic, however, then the descrip-
tion string 88 is preferably displayed in step 1 12, warning
the mobile device user that the software application re—
quires access to a sensitive API, and possibly prompting
the userfor authorization to execute or load the software

application (step 114). When more than one signature is
to be verified for a software application, then the steps
104-110 are preferably repeated for each signature be-
fore the user is prompted in step 112. lfthe mobile device
user in step 114 authorizes the software application, then
it may be executed and linked to the sensitive API library
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in step 118.
[0034] FIG. 5 is aflow diagram 200 illustrating the man-
agement of the code signing authorities described with
reference to FIG. 3A. At step 210, an application devel—
oper has developed a new software application which is
intended to be executable one or more target device mod—
els or types. The target devices may include sets of de—
vices from different manufacturers, sets of device models

or types from the same manufacturer, or generally any
sets of devices having particular signature and verifica—
tion requirements. The term “target device“ refers to any
such set of devices having a common signature require-
ment. For example, a set of devices requiring verification
of a device—specific global signature for execution of all
software applications may comprise a target device, and
devices that require both a global signature and further
signatures for sensitive APIs may be part of more than
one target device set. The software application may be
written in a device independent manner by using at least
one known API, supported on at least one target device
with an API library. Preferably, the developed software
application is intended to be executable on several target
devices, each ofwhich has its own at least one API library.
[0035] At step 220, a code signing authority for one
target device receives a target-signing request from the
developer. The target signing request includes the soft-
ware application or a hash of the software application, a
developer identifier, as well as at least one target device
identifier which identifies the target device for which a
signature is being requested. At step 230, the signing
authority consults a developer database 235 or other
records to determine whether or not to trust developer
220. This determination can be made according to sev-
eral criteria discussed above, such as whether or not the
developer has a contractual obligation or has entered
into some other type of business arrangementwith a de-
vice manufacturer, network operator, service provider,
or device manufacturer. lfthe developer is trusted, then
the method proceeds at step 240. However, if the devel—
oper is not trusted, then the software application is re-
jected (250) and not signed by the signing authority. As-
suming the developerwas trusted, at step 240 the signing
authority determines if it has the target private key cor-
responding to the submitted target identifier by consulting
a private key store such as a target private key database
245. If the target private key is found, then a digital sig—
nature for the software application is generated at step
260 and the digital signature or a signed software appli-
cation including the digital signature appended to the
software application is returned to the developer at step
280. However, if the target private key is not found at
step 240, then the software application is rejected at step
270 and no digital signature is generated for the software
application.
[0036] Advantageously, iftargetsigning authorities fol-
low compatible embodiments of the method outlined in
FIG. 5, a network of target signing authorities may be
established in orderto expediently manage code signing
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authorities and a developer community code signing
process providing signed software applications for mul-
tiple targets with low likelihood of destructive code.
[0037] Should any destructive or otherwise problem—
atic code be found in a software application or suspected
because of behavior exhibited when a software applica-
tion is executed on a device, then the registration or priv—
ileges of the corresponding application developer with
any or all signing authorities may also be suspended or
revoked, since the digital signature provides an audit trail
through which the developer of a problematic software
application may be identified. In such an event, devices
may be informed of the revocation by being configured
to periodically download signature revocation lists, for
example. If software applications for which the corre-
sponding digital signatures have been revoked are run-
ning on a device, the device may then halt execution of
any such software application and possibly purge the
software application from its local storage. If preferred,
devices may also be configured to re-execute digital sig-
nature verifications, for instance periodically or when a
new revocation list is downloaded.

[0038] Although a digital signature generated by a
signing authority is dependent upon authentication ofthe
application developer and confirmation that the applica—
tion developer has been properly registered, the digital
signature is preferably generated from a hash or other-
wise transformed version ofthe software application and
is therefore application-specific. This contrasts with
known code signing schemes, in which API access is
granted to any software applications arriving from trusted
application developers or authors. In the code signing
systems and methods described herein, API access is
granted on an application-by-application basis and thus
can be more strictly controlled or regulated.
[0039] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a mobile commu-
nication device in which a code signing system and meth-
od may be implemented. The mobile communication de-
vice 610 is preferably a two—way communication device
having at least voice and data communication capabili-
ties. The device preferably has the capability to commu-
nicate with other computer systems on the Internet. De—
pending on the functionality provided by the device, the
device may be referred to as a data messaging device,
a two-way pager, a cellulartelephone with data messag-
ing capabilities, a wireless Internet appliance or a data
communication device (with or without telephony capa-
bilities).
[0040] Where the device 610 is enabled for two-way
communications, the device will incorporate a communi—
cation subsystem 611, including a receiver 612, a trans-
mitter 614, and associated components such as one or
more, preferably embedded or internal, antenna ele—
ments 616 and 618, local oscillators (LOs) 613, and a
processing module such as a digital signal processor
(DSP) 620. As will be apparent to those skilled in the field
of communications, the particular design of the commu—
nication subsystem 611 will be dependent upon the com-
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munication network in which the device is intended to

operate. For example, a device 610 destined for a North
American market may include a communication subsys—
tem 611 designed to operate within the Mobitex(TM) mo—
bile communication system or DataTAC(TM) mobile
communication system, whereas a device 610 intended
for use in Europe may incorporate a General Packet Ra—
dio Service (GPRS) communication subsystem 611.
[0041] Network access requirements will also vary de-
pending upon the type of network 919. For example, in
the Mobitex and DataTAC networks, mobile devices such

as 610 are registered on the network using a unique iden-
tification number associated with each device. In GPRS

networks however, network access is associated with a
subscriber or user ofa device 610. A GPRS device there-

fore requires a subscriber identity module (not shown),
commonly referred to as a SIM card, in order to operate
on a GPRS network. Without a SIM card, a GPRS device

will not be fully functional. Local or non-network commu-
nication functions (ifany) may be operable, but the device
610 will be unable to carry out any functions involving
communications over network 61 9, other than any legally
required operations such as “911 ” emergency calling.
[0042] When required network registration or activa—
tion procedures have been completed, a device 610 may
send and receive communication signals over the net-
work 619. Signals received by the antenna 616 through
a communication network 619 are input to the receiver
612, which may perform such common receiverfunctions
as signal amplification, frequency down conversion, fil-
tering, channel selection and the like, and in the example
system shown in FIG. 6, analog to digital conversion.
Analog to digital conversion of a received signal allows
more complex communication functions such as demod-
ulation and decoding to be performed in the DSP 620. In
a similar manner, signals to be transmitted are proc-
essed, including modulation and encoding for example,
by the DSP 620 and inputto the transmitter 614fordigital
to analog conversion, frequency up conversion, filtering,
amplification and transmission over the communication
network 619 via the antenna 618.

[0043] The DSP 620 not only processes communica—
tion signals, but also providesfor receiverand transmitter
control. For example, the gains applied to communication
signals in the receiver 612 and transmitter 614 may be
adaptively controlled through automatic gain control al—
gorithms implemented in the DSP 620.
[0044] The device 610 preferably includes a micro-
processor 638 which controls the overall operation ofthe
device. Communication functions, including at least data
and voice communications, are performed through the
communication subsystem 611 . The microprocessor 638
also interacts with further device subsystems or resourc—
es such as the display 622, flash memory 624, random
access memory (RAM) 626, auxiliary input/output (I/O)
subsystems 628, serial port 630, keyboard 632, speaker
634, microphone 636, a short—range communications
subsystem 640 and any other device subsystems gen-
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erally designated as 642. APls, including sensitive APls
requiring verification ofone or more corresponding digital
signatures before access is granted, may be provided on
the device 61 O to interface between software applications
and any of the resources shown in FIG. 6.
[0045] Some of the subsystems shown in FIG. 6 per-
form communication—related functions, whereas other

subsystems may provide "resident" or on-device func-
tions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 632
and display 622 for example, may be used for both com—
munication—related functions, such as entering a text
message for transmission over a communication net-
work, and device-resident functions such as a calculator
or task list.

[0046] Operating system software used by the micro-
processor 638, and possiblyAPls to be accessed bysoft-
ware applications, is preferably stored in a persistent
store such as flash memory 624, which may instead be
a read only memory (ROM) or similar storage element
(not shown). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
the operating system, specific device software applica—
tions, or parts thereof, may be temporarily loaded into a
volatile store such as RAM 626. It is contemplated that
received and transmitted communication signals may al—
so be stored to RAM 626.

[0047] The microprocessor 638, in addition to its op-
erating system functions, preferably enables execution
of software applications on the device. A predetermined
set ofapplications which control basic device operations,
including at least data and voice communication appli-
cations for example, will normally be installed on the de-
vice 610 during manufacture. A preferred application that
may be loaded onto the device may be a personal infor-
mation manager (PIM) application having the ability to
organize and manage data items relating to the device
user such as, but not limited to e-mail, calendar events,

voice mails, appointments, and task items. Naturally, one
or more memory stores would be available on the device
to facilitate storage of PIM data items on the device. Such
PIM application would preferably have the ability to send
and receive data items, via the wireless network. In a

preferred embodiment, the PIM data items are seamless—
ly integrated, synchronized and updated, via the wireless
network, with the device user’s corresponding data items
stored or associated with a host computer system there-
by creating a mirrored host computer on the mobile de—
vice with respect to the data items at least. This would
be especially advantageous in the case where the host
computer system is the mobile device user’s office com-
puter system. Further applications, including signed soft—
ware applications as described above, may also be load-
ed onto the device 610 through the network 619, an aux-
iliary l/O subsystem 628, serial port 630, short—range
communications subsystem 640 or any other suitable
subsystem 642. The device microprocessor 638 may
then verify any digital signatures, possibly including both
"global" device signatures and APl—specific signatures,
appended to such a software application before the soft-
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ware application can be executed by the microprocessor
638 and/or access any associated sensitive APls. Such
flexibilityin application installation increases thefunction—
ality of the device and may provide enhanced on—device
functions, communication-related functions, or both. For

example, secure communication applications may ena—
ble electronic commerce functions and other such finan—

cial transactions to be performed using the device 610,
through a crypto API and a crypto module which imple-
ments crypto algorithms on the device (not shown).
[0048] In a data communication mode, a received sig-
nal such as a text message or web page download will
be processed by the communication subsystem 611 and
input to the microprocessor 638, which will preferably
further process the received signal for output to the dis-
play 622, or alternatively to an auxiliary l/O device 628.
A user ofdevice 610 may also compose data items such
as email messages for example, using the keyboard 632,
which is preferably a complete alphanumeric keyboard
ortelephone-type keypad, in conjunction with the display
622 and possibly an auxiliary l/O device 628. Such com—
posed items may then be transmitted over a communi-
cation network through the communication subsystem
611.

[0049] Forvoice communications, overall operation of
the device 610 is substantially similar, except that re-
ceived signals would preferably be output to a speaker
634 and signals for transmission would be generated by
a microphone 636. Alternative voice or audio l/O subsys-
tems such as a voice message recording subsystem may
also be implemented on the device 610. Although voice
or audio signal output is preferably accomplished prima—
rily through the speaker 634, the display 622 may also
be used to provide an indication ofthe identity ofa calling
party, the duration of a voice call, or other voice call re—
lated information for example.
[0050] The serial port 630 in FIG. 6 would normally be
implemented in a personal digital assistant (PDA)—type
communication device for which synchronization with a
user’s desktop computer (not shown) may be desirable,
but is an optional device component. Such a port 630
would enable a user to set preferences through an ex—
ternal device or software application and would extend
the capabilities of the device by providing for information
or software downloads to the device 610 other than

through a wireless communication network. The alter—
nate download path may for example be used to load an
encryption key onto the device through a direct and thus
reliable and trusted connection to thereby enable secure
device communication.

[0051] A short-range communications subsystem 640
is a further optional component which may provide for
communication between the device 624 and different

systems or devices, which need not necessarily be sim-
ilar devices. For example, the subsystem 640 may in-
clude an infrared device and associated circuits and com—

ponents or a Bluetooth(TM) communication module to
provide for communication with similarly-enabled sys-
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tems and devices.

[0052] The embodiments described herein are exam-
ples of structures, systems or methods having elements
corresponding to the elements of the invention recited in
the claims. This written description may enable those
skilled in the art to make and use embodiments having
alternative elements that likewise correspond to the ele—
ments ofthe invention recited in the claims. The intended

scope ofthe invention thus includes otherstructures,sys-
tems or methods that do not differ from the literal lan—

guageofthe claims,andfurtherincludes otherstructures,
systems or methods with insubstantial differences from
the literal language of the claims.
[0053] For example, when a software application is re—
jected at step 250 in the method shown in FIG. 5, the
signing authority may request that the developer sign a
contract orenter into a business relationshipwith a device
manufacturer or other entity on whose behalfthe signing
authority acts. Similarly, if a software application is re-
jected at step 270, authority to sign the software appli-
cation may be delegated to a different signing authority.
The signing ofa software application following delegation
of signing of the software application to the different au-
thority can proceed substantially as shown in FIG. 5,
wherein thetargetsigning authoritythat received the orig—
inal request from the trusted developer at step 220 re-
quests that the software application be signed by the dif-
ferent signing authority on behalf ofthe trusted developer
from the targetsigning authority. Once a trust relationship
has been established between code signing authorities,
target private code signing keys could be shared between
code signing authorities to improve performance of the
method at step 240, or a device may be configured to
validate digital signatures from either of the trusted sign-
ing authorities.
[0054] In addition, although described primarily in the
context of software applications, code signing systems
and methods according to the present invention may also
be applied to other device—related components, including
but in no way limited to, commands and associated com-
mand arguments, and libraries configured to interface
with device resources. Such commands and libraries

may be sent to mobile devices by device manufacturers,
device owners, network operators, service providers,
software application developers and the like. It would be
desirable to control the execution of any command that
may affect device operation, such as a command to
change a device identification code or wireless commu-
nication network address for example, by requiring ver-
ification of one or more digital signatures before a com—
mand can be executed on a device, in accordance with

the code signing systems and methods described and
claimed herein.

[0055] As has been described, a code signing system
for operation in conjunction with a software application
having a digital signature, comprises an application plat-
form; an application programming interface (API) config—
ured to link the software application with the application
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platform; and a virtual machine that verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in order to control access to
the API by the software application.
[0056] The virtual machine may deny the software ap—
plication access to the API if the digital signature is not
authentic. The virtual machine may purge the software
application if the digital signature is not authentic. The
code signing system may be installed on a mobile device.
The digital signature may be generated by a code signing
authority.
[0057] The code signing system may further comprise
a plurality of API libraries each including a plurality of
APIs, wherein the virtual machine controls access to the
plurality of API libraries by the software application.
[0058] One or more ofthe plurality ofAPI libraries may
be classified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may
use the digital signature to control access to the sensitive
API libraries by the software application. The software
application may include a unique digital signature for
each sensitive API library. The software application may
include a signature identification for each unique digital
signature; each sensitive API library may include a sig-
nature identifier; and the virtual machine may compare
the signature identification and the signature identifier to
match the unique digital signatures with sensitive API
libraries.

[0059] The digital signature may be generated using
a private signature key, and the virtual machine may use
a public signature key to verify the authenticity of the
digital signature. The digital signature may be generated
by applying the private signature key to a hash of the
software application; and the virtual machine may verify
the authenticity of the digital signature by generating a
hash of the software application to obtain a generated
hash, applying the public signature key to the digital sig—
nature to obtain a recovered hash, and comparing the
generated hash with the recovered hash.
[0060] The API may further comprise a description
string that is displayed by the mobile device when the
software application attempts to access the API. The ap-
plication platform may comprise an operating system.
The application platform may comprise one or more core
functions of a mobile device. The application platform
may comprise hardware on a mobile device. The hard-
ware may comprise a subscriber identity module (SIM)
card. The software application may be a Java application
for a mobile device. The API may interface with a cryp-
tographic routine on the application platform. The API
may interface with a proprietary data model on the ap—
plication platform. The virtual machine may be a Java
virtual machine installed on a mobile device.

[0061] As also described, a code signing system for
operation in conjunction with a software application hav—
ing a digital signature, comprises an application platform;
a plurality of application programming interfaces (APIs),
each configured to link the software application with a
resource on the application platform; and a virtual ma—
chine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature
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in order to control access to the API by the software ap-
plication, wherein the virtual machine verifies the authen-
ticity of the digital signature in orderto control access to
the plurality of APIs by the software application.
[0062] The plurality ofAPls may be included in an API
library. One or more ofthe plurality of APIs may be clas-
sified as sensitive, and the virtual machine may use the
digital signature to control access to the sensitive APls.
For operation in conjunction with a plurality of software
applications, one or more of the plurality of software ap—
plications may have a digital signature, and the virtual
machine may verify the authenticity of the digital signa-
ture of each ofthe one or more ofthe plurality ofsoftware
applications in order to control access to the sensitive
APls by each ofthe plurality ofsoftware applications. The
resource on the application platform may comprise a
wireless communication system. The resource on the ap—
plication platform may comprise a cryptographic module
which implements cryptographic algorithms. The re-
source on the application platform may comprise a data
store. The resource on the application platform may com—
prise a user interface (Ul).
[0063] As has also been described, a method of con-
trolling access to sensitive application programming in—
terfaces on a mobile device, comprisesthe steps of: load—
ing a software application on the mobile device that re-
quires access to a sensitive application programming in-
terface (API); determining whether or not the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the sensitive API; and if the software application does
not include a digital signature associated with the sensi-
tive API, then denying the software application access
to the sensitive API.

[0064] The method my comprise the additional step of:
if the software application does not include a digital sig—
nature associated with the sensitive API, then purging
the software application from the mobile device. The dig-
ital signature may be generated by a code signing au-
thority. The method may comprise the additional steps
of: if the software application includes a digital signature
associated with the sensitive API, then verifying the au-
thenticity of the digital signature; and if the digital signa—
ture is not authentic, then denying the software applica—
tion access to the sensitive API. The method may further
comprise the additional step of: if the digital signature is
not authentic, then purging the software application from
the mobile device. The digital signature may be gener-
ated by applying a private signature key to a hash of the
software application, and the step ofverifying the authen-
ticity ofthe digital signature may be performed by a meth—
od comprising the steps of: storing a public signature key
that corresponds to the private signature key on the mo-
bile device; generating a hash ofthe software application
to obtain a generated hash; applying the public signature
key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash;
and comparing the generated hash with the recovered
hash. The digital signature may be generated by calcu—
lating a hash ofthe software application and applying the
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private signature key. The method may comprise the ad-
ditional step of: displaying a description string that notifies
a user of the mobile device that the software application
requires access to the sensitive API. The method may
further comprise the additional step of: receiving a com-
mand from the user granting or denying the software ap—
plication access to the sensitive API.
[0065] Further has been described a method of con-
trolling access to an application programming interface
(API) on a mobile device by a software application cre—
ated by a software developer, comprising the steps of:
receiving the software application from the software de-
veloper; reviewing the software application to determine
if it may access the API; if the software application may
access the API, then appending a digital signature to the
software application; verifying the authenticity of a digital
signature appended to a software application; and pro—
viding access to the API to software applications forwhich
the appended digital signature is authentic.
[0066] The step of reviewing the software application
may be performed by a code signing authority. The step
of appending the digital signature to the software appli-
cation may be performed by a method comprising the
steps of: calculating a hash of the software application;
and applying a signature key to the hash of the software
application to generate the digital signature. The hash of
the software application may be calculated using the Se-
cure Hash Algorithm (SHA‘I). The step of verifying the
authenticity of a digital signature may comprise the steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; and determining if the digital
signature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash
with the recovered hash. The method may further com-
prise the step of, if the digital signature is not authentic,
then denying the software application access to the API.
The signature key may be a private signature key and
the corresponding signature keyis a publicsignature key.
[0067] Also has been described, a method of control-
ling access to a sensitive application programming inter—
face (API) on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:
registering one or more software developers that are
trusted to design software applications which access the
sensitive API; receiving a hash ofa software application;
determining if the software application was designed by
one ofthe registered software developers; and ifthe soft-
ware application was designed by one of the registered
software developers, then generating a digital signature
using the hash of the software application, wherein the
digital signature may be appended to the software appli-
cation; and the mobile device verifies the authenticity of
the digital signature in orderto control access to the sen-
sitive API by the software application.
[0068] The step ofgenerating the digital signature may
be performed by a code signing authority. The step of
generating the digital signature may be performed by ap-
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plying a signature key to the hash of the software appli-
cation. The mobile device may verify the authenticity of
the digital signature by performing the additional steps
of: providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile
device; calculating the hash of the software application
on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash; applying
the corresponding signature key to the digital signature
to obtain a recovered hash; determining if the digital sig-
nature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash with
the recovered hash; and ifthe digital signature is not au—
thentic, then denying the software application access to
the sensitive API.

[0069] As has been described, a method of restricting
access to application programming interfaces on a mo—
bile device, comprises the steps of: loading a software
application on the mobile device that requires access to
one or more application programming interface (API); de—
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
mobile device, then denying the software application ac-
cess to the one or more APls.

[0070] The method may comprise the additional step
of: if the software application does not include an authen—
tic digital signature associated with the mobile device,
then purging the software application from the mobile
device. The software application may include a plurality
of digital signatures. The plurality of digital signatures
may include digital signatures respectively associated
with different types of mobile devices.
[0071] Each of the plurality of digital signatures may
be generated bya respective corresponding code signing
authority. The step ofdetermining whether or notthe soft-
ware application includes an authentic digital signature
associated with the mobile device may comprise the ad-
ditional steps of: determining if the software application
includes a digital signature associated with the mobile
device; and if so, then verifying the authenticity of the
digital signature. The one or more APls may include one
or more APls classified as sensitive, and the method may
further comprise the steps of, for each sensitive API: de—
termining whether or not the software application in—
cludes an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive API; and if the software application does not
include an authentic digital signature associated with the
sensitive APl, then denying the software application ac-
cess to the sensitive API. Each of the plurality of digital
signatures may be generated by its corresponding code
signing authority by applying a respective private signa—
ture key associated with the code signing authority to a
hash ofthe software application. The step of determining
whether or not the software application includes an au—
thentic digitalsignature associated with the mobile device
may comprise the steps of: determining if the software
application includes a digital signature associated with
the mobile device; and ifso, then verifying the authenticity
of the digital signature, wherein the step of verifying the
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authenticity of the digital signature is performed by a
method comprising the steps of: storing a public signa-
ture key on a mobile device that corresponds to the pri—
vate signature key associated with the code signing au—
thority which generates the signature associated with the
mobile device; generating a hash of the software appli—
cation to obtain a generated hash; applying the public
signature keyto the digitalsignature to obtain a recovered
hash; and comparing the generated hash with the recov-
ered hash.

Claims

1. A method of restricting access to application pro-
gramming interfaces on a mobile device (62), com-
prising the steps of:

loading a software application (66) having a dig-
ital signature (96) and a signature identification
(94) on the mobile device (62) that requires ac—
cess to one or more application programming
interfaces (APls) having at least one signature
identifier (92),
authenticating the digital signature (96) where
the signature identification (94) corresponds
with the signature identifier (92), and
denying the software application (66) access to
the one or more APls where the software appli-
cation (66) does not include an authentic digital
signature (96).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the digital signature
(96) and signature identification (94) are associated
with a type of mobile device (62).

3. The method ofclaim’l or2, comprising the additional
step of:

purging the software application (66) from the
mobile device (62) where the software applica-
tion (66) does not include an authentic digital
signature (96).

4. The method of any preceding claim, wherein:

the software application (66) includes a plurality
of digital signatures (96) and signature identifi-
cations (94); and
the plurality of digital signatures (96) and signa-
ture identifications includes digital signatures
and signature identifications respectively asso-
ciated with differenttypes of mobile devices (62).

5. The method of claim 4, wherein each ofthe plurality
of digital signatures (96) and associated signature
identifications (94) are generated by a respective
corresponding code signing authority.
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The method ofany preceding claim, wherein the step
of determining whether the software application (66)
includes an authentic digital signature (96) compris—
es the additional steps of:

verifying the authenticity of the digital signature
(96) where the signature identification (94) cor—
responds with respective ones of the at least
one signature identifier (92).

The method of claim 5, wherein each of the plurality
ofdigital signatures (96) and signature identifications
(94) are generated by its corresponding code signing
authority by applying a respective private signature
key associated with the code signing authority to a
hash of the software application (66).

The method of any preceding claim, wherein the step
of authenticating the digital signature (96) where the
signature identification (94) corresponds with the
signature identifier (92) comprises the steps of:

verifying that the signature identification (94)
corresponds with the signature identifier(92) au—
thenticating the digital signature (96) where sig—
nature identification (94) corresponds with the
signature identifier (92) comprising the steps of:

storing a public signature key on a mobile
device (62) that corresponds to the private
signature key associated with the code
signing authoritywhich generates the digital
signature (96);
generating a hash of the software applica-
tion (66) to obtain a generated hash; apply—
ing the public signature keyto the digital sig-
nature (96) to obtain a recovered hash; and
comparing the generated hash with the re-
covered hash.

9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein:

the mobile device (62) includes a plurality of
APIs;

at least one of the plurality of APIs is classified
as sensitive;
access to any of the plurality of APIs requires
an authentic global signature;
access to each of the plurality of sensitive APls
requires an authentic global signature and an
authentic digital signature associated with a sig-
nature identification (94);
the step ofdetermining whetherthe software ap—
plication (66) includes an authentic digital sig-
nature and signature identification comprises
the steps of
determining whether the one or more APIs to
which the software application (66) requires ac-
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cess includes a sensitive API;

determining whether the software application
(66) includes an authentic global signature; and
determining whether the software application
(66) includes an authentic digital signature and
signature identification where the one or more
APIs to which the software application (66) re—
quires access includes a sensitive API and the
software application (66) includes an authentic
global signature; and
the step of denying the software application (66)
access to the one or more APls comprises the
steps of:

denying the software application (66) ac-
cesstothe one ormoreAPlswhere thesoft-

ware application (66) does not include an
authentic global signature; and
denying the software application (66) ac-
cess to the sensitive API where the one or

moreAPlstowhich thesoftvvare application
(66) requires access includes a sensitive
API, the software application (66) includes
an authentic global signature, and the soft—
ware application (66) does not include an
authentic digital signature and signature
identifier required to access the sensitive
API.

Patentansprfiche

Verfahren zum Beschranken eines Zugangs zu
Anwendungsprogrammierungsschnittstellen auf ei-
ner mobilen Vorrichtung (62), das die Schritte auf—
weist:

Laden einer Softwareanwendung (66) mit einer
digitalen Signatur (96) und
einer Signaturidentifikation (94) auf die mobile
Vorrichtung (62), die einen Zugang zu eineroder
mehreren Anwendungsprogrammierungs—
schnittstellen (APls - application programming
interfaces) mit zumindest einem Signaturidenti-
fizierer (92) erfordert,
Authentisieren der digitalen Signatur (96); wenn
die Signaturidentifikation (94) dem Signaturi-
dentifizierer (92) entspricht, und
Verweigern eines Zugangs zu der einen oder
mehreren APls fijr die Softwareanwendung
(66), wenn clie Softwareanwendung (66) keine
authentische digitale Signatur (96) umfasst.

Verfahren gemaB Anspruch 1, wobei die digitale Si-
gnatur (96) und die Signaturidentifikation (94) zu ei-
nem Typ einer mobilen Vorrichtung (62) gehéren.

Verfahren gemaB Anspruch ‘l oder 2, das den zu-
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sétzlichen Sch ritt aufweist:

Léschen der Softwareanwendung (66) aus der
mobilen Vorrichtung (62),
wenn die Softwareanwendung (66) keine au-
thentische digitale Signatur (96) umfasst.

4. Verfahren geméB einem beliebigen vorangegange-
nen Anspruch, wobei:

die Softwareanwendung (66) eine Vielzahl von
digitalen Signaturen (96) und Signaturidentifika-
tionen (94) umfasst; und
die Vielzahl von digitalen Signaturen (96) und
Signaturidentifikationen (94) digitale Signaturen
und Signaturidentifikationen umfassen, die je-
weils zu unterschiedlichen Typen von mobilen
Vorrichtungen (62) gehéren.

Verfahren geméB Anspruch 4, wobei jede der Viel-
zahl von digitalen Signaturen (96) und zugehérigen
Signaturidentifikationen (94) durch eine jeweilige
entsprechende Codesignierautoritét erzeugt wird.

Verfahren geméB einem beliebigen vorangegange—
nen Anspruch, wobei der Schritt des Bestimmens,
ob die Softwareanwendung (66) eine authentische
digitale Signatur (96) umfasst, die zusétzlichen
Schritte aufweist:

Verifizieren der Authentizitét der digitalen Si-
gnatur (96), wenn die Signaturidentifikation (94)
den jeweiligen des zumindest einen Signaturi-
dentifizierers (92) entspricht.

Verfahren geméB Anspruch 5, wobei jede der Viel-
zahl von digitalen Signaturen (96) und Signaturiden-
tifikationen (94) durch ihre entsprechenden Codesi-
gnierautoritét erzeugt wird durch Anwenden eines
jeweiligen privaten Signaturschliissels. der zu der
Codesignierautoritét gehért, auf einen Hash der
Softwareanwendung (66).

Verfahren geméB einem beliebigen vorangegange-
nen Anspruch, wobei der Schritt des Authentisierens
der digitalen Signatur (96), wenn die Signaturidenti—
fikation (94) dem Signaturidentifizierer (92) ent-
spricht, die Schritte aufweist:

Verifizieren, dass die Signaturidentifikation (94)
dem Signaturidentifizierer (92) entspricht, Au-
thentisieren der digitalen Signatur (96), wenn
die Signaturidentifikation (94) dem Signaturi—
dentifizierer(92) entspricht, das die Schritte auf-
weist:

Speichern eines 6ffent|ichen Signatur—
schliissels auf einer mobilen Vorrichtung
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(62), der dem privaten Signaturschliissel
entspricht, der zu der Codesignierautoritét
gehért, welche die digitale Signatur(96) er—
zeugt;
Erzeugen eines Hashs derSoftwareanwen-
dung (66), um einen erzeugten Hash zu er—
Iangen;
Anwenden des 6ffent|ichen Signaturschliis-
sels aufdie digitale Signatur (96), um einen
wiedergewonnenen Hash zu erlangen; und
Vergleichen des erzeugten Hashs mit dem
wiedergewonnenen Hash.

Verfahren geméfl einem beliebigen vorangegange—
nen Anspruch, wobei:

die mobile Vorrichtung (62) eine Vielzahl von
APIs umfasst;
zumindest eine derVieIzahl von APIs als sensi-

tiv klassifiziert ist;
ein Zugang zu einer der Vielzahl von APIs eine
authentische globale Signatur erfordert;
ein Zugang zu jeder der Vielzahl von sensitiven
APIs eine authentische globale Signatur und ei—
ne authentische digitale Signatur erfordert, die
zu einer Signaturidentifikation (94) gehért;
der Schritt des Bestimmens, ob die Softwarean-
wendung (66) eine authentische digitale Signa—
tur und eine Signaturidentifikation umfasst, die
Schritte aufweist:

Bestimmen, ob die eine oder mehrere APIs,

zu der/denen die Softwareanwendung (66)
einen Zugang erfordert, eine sensitive API
umfasst;
Bestimmen, ob die Softwareanwendung
(66) eine authentische globale Signatur um-
fasst; und
Bestimmen, ob die Softwareanwendung
(66) eine authentische digitale Signatur und
eine Signaturidentifikation umfasst, wenn
die eine oder mehrere APIs, zu der/denen

die Softwareanwendung (66) einen Zugang
erfordert, eine sensitive API umfasst/um-

fassen und die Softwareanwendung (66) ei-
ne authentische globale Signatur umfasst;
und

der Schritt cles Verweigerns eines Zugangs
zu der einen oder mehreren APIs fl'Jr die

Softwareanwendung (66) die Schritte auf-
weist:

Verweigern eines Zugangs zu der einen oder
mehreren APIs fl'J'r die Softwareanwendung
(66), wenn die Softwareanwendung (66) keine
authentische globale Signatur umfasst; und
Verweigern eines Zugangs zu der sensitiven
API fiir die Softwareanwendung (66). wenn die
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eine oder mehrere APls, zu der/denen die Soft-

wareanwendung (66) einen Zugang erfordert,
eine sensitive API umfasst/umfassen, die Soft—
wareanwendung (66) eine authentische globale
Signatur umfasst,
und die Softwareanwendung (66) keine authen-
tische digitale Signatur und Signaturidentifizie—
rer umfasst, die erforderlich sind fiir einen Zu-

gang zu cler sensitiven API.

Revendications

Procédé destine a limiter l’acces a des interfaces de

programmation applicative sur un dispositif mobile
(62) comprenant les étapes qui consistent a :

charger une application logicielle (66) ayant une
signature numérique (96) et une identification
de signature (94) sur le dispositif mobile (62) qui
nécessite l’acces a une ou plusieurs interfaces
de programmation applicative (APls) ayant au
moins un identifiant de signature (92),
authentifier la signature numérique (96) lorsque
l’identification de signature (94) correspond a
l’identifiant de signature (92), et
refuser a l’application logicielle (66) l’acces a
l’une ou aux plusieurs APls lorsque l’application
logicielle (66) he comporte pas de signature nu-
mérique authentique (96).

Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la signa—
ture numérique (96) et l’identification de signature
(94) sont associées a un type de dispositif mobile
(62).

Procédé de la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant
l’étape supple’mentaire qui consiste a :

éliminer l’application logicielle (66) du dispositif
mobile (62) lorsque l’application logicielle (66)
ne comporte pas de signature numérique
authentique (96).

Procédé d’une cles revendications précédentes,
dans lequel :

l’application logicielle (66) comporte une plura-
lité de signatures numériques (96) et d’identifi-
cations de signatures (94) ; et
la pluralité de signatures numériques (96) et
d’identifications de signatures (94) comporte
dessignaturesnumériques etdes identifications
de signatures respectivement associées a dif-
férents types de dispositifs mobiles (62).

Procédé de la revendication 4, dans lequel chacune
de la pluralité de signatures numériques (96) et des
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identifications de signatures associées (94) est gé-
nérée par une autorité de signature de code corres-
pondante respective.

Procédé d’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel l’étape qui consiste a déterminersi l’ap—
plication logicielle (66) comporte une signature nu—
mérique authentique (96) comprend les étapes sup-
plémentaires qui consistent a

vérifier l’authenticité de la signature numérique
(96) lorsqu’il y a correspondance entre l’identi-
fication de signature (94) et des identifiants res-
pectifs de l’au moins un identifiant de signature
(92).

Procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel chacune
de la pluralité de signatures numériques (96) et des
identifications de signatures (94) sont générées par
son autorité de signature de code correspondante
en appliquant une clé de signature privée respective
associée a l’autorité de signature de code a une em-
preinte numérique de l’application logicielle (66).

Procédé d’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel l’étape qui consiste a authentifier la si-
gnature numérique (96) lorsqu’il y a correspondance
entre l’ identification de signature (94) et l’identifiant
de signature (92) comprend les étapes qui consistent
a :

verifier que l’identification de signature (94) cor—
respond a l’identifiant de signature (92) authen-
tifiant la signature numérique (96) cu l’identifi-
cation de signature (94) correspond a l’identi—
fiant de signature (92) comprenant les étapes
qui consistent a :

stocker une clé de signature publique sur
un dispositif mobile (62) qui correspond a
la clé de signature privée associée a l’auto-
rite de signature de code qui genere la si—
gnature numérique (96) ;
générer une empreinte numérique de l’ap-
plication logicielle (66) pourobtenirune em-
preinte numérique générée;
appliquer la clé de signature publique a la
signature numérique (96) afin d’obtenir une
empreinte numérique récupérée ; et
comparerl’empreinte numériquegénérée a
l’empreinte numérique récupérée.

Procédé d’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel :

le dispositif mobile (62) comporte une pluralité
d’APls;
au moins l’une de la pluralité d’APls est classi-
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fiée comme sensible ;

l’acces a l’une de la pluralité d’APls nécessite
une signature globale authentique ;
l’accés a chacune de la pluralité d’APls sensi—
bles nécessite une signature globale authenti- 5
que et une signature numérique authentique as-
sociée a une identification de signature (94) ;
l’étape qui consiste a determiner si l’application
logicielle (66) comporte une signature numéri-
que authentique et une identification de signa— 10
ture comprend les étapes qui consistent a :

déterminer si l’une ou les plusieurs APls
auxquelles l’application logicielle (66) né—
cessite un acces comporte une API 15
sensible ;

determiner si l’application logicielle (66)
comporte une signature globale
authentique : et
determiner si l’application logicielle (66) 20
comporte une signature numérique authen—
tique et une identification de signature ou
l’une ou plusieurs APls auxquelles l’appli-
cation logicielle (66) nécessite un acces
comporte une API sensible et l’application 25
logicielle (66) comporte une signature glo-
bale authentique ; et
l’étape qui consiste a refuser l’acces de l’ap—
plication logicielle (66) a I’une ou a plusieurs
APls comprend les étapes qui consistenta : 30

refuser l’acces de l’application logiciel—
le (66) a l’une ou aux plusieurs APls
lorsque l’application logicielle (66) he
comporte pas de signature globale 35
authentique ; et
refuser l’acces de l’application logiciel-
le (66) a l’APl sensible lorsque une ou
plusieurs APls auxquelles l’application
logicielle (66) nécessite un accés com- 40
porte uneAPl sensible, l’application lo-
gicielle (66) comporte une signature
globale authentique, et I’application lo—
gicielle (66) ne comporte pas de signa-
ture numérique authentique et d’identi- 45
fiant de signature nécessaires pour
l’acces a I’API sensible.

50

55
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fifi'fiZ—VEEQ 343%“7‘5E; “$¢T§$Ufifigifi&%iifiI‘fl’gfiifiZE‘JMHE

éfifl‘fi E B‘ijfii. @fi—FEUZFEETE:

Efif¢flmfifi7§§1jfiifli§§JL Ffifiififfitfiifififiggfififlfl fi’fifi

$fiiflfifi¢fififiWfiflfiEfif¥éfififiD API;

mififtFWFfigngéfiEfifi$$$$fl424,3?1‘31/51;

finfifiS—Efiiflfififiifiiflfixfii, fiB/Aflgfiifiififfiflfiafi)??? [WEEK/Ea

El? API;

fillfigifiifl’fifiifimfifi :‘Z, fiBQQfi‘LEiQ$§$EQEi’TE, E: 3P ,

%3F§5I$3§§ZB’JE§§T$ E‘Jgfiifi, EEfi’TtFE‘? {Efifilflfifiufififi API,

E15}: , iaiififififiggibfiéfiflfi iUZfiW? WEEEZBG%W§%FU:

45$, 3‘44, $fiE§5K$§$WE§QEEfi$E¥=

Effiflfi§if¥fifififl§fifi§$ffififlm£m§$¥§§flz

Fifikifiifiififiéfi‘BU%‘<‘EH§%%E%?§F$E®%¥EH§%;

43£F§§$EE$H§L %éfli&$$$fljfléfif§flfi§fifi%flfi%;

LE?EF$E’J%EEL1:%?FHWEB/9341:3144? 7:52

@Rfijfiiffifl‘liggjfifi, #Wfififififi, ”33%:
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M Tfi,flF&W%E%DAH;

flaw,W?%E$%+fififlfifiWfiwmfiW%Wfl§Wfim,

ufififlAm;

EfiflfififiWfifififiWfiWmfi@%WWfl%fiEJW%MME

WfififlfifiWfifl$&#AAH,

fifléififlmfiflgkww§kgAJWImfifiuflfiWhfifi

WflWflfiifi3mfif%%hhmA¥fi%flkflfififmhfmfl

FBW%MW?#WWthflWWyfi$ fiwéfiflffithA

WWfiEfiflfififlmfiWmfi,WfififiWfi%A%@u%Wfifl¥fi

%;

   
 

 

  
 

 
  
 

 
EW fiWfiW4Wflf#fi$h%fi$fWfii”%%fl&§z

fiWfiWx+fl3:4WW%E$W:fi%fl%Em&%;

Sufithfifi4#fiW%WflW~KWfim%¢fiW?WflW

flfiflfl§iflAHWflfifiWz

WMHEW%%WW:fiWfiWfl%:%WfimfimfiW%#fl%

flfiflfi§i$AH$EWfiW

13%”,EfifltfliiiiFEHZEKV‘EE3EWEFWHfl%%fiLfi:%5E%¥¢%rLd:BUWfiLfia

fixWWAflfiWfiWEfirflfifiWfiWWWfifiMEW$fl%%\w

fiWiM%fl%%flW§%%fl%%%%fi%~fiW§Wfi%:fiW%

WMEW%

§%$k%%%fitfl #Wfi?flu%i§fiJyflfififififimfi

fiififiWfiflfifié?fikfiWfififiWfihfiEAHfifiWflfiflfl

Tfifi:

MM#¥§%%W%#EWEW,

mififififlfiWW§WE§m~Afifl;

m%%fiflfifiW%3E§&AhfiiWflfiWfiflEWfihfim

fififhflfliflW:

fiJ5E§§€?$fit§fiifiiggfiififitflfi?yflU%5fiEfiWbH§h$”fl#LLffiI¥FWE®§Q§ZES

WWiifi;

MifiW§W%E¥%,WfififlfifiWfififlAH%%Ez
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fiEEfifiZE§SZ$fl%§§ZfifiififififlfliflfikflifiifiiEEFEEQiEEEfQEEFE93§i%i%%

E,@ETWEE:

fififiEflEflE$EflE%,

fl3¥3fiH4§E=E£fiF£H§EUERF#I2kfii%F?HS%%§Lfi§%%, 21F393§i%3%§%3

Egg] EELE‘eE/‘JEHEEEE;

(iizibtzééj:vf§i$“fltfifififiiEFEHU%%ELfi§%%Eiififiétffiififi%kfii'%%%

EAEE+EEEHQEEEE,WEEWEEEEEE,

hTWfiHEWESEEWEWEEEEEEEEEEEO

EfififiAkiigfififléé jyfifi,-‘$¢ZEi2£bfii%§J:E§fiflifififl/\¥?%§%Z$¢iR?E

WEEEEEEEDAHWEE,EEEE:

EflflALJZE/‘nME WEEFEE, éfifiéflfiil‘fl’éfiufifi’fl API FWEEEE

  

 

 
 

  

   
 
 

 

 
 

r???E

EWEWEEEFWEEEE;

EEEEKEEEEEMWEEEEEEkfi

fiifi?E? Em

QEEEEAEHEEEWEEEFEEE-

wEEEfiufiFEEHMH,fiTEEEEFEEFEWEEE

AH EEREEEEEEEEEEL-

EEEEEEEEEEEEEAEEEFEEEEWEEFW8E

EEEfi%,Efi$flFEH«%%EHE&EEk$

EE EEEEEfiFflWWEEEEEEEEEWEEE:

TEEEELEEAEAEJE-

fEEWELEEEEWEhfimEE%,MEHHEWEE

 

   

 
 

   
 

 
 

  

  

75;

EQEEEEEEHEEEEE,WEEVEWEflf%

EEEEEEEEEEESWEWEEEE ,HEEEEEEEEE

 WEEEEEEEE,WEEEEmHEEWHEEWAHO

fiifiéflfifiififififliERJiffij,EEEEEEizibfiifiéJ:EEfiflflfifiUEEFEEEEEEE[3&9

EE,EEWTEE:
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flfififlifiiflfiifiw%fiVflfififi%flgfififi#¢fi£

fifififiwfiA§?fimfimAmmfimfi%tz

wmfi7hth%7h%w,m%m&$%$;

mfiVfiflflERWE%E%Wfi?%?£WEfifiVflfiEWWM

#fifizfiAH,

Efi%m%%¥h%%$?hufiwf‘W%fifi?x%mfififlf:

%fiE‘—3 fi%%$m1fl“$fll¢fifi€%¥$mmfl;

flflékfi?%S%i%§%fifiififiifligébfiifiai:,tZéiflfiLEiéfileLtfiftfi?A$1¢

fiflflfl%fi%%m§$%fi,WfififimfihVW%EL%%yfifififl

$$fiflflfiF£fi$g$z

F?%%fl$fifi%fiflhJ’flfifiF¢mflffi

E£E§$%%flfiflfi%%+,u&wmgfififlh

fi?$%%fl%%5%§%%fl%%fifimfio

fifififififl%flfifih#flfiflfififlmfififiwiflfi?fiflfi

mflfifififimAmmfi&,@fi:

VEE%A%#WHF$fiV%fi$K$,HVWAH,E$ fi?

iriRXTFié$/‘1API HU§§€L$TinT, IiiEfiEXTEZtEHflEE:D—#/KIAIH Hfifiiéi

Wfifi$$¥fiflfi$fi¥VVthfimfiF$?

m%fi#V%&$k1mfi?fi?mik%,fifiWflim#

AH;

fififlfiEWWfiigiflfiifimBfiflfi$fiflmWF$;

ffihfififi?fi§$%fififlfifififlfifi$fi%fl%%fi$fi$

$?;

fifi?$fi#fl%fifi%%fl%%%fififi$m%fl3%Jflwfifi

XiflfiVfiflfi$$$$fififiVEW;flfl%fiflfiém%flfi%
flVEW%flV%%Efifi%%flfi$

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
  

 
 

  
  

    

   
 
 

 
   
  

 

   

 
  

   

wgmw

IE! 1 EififiZl—‘fi HE EEHWU EI‘JfifiQfiEEZWBL IE;

@2%@1mfim§$mummgg;
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E3%E@%fi§i%fi@%$%%fifig;

E 3A %EW€H$§§J&€EEngfifi~ifié§$§xéfijf$§gl;

@4%§3flE3Afim%?%%mIWfifig;

I}; 5 TEETV’EE 3A HIMJCEJ'é? E7": it? El/JYJIIji‘EI:

W6EWWEWuWWWWI,EWTWWWWW%%WWWW

 
 
 

 

fiWiWfifi

1:?! 1 E$fi5fi_/I\§Efifi1flBfi4fifi§§$ffl¢§é§o MPHW‘EWWWW 12 W

$fiflfififi?m<flfifl$YLfl¥gfiflfiflfi%i*$fl£¢@

WmAmeWWWOWWflfififymfiHWMmflWEF,EIW

$§2§tmnfiéfi¢m Java mm API‘E‘EWZWWEEWIF‘ Y 1??flfi¥

WELW,WFW¥AT@%WRWWW WWEW HMWWWWW

@RflfimfifiofiTfingfl%u%fiflxEWW,fifi4m$WY

MfifififiAngAfl,lfiAHWfiflfl“fi%”Vfiflmfigflfi

WWWWWW‘WWWWWWWWWWEWW WfiAmeZEWEW

HEWfiiWMNflWfivfififfihFYfiflAfigAWflfifififi

xEWW IW WWWWWWHAHWHW WWWWHWEWYS

€3§Bfim§fifix§¢fiy fi‘fifimflil'fl API flUFJLbfiHflfiHEFE???

fiWiEWW WJW WWWAHTWWWXWWWWWWEWEW,W

HWWWAHHWWWWFWEWYEIWWWWWWEWZWWEW

W WFWW<M>MHTWWH”W/jfiWWWEW,W¥WW%\

Mfififl WWHEEWWFWWWuWWMWFWWWAWWWWWOWW

WWWW,WWWAHmfiWflfifififififififififiWwwmfiWmW

WWW WW fWWAHTWWWWWWWWEWW FWEWWki

WWWifi fimflflm73u%i%#AHmW¥’m§TEFEME

WW¥WAH,ififimAmWWWMMWifimmmW?mo

TWWE WUAMTWWWEWWWWW%W\WQAHW%,

fiWHWIWW,u%WWjWW%WWm jWEWWfiW%,E%W

EWWWWWFfififimmmfififiamam MW WWWWWWWE

WWWMWhfi,fi%fifwbi%mmfifififi(WWWWWEF$>
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EWWWWOWWWWWWWWTWWWWWWAHWM,WWWWWW

WWWIJMWWWWWWWWWfiAiWAWWWW WMEEWWW

AWEHAHWWWWWf#AWWAWWEWLWMWWWWLWW“

WHWAWWWMWWWbWWWWWMWWWWWUWIWWWWWW

WWWyWWWWWMWWWWWWWYMO

E—JFWWUWH Xfi’W/PWWI‘EUEGWWEG API WWW API B‘JWWWW

WWWWWOWWWWWF WWWWWW,fiWfiWW%WWW,WW

WW%I¢%WWW§WWWWWWQEWCWW%*fififlfi%im

WWWWOWWWWWWWWW,WWAHWWWWWW,WWWWWW

ffiiEFWEfl “4:F%” WEWZWW§L$kfiE [WUfin, Q\:flnJEE?%E§EE¢tTZEfiKfi51¥E%Q

WW WWW?FWWW<H>WWWWW%%WWWWWT thm

WWLLWWHWWWWWW-¥EWWWWATWWWWWTWWWW

WWWWWEEWWWW‘EWWWWWWW,WPWWMWWWAHWW

WW WWWWWWWWWWW WWWWWWWO

:iWflWfiWWWfififlEW YWWWTWWWWWWWWWWW

WWWWWWEWOWWWWWWSW4UME~WWAEHWETLW

m:WWWfi WJwaWWWWWWWWWW CE WWWWW

WWWWWWEjfl%fifi%$¥‘WRHWfiWVflfi§$ATHMEE

WWWW IW WWWWFWWFWRWWWWWWEWWWW7WW

WWEW Y14 713WILAfitfi%§W?3<7FX$ILW

WWWWWWYmflffifimfififmzfiflfimfiWWflmw16

TElflmmkWWW WMWWWWWWH6WWWWFWWWYM,

WWTWWWWWWWW,WWWWWWWWmhloWMUWfiWWW

WWWWWWW12WWW DWEEWWWWWFWWFWW WWW

WWWWWMWWWEWAWWAWQWWWWWUWEflWWmAH

WWWWWW,i3b£fiWflWWWAMWhWA<WAHEWWF

WWWWWHWWWL

WWNWWWWWWWH6WWWWWWWWTWMWWWAHWEI

WWWW WWWWWFWWWWWW<Wu£>$fimW+WWWW

16 WAHE}?M§3H$RW¥W“£H$EF¥'Y140 flfiféy ALALjL97$T##F“fiH$tF“‘Y22,

  
  
 

  

 

 
E/
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@fiflfiflfififiYmflfififii,fiEflfififi+fiwn,fififii

m%m%~fi§,EfimflfifimfifififlmM1«%fi%fim$$%fi

mfifigmm,flfi#fl§?fi%Jflmmfi&<W%%fiflfi%0mm

fié¥£ SIiAI) EIFZEEEK¢#EYFE$EF% 14 HU%%%Lfi§%% (hash), fififi§£§i%fifififi

$$%fi1&#fifi,ufififiifiiofifi%$$fi%¢,%mfii%

fifi$m%gfi?m%5m%flfi%<mmpWflfiflflfififiYm,W

Efififii¢ufifi%fifluflfififimTMfifiimfiflfiflfiflmfi

fifififigfiio

fig,fl%§?%fiHE%E#Yufifififififl§amfimfififi

%a&fiffim%24t¥fi,flméfifi,$fiflWfiEfi$WWKW$

EifiWLFfiwfififlmfifi,mw,E%~¥%mm,fifiiwfifi

fiflfi%%wnmfififiEMW%Tfiflfikfifim,fififi$fififim

fiflfifi&%,fiflflfiflfl?%fi%flfifi$fifi%lzfifi#mfifl

fiflfi§io—E&§$%fifimflfi$Yn%flgmfi%%ig§#

fiifii,%%%£fi%$%fim,EWfiEflE?YM%WWM@fi

fiAmflfifizm,fifi%flo§%%%$%fifimmfifivnfififi

%:,@m@%,wfififi%iflwfimfiwmfifififififimmfifi

Ymomfifififi,@fi?%fififlfifi$x¢rflfifififlfififi¥m

M~+fi§4WWWfi$§$C&flflu§$$fifiiw,fifimmfi

WYMHEWfi§ifififififiafiflmflfiimEflAmo

£fi§$§%mfifl$$fifl§$fiflmmm%%%?%$$%fi

m,#fifi%5fl@%AH#fl§%Efiflfi%iofiE,&%%%10

RL&§%fiflfifi$kfififl§fififiM£m%fifififi(fifimx

%&%%§%E&%%igWfi§$fi%m#4iww,%%&%%H‘

fiéfi?%fififlfififiYm$mfififlflhWYmm%flfi%mmm

EDEWSfimfiififlmwlmmfiwfiW%&,%fifi?§$fl£m

%§%?%§%fl 20 fi?fl§§iflfl%§%ZE%$Z$fl$@ 16 %LE%B@%%ELfi§€% (hash), fifififiifi

$flfi%%%flfi%<mmfi$5Mfi$%$WEW%i%%<mmfi

fiwfi,m%%fl%%<mmfifi,mfififi%flo$%,AfiEME

WYMH%E&%%ifimfifi%flfifl$$flfi%fl%fl@WAmo
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EEEE,EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEWE,EEEEEE,

EEAEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEREEEEEEEEEEO

EzEEEE1ELEEEEEWEEEEEw WEMEEEE:

E,EEEM»EH}%EE%EWME@WAHWMWWWWAHW

EEE<NHEEEA>EEEEEEEEEEEFYELEE,EE

EEEEEEEEEAHEEEEEE~E,EE EHEEFEEEE

EEEEEEEEEEEEE,WEEEFEEEY EEEEWEIE

EEEEFE Y’EEEE4+3EizffittfifififfiLEEEEEEAEEEEJUEE, t2$fii1%%"ii?’

EEEEEEETEE EE EEEEETEEEEAEEEEWEE

EEAEZMEEEEFEEEV'EEEEEMEJ“YEEEEEE

EymmEEEWSEEEfiEEEEEEEO

EEEMHEQ,EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEY,EEEE

EEEEEEEEEAH,EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEMEEOE

EEEEEEETEE~EEWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEWEE

WAN EE WEEEEEEFEXE,EAHEEEEEEE,EE

EEEFEEEE EEEEEEEEEEEEEE,EEEEEEEE

EEEWEEEEEEEEEEHXEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

EOEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE EEESELRm?

EEEEEEEEEMEXEEFEEEY'EZEEE4¢Efii

EE,EEEEENE,MEEEEFHEFEHEomtEE,EEE

ELEIEEEKEEE“EEEEFE‘Y'BUEELfEEE (hash)EnE%fifi§E€EEEEE 18 EEFZEE EE

EMEjEE3E4EEmh DEEE+EfirEwMEEEFEE

IEY,EEETEMEEFEEF,WEEEEEEEEEFEEE48

fiiEiEKEEJFEiEEO fififié, EXEEJEZEEEETEPiEflflfiSfiLBfiEkEEBEFHEEFE Y'EE

EEEEECEESmiEMEEOEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

EEEY,EZEEEEEEEEEEEEE<EE¢D,EEEEEE

YETEEEEEEEEEEEEAMO

EEEEEWE EEEEETEEEEEEEEPYMEEEE

0mm?EEEEEEEEE EEEEEEEETEEEEFEEEYO

finEEEEEEEE Java EEEF, filz/AE%7§3§EI‘J:1&$U*.CIEISS 351%

  

 

 

 

 

   
‘lfll  
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EE?EEEE<mmTEE TL,EEEFEEFEEEEEE

EEEAELIEE,EAEEEEEAEEEEEEEEEE EJE

*umEEEfl?%fl%?(mmfififiEEEEliEE EE?REE

EEEEEEYHGEEMEEGmmEEEEE EEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEEEFEEEEEEEEEEEEOEEEEEEY

EI‘JEELEE (hash)~EEI‘]EI4JEEEE REE, WEEEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEE EEEEEEEEEEEEJEXHWEEEEEEEE

EEEEE EEEJEEEEHETEEEEEEEE,DEEEEE

EEEE EEEEEE<MEEEE ETflEuAEETHEEE

EEEETEAEEFEEFTETHEEEEEEIETHEEEnE

EEREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEO

lEEEEEETEEEEEEEEEEETEEEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEF DE ETEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZ

IEEEEEEE Em EEEEEEEETEEHETEEEEHEE

flfiflEfififimfiflfiAHo

EE~IEEEEnEEEEEEYEEEEE?EEEEEE,

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEE[ELEEEEEEEEEELEAH

EEEEEEFHEFEEEEEEzwIEEEEEEEEEEEEE

EEE EEE EEEEHEEEE,EEE ExEEEEEEEE

@WAHfi§$WJW?flM%EWVflW%fl%yIIW?%%W%L

EEEEE EW~AEEAEEEE EEEEQEEioéEEEEE

EFEEFTEEEEFEEFEEE~AEEEEEEEEEEEE

EEE REEEEEE CEEEE‘E‘EXEHEEEEEE?EEEE 1;

THEEEEEEEEAETEEHEEEEEEEO

I3EEEEEELEEEEEEEEEEE EEEmEEE

HEMVEEEEEEEEE—m,EEAHEEEnm WEE?

‘Em FEEESOEEEEEEEEEEéztmfifi EEEDEE

FEE?EEOHE,FE?HTEEEEEE8LEEEEEEEEE

84, Efitzabikfl¥fflEEEEEE§fl 86° fii4\zqP1iEF?fiE 72——78 fiEfi?€QEE~”EE

M,EEEEEEEEEEEEED,EE,EEAHEEEEEEE
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7% LE HEAEEED BEIEEIEEAEEED B’J API EEA API EEE)E’nE/EEEFE

E‘EEEJEEE 62 B’JEEUEEEWJEED 3’] API EEEA API EEEEE

@E‘EEEEE’EEEEEEA’EEE 84 ELAEE’JAEEEEED 9’] API EMF,

~23 API EEEE 72 78 EEEEEEBEEUEEB’J API 74 E21 78 BEEEEE, EU

EUEAEEIJJEE ESE E), {EWEEEHWEZVJ‘IBJ EEEBEEUEEEJ API WEEE

72 ED 768 IEJAE, EéflEAEEEEEE 66—70 EEE’EEEEEHGEAAEEEEE

66 En 7o, EAI‘JEEEI‘EEAEZEAEEBG API, EEEEEEEEEJEAE

EEAEE :12) 68 Ewm 64 fitEiEEIEWiEAEHEEEE‘J EA/E, 1m Sun Micro

$5337 JZMETM (JavaZ $1.3, Micro EM), Efié‘fifiififiig 62tIV3ET"?

)ETEEAEFJEEEE 66—70, JEEEEAEEEH EEE 66—70 EEEUE API EEE

)ZE 72—780

EAEDEAEE Y70 EEEEEWMEUEAEEBWUE EAEEEE’J

EMEFEEEEficEc/EEEEBTH’JWEFEEEF fin/EEEE‘EEEHEEE 80 J:

EMEEI’JEAEAW—EB’JEAEEFHAEE Y, —AchEAEE)m/\ 94 iHEAI:AAHEB’JEEEE 96 EEEHAJEAEEEEEE 66aEZ 70 E —EfiE

E 96 EHAEEE’JEEAEER 94 EEEEEIEE’J API EEEE 74aj 78, EEEH

EEAEE X EZWEEFHAEE Y EEU‘EI‘E E29 API EEE’J API E7EE 7432

78 E’EEEAEZEAEEEKJ API EAEEEWUEE EEEI’JE’MEEFIE

AEEEIEEEEZEEE 96, EEE API EEEE 74mj 78 E EEAEEE APIO

EEAEER 94 HI BLEEEBGEE, EZEEEEEEEE 96 EEE API EEEE

74£52 78 API FE EEE 80 EZ'EEJJEEE 62 B’JEEAEEEMEE‘EE

API AEEE A78 XEEFEW’EJUEZEKJ API E243 API EEEEEWE ”EA/ESE

EEBAJ API Em API EEEE 74 En 78EAEEEEEEEEEAEE 88, AEEE

EEE 2o, EHEEAEEEAE 92 EEAEEE{ATE 92 EEAEEEEE EJEAEEEAE

)E 66 32 70 EEGEEAEEE, )‘EE‘AEEEMLEEEEE 96 ‘6 API EE EE 74

E2 78 EEULEEO EEEE 20 AW“ E EEAEEEEEEAXMWEEEWEEEE

ESE 18 EEEE‘EEEEE 96 WEEK: EEEEAEE 88 TMEBZZ):

EE ENEEEEI’JEAEWHEEEEHE EEEAEEEJEEJ: WEI/r3LEE,

EAWEEHEEE)“E X32 Y EEEMEEE} API HE EEEEEEEE:

EEAEE, EEEEI‘JE’AEFZFHAEE 68—70( EEJEEEEETIEEEBG API
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XE)EJE 74—78 E’JWEIEFEEEJE

64 EEW 1113131 5 API EEEE 74 E? 78 EEBEEEC’EE 96 WEE“: 171:9:

i111, EEIELEEflm 64 EEJEEE API EEIEFE 74E? 78 EPBGEEfii/EWE 92 LEE?

SEEM FHEEJEEPEIEEEEL 94 71E [BEEWEMAEB’JEEEE 96 finE

EEEI’JEEEEEEEEEEEE’JEEEE 96, 3113/ , Ewm 64 HIT/$13.1;

 

   
 

 

 

153 594 3F} filZ/19y'l

X, z, EZY) EEUEEEJJEELEH, JEWEL

  

EH 20 iifiiIEEEEETEE, iii)"
 

  

Cl; ‘EfiifififififiS’EE? 96 1321911] Hja‘flfiiii, EEK

1f??? EHEJE X 5J2 Y #117113? $139534] API 28?, mflfifiiiffi‘E 88 'EfiE

fifiiflJi’iEio Will], fifiEfi-fln 88 fifflfii‘zfifi‘flfifi “ELFEEFE Y EEE

£73 IEJ API EVE}? A”, Efiéfflfi {WPEZSMEEJEHF'E1EEICWEEZ€E7§WE§UEEG

 
 

API EEEEEEEUC

 
  

 

El 3A EE-éflEEEJJEE 62E, 62F in 62G ififififiEEE/EE 61 E14377

HEE— 0 EE 61 @EEEEEEE, EDEEEA 62E, 62F ED 620 2?? 

133530 figfiflj TEEB‘JEE  

  

 
 

 :EEEEEFE 70, ‘EEEMMEEWEWEFE Y, TEE/1‘

EMAEEEW'LE 94E En 94F EI’JEEEEE 96E En 96F EEHEIJLEEEEHEE
 

JEJ; YM’EEWJEHGEEE 61 EP, EBEEEEEMEEZHEJZEEEW 94E / 96E

En 94F / 96F, WEBEXEiJfififi 62 EIGEEE‘ API EEFEIZE 78 EEEEJEEE?

80° WEE—”2321312 94E En 94F EEZEEEEJEE 62 EMEEJEJE, Elsa» E1

ESE EI’JEEEZEEEEJE 70, BEEEEMEEWJ API EEJEJE 78 1313‘ EEE
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Filing ofCPA/RCE 10289-US-PCTOAResponse.pdf 6136814bacdfb8b5b89ff88e301013d010-
d074

Information: 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter 10289—US—PCTIDSItr.pdf 734(461334fh1f8r49‘91aShhSSWafa74§8d
055d

Warnings: 

Information:

 
613217

5fa93875458df9340ca9ec4370a3f2038dc6
6efc

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Form (5308) 10289-US-PCTIDS.pdf
no 6
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A U.S. Patent Number Citation ora U.S. Publication Number Citation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may remove the form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Message if
you are citing U.S. References. Ifyou chose not to include U.S. References, the image ofthe form will be processed and be made available
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or Non Patent Literature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems. 

1919961

Foreign Reference FLCN1541350A.pdf
4fdeC4/4j0'l aadebbU'l flufa/I lbf99C5ff

58

Warnings: 

Information:

1814942

{173591cf5c83884394884d871fe7528f78nf
e8f5

Wa rni ngs:

Information:

1549685

Foreign Reference F2_CN101714201A.pdf

Foreign Reference F3_CN101694688A.pdf
0658923d7d86ébl laiSSSébcba lf5f5038f

9d35

Information:

287750

Foreign Reference F4_EP1320795B2.pdf dcbb3963d6f92fab13c37bl/lf02e8b263245
7fa7

Information:

401014

Foreign Reference F5_EP2306259A2.pdf
C35839d94b09c512C7C9039C7b2ec22068b

79046

Information:

394488

Foreign Reference F6_EP1626324A2.pdf b334b2904c12f9f8836430622c0dbe1ce8d
hrfigr

Information:

468893

Foreign Reference F7_EP2284644A1.pdf 4decc3b8dddd1fifi36dbe8c259cb38bfcd98
131333

Information:

455878

Foreign Reference F8_EP2278429A1.pdf 5d0ddc4dafla643d07ad1b29ee74182834d‘
edfib‘)
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456662

af3c6d8cc8562194acd229066499cbc05831
Salk

Foreign Reference F9_EP2306260A2.pdf

Warnings:

Information: 

295884

Foreign Reference F107EP162632531.pdf 22bfc10ra4e7cc996262954126436291ad4
11814

Warnings: 

Information:

301428

a1/i 54e7e99c114fdf3c55b90b53fb7b37be
Scdfi

Warnings:

Information:

237183

Foreign Reference F11_EP1626326BI.pdf

Foreign Reference 4f704fd207291c4a71dbf6445 b1aSa94C5 ef1
603

Information:

Foreign Reference F14_HK1091665.pdf bd4838b5c916dc5d1684286584cc5d067 I

Information:

Foreign Reference F1 S_HK1091667.pdf 5L5bf18929b8f8856595d6bfb34d7c9cdc061
439

Information:

1151300

Foreign Reference F16_100573402C.pdf f3989527c6685caa43 363265 1 821120313701
21339

Information:

Non Patent Literature N1_NoticeOfAb.pdf 42865e38087a86365fc33cf4cf71a4f8a09ba
60c

Information: 

680844

Non Patent Literature N2_CN_OA10AugI 1.pdf 79068364d7806§rhr4707fih49093h 1 Wm 3
86de2
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413146

19382353ca766a70c1624f87b5ba3322348
3b7e5

Non Patent Literature N3_EESR22June11.pdf

Warnings:

Information: 

147711

Non Patent Literature
0bd086c437f9872i1db9af5fec887ad6deéa

de9

Warnings: 

Information:

128620

7eafa319f4638e91b677f50ec90e163d51d4
Sfez

Warnings:

Information:

2061 76

Non Patent Literature N5_EESR_23Feb11.PDF

Non Patent Literature N6_EP_OA13Ju|11.pdf b0e8bdf9423d0<f3a8dd 1 3efc3cce55ca30c
5f1e

Information:

182893

Non Patent Literature N7_EESR_21Dec10.PDF
18b7d640b80f‘2871db43bb(cb3053e8519 =

h77r7

Information:

203426

Non Patent Literature N8_OA_23Feb11.PDF
14280259a937e9510109iid21d4Lib1d8e85

f48f

Information:

196510

Non Patent Literature N9_OA_14Ju|11.PDF
e8163911018611343dbf15 331M07894629

6590f

Information:

414384

Non Patent Literature N10_EESR22JuI11.pdf e346338931a8e4cbda46d2869685f4bf885
01916

Information: 

181704

Non Patent Literature
IOrfl'vfi3h07d“3096189678977ma4873h96§

e71
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Information:

44539

1770d727b45155fb48f1acbn04cfl4b9c038
4e5cl

Non Patent Literature

Warnings:

Information: 

757638

Non Patent Literature N137CN70A719Oct11.pdf 36f71elefldia4c0d3e4iia8991859b6bffi4
485D

Warnings: 

Information:

546955

Gae535355d53fd8db7794c72a5b4d leaf/ie
d4839

Warnings:

Information:

Foreign Reference

Non Patent Literature

cc867344e039977e4cbb4f18e132f6e5ff631
:1

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee-info.pdf 5305c3569d6837dbcf746d1d7029f9bf7e1
8373

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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, . , PTO/SB/96 (07-09)
- ‘ I ' ' Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
a collection of information unless it displa s a valid OMB control number.

 
 Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are required to respond to

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73Ib)

Applicant/Patent Owner: RESEARCH IN MOTION LIMITED

Application No./Patent No.: 10/381,219 Filed/Issue Date: March 20. 2003

    
  
 
 

 
 

  

 
 Titledi Software code signing system and method 
 

  RESEARCH IN MOTION LIMITED ,a Corporation
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc. 
 

 

  

  
states that it is:

 
 

 

1. the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in; 

 
 

an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in

(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %); or

  3. D the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made)  the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either:

  A. An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel 014188 , Frame 0164 , or for which acopy therefore is attached.

 

  OR

B. I: A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:  
 

1. From: To: 

 The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.  

  2. From: To:

  
  

 The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

 Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.  
  3. From: To:

 
  

 The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel

 , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 
 

  [:1 Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

  El As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

  [NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. §e_e MPEP 302.08]

 

 The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.  
 November 11, 2011  
 

  

   

 

  

Signature Date

Kendrick Lo, Regn No. 54,948 Agent for the Assignee
Printed or Typed Name Title 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 use 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651 -0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995. no oersons are reouired to res-ond to a collection of information unless it dis-la s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO—s75 10/381 ,219 03/20/2003 I:I To be Mailed

APPLICATION As FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1 (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY |:| SMALL ENTITY)

(37CFR116a 'b,or C

[I SEARCH FEE37CFR1.16k, i.or m

D EXAMINATION FEE(37 CFR1.16(O). (p), or (qjl)
TOTAL CLAIMS
37 CFR1.16 i ‘

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , ,
37 CFR1.16 h‘ mmuss=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

DAPPLICATION SIZE FEE sheets of paper, the application size fee due
(37 OFF“ 16(5)) ls $250 ($125 for small entity) for each' additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 s.

I] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* lfthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

11/11/2011 AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRAAMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 cm .
1.1ei “‘11.? Minus H 109 z 3
Independent ‘ . *m

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
FEE (61$) FEE (515)

>< ea
II

AMENDMENT X

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(J))

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

AMENDMENT PAID FOR

ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
FEE ($) FEE ($)

>< a; II

Independent M
I *‘K‘k

37CFR1.16h Inus >< en
II >< 6f)

II

I] Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))AMENDMENT
OR

B FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))
TOTAL

OR ADD‘L
FEE

. . . , Legal Instrument Examiner:
** lfthe “Highest Number PreVIously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE ls less than 20, enter “20". /VIOLA ROGERS/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid Fof' IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter “3
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0" in column 3.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. including gathering.
preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

// you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
w‘ww.usplo.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

10/381,219 03/20/2003 David P Yach 555255012423 9761

894‘” 759° “”3”“ —
EXAMINER

JonesDay(R1M)-2N —
North Point AVERY, JEREMIAH L
901 Lakeside Avenue

Cleveland, OH 441 14 ART UNIT
PAPER N UMBER

243]

NOTIFIC ATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

05/13/20] 1 EIIECTROVIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated ”Notification Date" to the

following e-mail address(es):

dlpej eau ([1)jonesdaycom
portfolioproseculion @rim.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
10/381,219 YACH ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner A" Unit

JEREMIAH AVERY 2431

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 87 CFR 1. 136( a). In no event however may a reply be timely filed
after SIX() MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory perIod WIII apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the maIlIng date ofthis communicatIon.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 183).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months afterthe mailing date ofthis communication, even iftimely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1). Responsive to communication(s) filed on 02 March 2011.

2a)Xl This action is FINAL. 2b)|:l This action is non-final.

3)I:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4). Claim(s) 166-265is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above Claim(s)_ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5 El Claim s)_ is/are allowed.
661265 is/are rejected.

is/are objected to.

are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)El The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)X| The drawing(s) filed on 20 March 2003 is/are: a). accepted or b)I:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)|:| The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)E| Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a)|:l AII b)I:l Some * c)|:l None of:

1.l:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

SIZI Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) I] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(5)lMail Date._
3) D Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/OB) 5) l:l Notice °I Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mai| Date . 6)j:j Other:—
U 8. Patent and Trademark OffIce

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20110505
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Application/Control Number: 10/381 ,219 Page 2

Art Unit: 2431

DETAILED ACTION

l. Claims 166-265 have been examined.

ll. Responses to Applicant’s remarks have been given.

Response to Arguments

1. The 35 U.S.C. 101 rejection of claims 216-240 is hereby withdrawn due to the

Applicant‘s amendment to independent claim 216.

2. The 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph rejection of claims 191 and 216-240 is hereby

withdrawn

3. In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one

cannot show nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections

are based on combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re Mere/(6" 00., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir.

1986)

4. The claimed “application programming interface (API)" is disclosed within Gibbs

via column 5, lines 42-45, "an application programming interface ('API‘) for the

messaging server is added which provides access to the authenticated message server

services".

Specification

5. The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedent basis for

the claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP § 608.01 (0). Correction

of the following is required: the “computer-readable storage medium” as found within
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Application/Control Number: 10/381 ,219 Page 3

Art Unit: 2431

claims 191 and 216-240 does not possess a sufficient support or description within the

Applicant’s Specification.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere 00., 383 US. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

Claims 166-168, 170, 171, 173-193, 195, 196, 198-218, 220, 221, 223-243, 245,

246 and 248-265 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

United States Patent No. 6,795,919 to Gibbs et al., hereinafter Gibbs and further in view

of United States Patent No. 6,587,837 to Spagna et al., hereinafter Spagna.

6. Regarding claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Gibbs discloses a mobile device

(Figure 3, element 332 and Figure 4, element 452) containing software instructions

which when executed on the mobile device cause the mobile device to perform

operations for controlling access to an application platform, as well as a system, non-
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Application/Control Number: 10/381 ,219 Page 4

Art Unit: 2431

transitory computer-readable storage medium and a method for controlling access to an

application platform, comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform,

and wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a

digital signature, receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive API

(column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message serverfunctionally comprises a

digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server 316

can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and

61-66, column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system,

the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at

step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification

(column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67,

“electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132

is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines

1-7);

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature

identification of the signed software application (column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted
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digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming

unique digital signature”).

7. With regards to claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Gibbs discloses the claimed

features of an API and the interactions of software on a mobile device, as cited above.

However, Gibbs does not disclose the claimed features pertaining to a "public key".

Spagna discloses said features, as cited below.

8. Regarding claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Spagna discloses wherein the

sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key (column 16, lines

46-53, column 17, lines 2-14 and 38-46);

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the

public key associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature

of the signed software application (column 46, lines 40-58, “To validate the digital

signatures, first the Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts the Contents 631 of the

signature itself using the Public Key 661 of the signing entity included if signed");

and upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to

allow the signed software application to interact with the application platform (column

46, lines 59-67 and column 47, lines 1-13).

9. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).

10. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings
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of Gibbs so that "Content encryption keys are used by End-User Device(s) 109 to

unlock Content 113 for which they have obtained rights, typically by a purchase

transaction from and authorized Electronic Digital Content Store(s) 103.” (Spagna —

column 45, lines 13-17).

11. Regarding claims 167, 192, 217 and 242, Gibbs discloses wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does

not include a signature identification, the software is not executed (Figure 6, column 8,

lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

12. Regarding claims 168, 193, 218 and 243, Gibbs discloses wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does

not include a signature identification, the software application is denied access to the

sensitive API (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

13. Regarding claims 170, 195, 220 and 245, Gibbs discloses wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API is not executed (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65

and column 10, lines 14-30).

14. Regarding claims 171, 196, 221 and 246, Gibbs discloses wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API (Figure 6,

column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

15. Regarding claims 173, 198, 223 and 248, Gibbs discloses wherein a global

signature is associated with each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global
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signature is verified prior to allowing the signed software application to interact with the

application platform (column 5, lines 40-51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for

messaging server 308 is added which provides access to the authenticated message

server services”, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

16. Regarding claims 174, 199, 224 and 249, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine (VM) (column 6,

lines 45-60, column 7, lines 2-8, “Java applets”, column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).

17. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs does not

disclose the claim language pertaining to the “public key” and “private key” as found

within the dependent claims 175, 176, 200, 201, 225, 226, 250 and 251. Spagna

discloses this claim language, as cited below.

18. Regarding claims 175, 200, 225 and 250, Spagna discloses wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software

application; and the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of

the software application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the

digital signature to obtain a recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and

the recovered hash are the same (column 16, lines 46-53, column 17, lines 2-14 and

38-46, column 18, lines 2-11, “initials indicate which private key was used to create the

signature thus in EU is the End-User(s) digital signature”, column 36, lines 10-19 and

43-49 and column 46, lines 40-58, “To validate the digital signatures, first the

Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts the Contents 631 of the signature itself using the

Public Key 661 of the signing entity included if signed").
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19. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).

20. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings

of Gibbs so that "it is easy to calculate the digest for an input message, but it is very

difficult (computationally infeasible) to generate the input message from its digest”

(Spagna — column 17, lines 25-31).

21. Regarding claims 176, 201, 226 and 251, Spagna discloses wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of the

software application; and the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second

abridged version of the software application to obtain a generated abridged version,

applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered abridged version,

and verifying that the generated abridged version and the recovered abridged version

are the same (column 16, lines 46-53, “Public key algorithms are also used to generate

digital signatures. The private key is used for that purpose", column 17, lines 2-14, 25-

31 and 38-46, column 18, lines 2-11, “initials indicate which private key was used to

create the signature thus in EU is the End-User(s) digital signature”, column 36, lines

10-19 and 43-49 and column 46, lines 40-58, “To validate the digital signatures, first the

Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts the Contents 631 of the signature itself using the

Public Key 661 of the signing entity included if signed").

22. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).
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23. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings

of Gibbs so that "it is easy to calculate the digest for an input message, but it is very

difficult (computationally infeasible) to generate the input message from its digest”

(Spagna — column 17, lines 25-31).

24. Regarding claims 177, 202, 227 and 252, Gibbs discloses wherein the digital

signature is generated by a code signing authority and included with the software

application (column 3, lines 8-18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 18, column 5, lines

45-51 and column 8, lines 40-47).

25. Regarding claims 178, 202, 228 and 253, Gibbs discloses wherein the operations

for controlling access to the application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access

the sensitive APl (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still

type the unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10,

lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML

files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62).

26. Regarding claims 179, 203, 229 and 254, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises an operating system (column 3, lines 10-18, “an

authenticated message server functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”,

column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server 316 can run on a standard
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personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines

54-58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49-62).

[As it is known, a “user’s personal computer” such as the “laptop”

disclosed within Gibbs would contain an operating system so that a user

could utilize the particular device.]

27. Regarding claims 180, 204, 230 and 255, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein the application platform

includes mobile device hardware (column 6, lines 45—60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55

and column 10, lines 8-13).

28. Regarding claims 181, 205, 231 and 256, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a cryptographic module (column 8, lines 11-32, "MD5

function" and "SHA-1 hash function").

29. Regarding claims 182, 206, 232 and 257, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a data store (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated

message server functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-

51, “Authenticated message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and

lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-66 and column 45, lines 3-21).

30. Regarding claims 183, 207, 233 and 258, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a proprietary data model (column 10, lines 31-67,

“electronic voting or polling system” and column 11, lines 1-12).

31. Regarding claims 184, 208, 234 and 259, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises an input and output controller (column 3, lines 49-58,
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“the input to the one-way hash function” and column 8, lines 11-39, “MD5 function” and

“SHA-1 hash function”).

32. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs does not

disclose the features within claims 185, 209, 235 and 260 pertaining to "an audit trail".

Spagna discloses said "audit trail" as cited below.

33. Regarding claims 185, 209, 235 and 260, Spagna discloses wherein the digital

signature provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API (column 14, lines 20-34, “obtain an audit trail of

electronic delivery to their customers”).

34. The motivation to combine would be to have a record of “all transactions that

relate to the sale and/or permitted use of the Content 113 encrypted in a SC” (Spagna —

column 14, lines 2—5).

35. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings

of Gibbs to detect if “information in a SC has been compromised or does not comply

with the Content usage conditions” (Spagna — column 14, lines 27-32).

36. Regarding claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, Gibbs discloses and wherein the digital

signature associated with the problematic software application is revocable (column 10,

lines 63-67, “One response is to completely disregard the failed unique digital signature

132 and voting responses and delete them from the unique digital signature system

400").
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37. With regards to claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, though Gibbs discloses the

revoking of a digital signature within said claims, Gibbs does not disclose the claimed

feature of “wherein a problematic software application is identified using the audit trail”.

Spagna discloses said feature, as cited below.

38. Regarding claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, Spagna discloses wherein a

problematic software application is identified using the audit trail (column 14, lines 20-

34, “obtain an audit trail of electronic delivery to their customers”).

39. The motivation and obviousness to combine for claims 186, 210, 236 and 261

are the same as applied to claims 185, 209, 235 and 260.

40. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs does not

disclose a “revocation list” as found within claims 187, 211, 237 and 262. Spagna

discloses said “revocation list”, as cited below.

41. Regarding claims 187, 211, 237 and 262, Spagna discloses wherein the digital

signature associated with the problematic software application is revoked, and wherein

the revoked digital signature is added to a signature revocation list (column 40, lines 24-

38).

42. The motivation to combine would be “to insure that the SC(s) is in fact valid and

the data it contains has not been corrupted in any way” (Spagna — column 46, lines 36-

38).

43. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings
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of Gibbs to detect if “information in a SC has been compromised or does not comply

with the Content usage conditions” (Spagna — column 14, lines 27-32).

44. Regarding claims 188, 212, 238 and 263, Gibbs discloses wherein the

authenticity of the digital signature is first verified each time the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application platform

(Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

45. Regarding claims 189, 213, 239 and 264, Gibbs discloses wherein the digital

signature and the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type (column 6,

lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-13).

46. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs does not

disclose the “public key repository” claimed within dependent claims 190, 214, 240 and

265. Spagna discloses said "public key repository", as cited below.

47. Regarding claims 190, 214, 240 and 265, Spagna discloses wherein associating

the sensitive API with the public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key

repository (column 45, lines 3-21, “Clearinghouse(s) 105 is responsible for the rights

management functions of the Secure Digital Content Electronic Distribution System 100.

Clearinghouse(s) 105 functions include...distribution of Content encryption keys”).

48. The motivation to combine would be to have storage means for necessary keys

for subsequent usage upon request.

49. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the teachings

of Gibbs so that "Content encryption keys are used by End-User Device(s) 109 to
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unlock Content 113 for which they have obtained rights, typically by a purchase

transaction from and authorized Electronic Digital Content Store(s) 103.” (Spagna —

column 45, lines 13—17).

50. Claims 169, 172, 194, 197, 219, 222, 244 and 247 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Gibbs and Spagna as applied to independent

claims 166, 191, 216 and 241 above, and further in view of United States Patent No.

6,697,948 to Rabin et al., hereinafter Rabin.

51. Gibbs and Spagna disclose the claimed features of the independent claims, as

cited above. However, they do not disclose the claimed features within claims 169, 172,

194, 197, 219, 222, 244 and 247 pertaining to the purging of "the software application

from the mobile device. Rabin discloses said features, as cited below.

52. Regarding claims 169, 194, 219 and 244, Rabin discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination

that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a

signature identification, the application execution manager purges the software

application from the mobile device (column 16, lines 17-32, “software vendor transfers

the infringing instance of software to a guardian center so that usage supervision can be

implemented to detect attempted uses of the infringing instance of software” and

column 42, lines 13-23, “if use is to be denied, this condition is indicated by the term

‘GC_DISABLED’. 'INSTALLED’ followed by ‘REMOVED’ status terms indicate that a tag

TAG_INST_SWn for an instance of software 111-114 was formerly installed on the user

device 104 but is no longer installed and consequently is not usable”).
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53. The motivation to combine would be to provide “an infringing software detection

mechanism that detects an infringing instance of software that is infringing intellectual

property rights” (Rabin — column 16, lines 26-32).

54. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Rabin within the teachings

of Gibbs and Spagna to ensure that only authorized software is being utilized by the

devices upon which said software has been installed; otherwise ”punitive action is taken

by the supervising program in the device" (Rabin — column 16, lines 47-49).

55. Regarding claims 172, 197, 222 and 247, Rabin discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination

that the digital signature is not authenticated, the application execution manager purges

the software application requesting access to the sensitive API from the mobile device

(column 16, lines 17-32, “software vendor transfers the infringing instance of software to

a guardian center so that usage supervision can be implemented to detect attempted

uses of the infringing instance of software” and column 42, lines 13-23, “if use is to be

denied, this condition is indicated by the term ‘GC_DISABLED’. 'INSTALLED’ followed

by ‘REMOVED’ status terms indicate that a tag TAG_INST_SWn for an instance of

software 111-114 was formerly installed on the user device 104 but is no longer

installed and consequently is not usable").

56. The claim language within claims 172, 197, 222 and 247 is analogous to the

claim language set forth within claims 169, 194, 219 and 244; thus the motivation and
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obviousness to combine for claims 169, 194, 219 and 244 also pertain to claims 172,

197, 222 and 247.

Conclusion

57. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

58. A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the TH REE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

59. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

60. The following United States Patents are cited to further show the state of the art

with regards to software interactions on a device and the protection of the software and

device, such as:

United States Patent No. 6,574,609 to Downs et al., which is cited to show a

secure electronic content management system.

United States Patent No. 6,324,650 to Ogilvie which is cited to show message

content protection and conditional disclosure.
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United States Patent No. 6,795,923 to Stern et al., which is cited to show a

mechanism for embedding network based control systems in a local network

interface device.

United States Patent No. 6,233,683 to Chan et al., which is cited to show a

system and method for a multi-application smart card which can facilitate a post-

issuance download of an application onto the smart card.

United States Patent No. 6,390,374 to Carper et al., which is cited to show a

system and method for installing/de-installing an application on a smart card.

United States Patent No. 6,374,357 to Mohammed et al., which is cited to show a

system and method for regulating a network service provider's ability to host

distributed applications in a distributed processing environment.

United States Patent No. 6,345,256 to Milsted et al., which is cited to show an

automated method and apparatus to package digital content for electronic

distribution using the identity of the source content.

United States Patent No. 6,212,636 to Boyle et al., which is cited to show a

method for establishing trust in a computer network via association.

United States Patent No. 6,748,541 to Margalit et al., which is cited to show a

user-computer interaction method for use by a population of flexibly connectable

computer systems.

61. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JEREMIAH AVERY whose telephone number is
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(571 )272—8627. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru Friday 8:30am-

5pm.

62. If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Nathan Flynn can be reached on (571) 272-1915. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

63. Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/Jeremiah Avery/

Examiner, Art Unit 2431
/NATHAN FLYNN/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2468
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the application of : David P. Yaeh; Michael S. Brown; Herbert A. Little

lnternat'l. Appl’n. No. : PCT/'CAOlz’01344

lntemat’l. Filing Date : 09/20/2001

US. Serial No. : 10/381,219

U.S. Filing Date : 03/20/2003

Title : Software Code Signing System And Method

Art Unit : 2431

Examiner : .1. Avery

Docket No. : 555255-012423

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSIVE AMENDMENT

Sir:

In response to the non~final Office Action dated September 2, 2010, please amend the

above-identified application as follows and consider the remarks herein.
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Amendments to the claims:

This listing of claims replaces all prior versions and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

l~l65. (Cancelled).

166. (Currently Amended) A mobile device containing software instructions which when

executed on the mobile device cause the mobile device to perform operations for controlling

access to an application platform, the operations comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each AM can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature, wherein the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive APly—wherein—t-he

 

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.
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167. (Previousiy Presented) The mobile device of ciaim 166, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is not executed.

168. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

169. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive APT does not include a signature identification, the

application execution manager purges the software application from the mobile device.

170. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is not executed.

171. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API.

172. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the digital

signature is not authenticated, the application execution manager purges the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API from the mobile device.

173. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein a global signature

is associated with each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior

to allowing the signed software application to interact with the application platform.
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174. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine (VM).

175. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

176. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of the software

application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

177. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital

signature is generated by a code signing authority and included with the software application.

178. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the operations for

controlling access to the application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

179. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform comprises an operating system.

180. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform is on the mobile device, and wherein the application platform includes mobile device

hardware.
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181. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform comprises a cryptographic module.

182. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform comprises a data store.

183. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform comprises a proprietary data model.

184. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application

platform comprises an input and output controller.

185. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital

signature provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API.

186. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 185, wherein a problematic

software application is identified using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature

associated with the problematic software application is revocable.

187. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 186, wherein the digital

signature associated with the problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the

revoked digital signature is added to a signature revocation list.

188. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the authenticity of

the digital signature is first verified each time the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application platform.

189. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital

signature and the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type.
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190. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein associating the

sensitive API with the public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.

191. (Currently Amended) A system for controlling access to an application platform,

comprising:

one or more processors;

one or more computer-readable storage mediums containing software instructions

executable on the one or more processors to cause the one or more processors to perform

operations including:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APIS), wherein each AM can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive APl accessible upon verification of a digital

signature, wherein the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive APlrwherein-the

 

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive APl corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive APl

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.
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192. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive APl does not

include a signature identification, the software application is not executed.

193. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

194. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the application

execution manager purges the software application from the mobile device.

195. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191 , wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is not executed.

196. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API.

197. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not

authenticated, the application execution manager purges the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API from the mobile device.

198. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein a global signature is

associated with each of the plurality ofAPIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior to

allowing the signed software application to interact with the application platform.
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199. (Previously Presented) The system of ciaim 191, wherein the application execution

manager is implemented by a virtual machine (VM).

200. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature is

generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hashi applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

201. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature is

generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

202. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, further comprising:

a code signing authority, wherein the code signing authority determines whether the

software application should be given access to a sensitive API, and based upon a determination

that the software application should be given access to a sensitive API, the code signing authority

accepts the software application and generates a digital signature that is included with the

software application.

203. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the operations performed

by the one or more processors further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

204. (Previously Presented) The system ofclaim 191, wherein the application platform

comprises an operating system.
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205. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191. wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein the application platform includes mobile device hardware.

206. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191 . wherein the application platform

comprises a cryptographic module.

207. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform

comprises a data store.

208. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform

comprises a proprietary data model.

209. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform

comprises an input and output controller.

210. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature

provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API.

211. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 210, wherein a problematic software

application is identified using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature associated with the

problematic software application is revocable.

212. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 211, wherein the digital signature

associated with the problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the revoked digital

signature is added to a signature revocation list.

213. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the authenticity of the

digital signature is first verified each time the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application platform.
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214. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature and

the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type.

215. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 191 , wherein associating the sensitive

API with the public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.

216. (Currently Amended) A non—transitory computer-readable storage medium encoded with

instructions that when executed on one or more processors within a computer system perform a

method for controlling access to an application platform, the method comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification ofa digital

signature, wherein the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive API—wherernthe,' '

.. H' . 1.} . .3 l ”.1 ;

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

217. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein based upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the software application is not executed.

- 10 -
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218. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein based upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the software application is denied

access to the sensitive API.

219. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination

that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature

identification, the application execution manager purges the software application from the

mobile device.

220. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is not executed.

221. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API.

222. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination

that the digital signature is not authenticated, the application execution manager purges the

software application requesting access to the sensitive API from the mobile device.

223. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein a global signature is associated with each of the plurality of APls; and wherein the

global signature is verified prior to allowing the signed software application to interact with the

application platform.

224. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine WM).

- 11 _
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225. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software

application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

226. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of

the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

227. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the digital signature is generated by a code signing authority and included with the

software application.

228. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

further comprising:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

229. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform comprises an operating system.

230. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform is on a mobile device, and wherein the application platform

includes mobile device hardware.
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231. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform comprises a cryptographic module.

232. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform comprises a data store.

233. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform comprises a proprietary data model.

234. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the application platform comprises an input and output controller.

235. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the digital signature provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API.

236. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 235,

wherein a problematic software application is identified using the audit trail, and wherein the

digital signature associated with the problematic software application is revocable.

237. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 236,

wherein the digital signature associated with the problematic software application is revoked,

and wherein the revoked digital signature is added to a signature revocation list.

238. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the authenticity of the digital signature is first verified each time the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application

platform.

_ 13 -
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239. (Previously Presented) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein the digital signature and the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type.

240. (Previously Presented) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216,

wherein associating the sensitive API with the public key includes obtaining the public key from

a public key repository.

241. (Currently Amended) A method for controlling access to an application platform,

comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APIs), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature, wherein the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;
 

receiving, using one or more processors, a software application requesting access to a

 
using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

- 14 _
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242. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive APT does not

include a signature identification, the software application is not executed.

243. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

244. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the application

execution manager purges the software application from the mobile device.

245. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is not executed.

246. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 241, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API.

247. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not

authenticated, the application execution manager purges the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API from the mobile device.

248. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein a global signature is

associated with each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior to

allowing the signed software application to interact with the application platform.
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249. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application

execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine (Vivi).

250. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the digital signature is

generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

251. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the digital signature is

generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

252. (Previously Presented) The method ofclaim 241, further comprising:

determining by a code signing authority, whether the software application should be

given access to a sensitive API, wherein based upon a determination that the software application

should be given access to a sensitive API, the code signing authority accepts the software

application and generates a digital signature that is included with the software application.

253. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the operations for

controlling access to the application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

254. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

comprises an operating system.
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255. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

is on a mobile device, and wherein the application platform includes mobile device hardware.

256. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24L wherein the application platform

comprises a cryptographic module.

257. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

comprises a data store.

258. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform

comprises a proprietary data model.

259. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241 , wherein the application platform

comprises an input and output controller.

260. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 24], wherein the digital signature

provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API.

261. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 260, wherein a problematic software

application is identified using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature associated with the

problematic software application is revocable.

262. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 261, wherein the digital signature

associated with the problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the revoked digital

signature is added to a signature revocation list.

263. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the authenticity of the

digital signature is first verified each time the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application platform.
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264. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein the digitai signature and

the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type.

265. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 241, wherein associating the sensitive

API with the public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.
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REMARKS

This paper responds to the non—final Office Action dated September 2, 2010. Claims

166-265 are pending and stand rejected. Claims 166, 191, 216, and 241 are amended. The

amendments have support throughout the specification, including at Fig. 4 and the corresponding

description at paragraphs [0039j—[0041]. Assignee respectfully traverses the rejections.

Reconsideration of the application is respectfully requested in light of the amendments and

remarks herein.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC. § 112

Claims 191 and 216-240 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, as failing to

comply with the written description requirement. Specifically, the Office asserts that the claimed

“computer-readable storage medium” does not possess sufficient support within the

specification. Support for “computer-readable storage medium” can be found throughout the

specification, including at Fig. 6 in which flash memory 624 can be used to store the software

and APIs as described in paragraph [0054]. It is respectfully requested that the § 112 rejections

of these claims be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections — 35 U.S.C. § 101

Claims 216—240 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101 as being directed to non—statutory

subject matter. Independent claim 216 is amended to recite “a non-transitogy computer readable

storage medium.” In light of the amendment, it is respectfully requested that the § 101 rejections

of these claims be withdrawn.

Claim Rejections — 35 U.S. C. 53 I03

Claims 166-168, 170, 171, 173-193, 195, 196, 198-218, 220, 221, 223-243, 245, 246 and

248—265 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as allegedly unpatentable over US. Patent No.

6,795,919 to Gibbs et al., and further in View of US. Patent No. 6,5 87,837 to Spagna et al.

Claims 169, 172, 194, 197, 219, 222, 244 and 247 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

allegedly unpatentable over Gibbs and Spagna, and further in View of U.S. Patent No. 6,697,948

to Rabin et a1.
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Amended claim 166 recites that the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier

and a public kev. However, Gibbs and Spagna do not disclose such a sensitive APl. Only one

sentence of Gibbs mentions an API:

The interconnection or coupling mechanism between the various

connectors on the devices of the unique digital signature system 300 is

preferably a fiber optic network cable, but it can also be a twisted pair, or
a wireless interconnection. According to one embodiment, server 308 is a

Sun Microsystems SPARCTM system running electronic message software
such as Oracle Corporation’s InterOfficeTM messaging server. Router 312
is a commercially available internet router such as a Cisco Systems 7500
Series router. Authenticated message server 316 can run on a standard

personal computer, such as an Intel PentiumTM based microprocessor
system. However, authenticated message server 316 is alternatively part of
the software component stack added to server 308. In such an

embodiment, an application programming interface ("API")for the
messaging server 308 is added which provides access to the

authenticated message server services. Authenticated message server

services include generating and authenticating unique digital signatures as

described herein. The unique digital signature system 300 can be highly
distributed, wherein incoming and outgoing messages are handled by

separate servers or computer systems on an interconnected network (cg. a

LAN). col. 5, lines 29-51. (emphasis added)

Gibbs merely teaches that an API can be included for the messaging server to provide

access to the messaging server services. Gibbs never discloses a sensitive API that is associated

with a signature identifier and a public key. Spagna does not make up for Gibbs” deficiency.

The portion of Spagna cited by the examiner provides:

To secure the transmission of a confidential message using a public key
algorithm, one must use the recipient's public key to encrypt the message.
Only the recipient, who has the associated private key, can decrypt the

message. Public key algorithms are also used to generate digital

signatures. The private key is used for that purpose. The following section
provides information on digital signatures. col. 16, lines 46-53.

This portion of Spagna merely discloses using a public key algorithm for encryption and

digital signature. Spagna does not disclose any sensitive API associated with a signature

identifier and a public key either.

Further, claim 166 recites deterrninl ingl whether the software application is sigped,

wherein a signed software application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature

identification. The Office cites to Gibbs as disclosing this feature. However, Gibbs does not
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disclose a determination of whether a software application is signed. The unique digital

signature of Gibbs is associated with a message (rag. , Gibbs at FIG. 3 and col. 5, lines 45-51), a

user (cg. , an e-commerce user as described at Gibbs col. 6, lines 51-60, an electronic voter or

polling system participant as described at Gibbs col. 10, lines 31—67 and col. 11, lines L7), and a

request for a service (eg. , send media to a remote user as described at Gibbs col. 7, lines 34—42).

Nowhere does Gibbs disclose a signed software application, as recited in claim 166. Because

Gibbs does not disclose a signed software application, it cannot disclose determining whether a

software application is signed. Further, Gibbs cannot disclose the following step of: “based upon

a determination that the software application is signed: determine whether the signature identifier

of the sensitive APl corregponds to the signature identification of the Sigied software

application,” because that step relies on a signed software application.

Additionally, claim 166 recites “A mobile device” as performing the operations ofclaim

166. In contrast, Gibbs discloses operations occurring within a client—server environment, such

as shown in figures 3 or 4 of Gibbs. Because Claim 166 recites a mobile device as performing

the operations, other entities such as the authentication server of Gibbs do not execute the

operations of claim 166.

Because the cited references, singly or in combination, do not disclose the above—

discussed limitations of Claim 166, it is respectfully requested that the § 103 rejection of claim

166 be withdrawn.

Other independent claims 191, 216, and 241 are amended to recite similar subject matter

as claim 166. Thus, these independent claims are allowable for at least the reasons set forth

above with respect to claim 166. In addition, it is noted that the assignee has not provided

arguments with respect to certain of the dependent claims in the instant application. This is done

without prejudice to the assignee’s right to present arguments regarding any of the dependent

claims at any point in the future. Further, because each of the dependent claims in the instant

application depends from a base claim that is itself allowable, the dependent claims are allowable

for at least the reasons set forth with respect to the base claims.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, assignee respectfully submits that the pending claims are

allowable. Therefore, the examiner is respectfully requested to pass this case to issuance.

Respectfully submitted,

March 2,2011 By: WM Wins
Matthew W. Johnson

Reg. No. 59,108
JONES DAY

North Point

901 Lakeside Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio 44114

(412) 394—9524
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5)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are allowed.

6). Claim(s) 166-265 is/are rejected.

7)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are objected to.

8)I:I Claim(s)_are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

IOIX The drawing(s) filed on 20 March 2003 is/are: a)IZI accepted or b)|:| objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)XI Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)|:| Some * c)I:I None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.. Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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DETAILED ACTION

I. Claims 57-165 have been cancelled.

ll. Claims 166-265 have been added.

lll. Claims 166—265 have been examined.

IV. Responses to Applicant’s remarks have been given.

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the

fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection.

Since this application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114,

and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the

previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114.

Applicant's submission filed on 03/22/10 has been entered.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments fail to comply with 37 CFR 1.1 1 1 (b) because they

amount to a general allegation that the claims define a patentable invention

without specifically pointing out how the language of the claims patentably

distinguishes them from the references. Further, new grounds of rejection are

set forth below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and
process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make
and use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying
out his invention.
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3. Claims 191 and 216—240 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement. The

claim(s) contains subject matter which was not described in the specification in

such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the

inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had possession of the claimed

invention. The claimed “computer-readable storage medium” does not possess

sufficient support within the Applicant’s Specification. There are no examples or

definitions provided regarding what the claimed “computer-readable storage

medium" is pertaining to.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

4. Claims 216—240 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed

invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter. The claimed “computer-

readable storage medium” is not properly defined to encompass solely statutory

subject matter. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.
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The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1,

148 USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for

determining obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at
issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

Claims 166-168, 170, 171, 173-193, 195, 196, 198-218, 220, 221, 223-

243, 245, 246 and 248-265 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over United States Patent No. 6,795,919 to Gibbs et al., hereinafter

Gibbs and further in view of United States Patent No. 6,587,837 to Spagna et al.,

hereinafter Spagna.

5. Regarding claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Gibbs discloses a mobile device

(Figure 3, element 332 and Figure 4, element 452) containing software

instructions which when executed on the mobile device cause the mobile device

to perform operations for controlling access to an application platform, as well as

a system, computer-readable storage medium and a method for controlling

access to an application platform, comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each API

can be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application

platform, and wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible

upon verification of a digital signature (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated

message server functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5,
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lines 29—51, “Authenticated message server 316 can run on a standard personal

computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-66, column 10, lines 31-

67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital

signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704”

and column 11, lines 1-7);

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed

software application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature

identification (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10,

lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique

digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at

step 704” and column 11, lines 1—7);

based upon a determination that the software application is signed,

determine whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the

signature identification of the signed software application (column 9, lines 36—58,

“an adapted digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital

signature in the incoming unique digital signature”).

6. With regards to claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Gibbs discloses the

claimed features of an API and the interactions of software on a mobile device,

as cited above. However, Gibbs does not disclose the claimed features

pertaining to a "public key". Spagna discloses said features, as cited below.

7. Regarding claims 166, 191, 216 and 241, Spagna discloses receiving a

software application requesting access to a sensitive API, wherein the sensitive
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API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key (column 16, lines

46-53, column 17, lines 2-14 and 38-46);

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use

the public key associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital

signature of the signed software application (column 46, lines 40-58, “To validate

the digital signatures, first the Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts the Contents

631 of the signature itself using the Public Key 661 of the signing entity included

if signed"); and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to

allow the signed software application to interact with the application platform

(column 46, lines 59—67 and column 47, lines 1—13).

8. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).

9. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the

teachings of Gibbs so that "Content encryption keys are used by End-User

Device(s) 109 to unlock Content 113 for which they have obtained rights,

typically by a purchase transaction from and authorized Electronic Digital Content

Store(s) 103.” (Spagna — column 45, lines 13-17).

10. Regarding claims 167, 192, 217 and 242, Gibbs discloses wherein based

upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the
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sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the software is not

executed (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

11. Regarding claims 168, 193, 218 and 243, Gibbs discloses wherein based

upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the software application

is denied access to the sensitive API (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and

column 10, lines 14-30).

12. Regarding claims 170, 195, 220 and 245, Gibbs discloses wherein based

upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is not executed (Figure 6,

column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

13. Regarding claims 171, 196, 221 and 246, Gibbs discloses wherein based

upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is denied access to the

sensitive API (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56—65 and column 10, lines 14—30).

14. Regarding claims 173, 198, 223 and 248, Gibbs discloses wherein a

global signature is associated with each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the

global signature is verified prior to allowing the signed software application to

interact with the application platform (column 5, lines 40-51, “an application

server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is added which provides access

to the authenticated message server services", column 8, lines 56-65 and column

10, lines 14-30).
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15. Regarding claims 174, 199, 224 and 249, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine (VM)

(column 6, lines 45-60, column 7, lines 2-8, “Java applets”, column 10, lines 14-

30 and 35—45).

16. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs

does not disclose the claim language pertaining to the “public key” and “private

key” as found within the dependent claims 175, 176, 200, 201, 225, 226, 250 and

251. Spagna discloses this claim language, as cited below.

17. Regarding claims 175, 200, 225 and 250, Spagna discloses wherein the

digital signature is generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the

software application; and the digital signature is authenticated by generating a

second hash of the software application to obtain a generated hash, applying the

public key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash, and verifying that

the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same (column 16, lines 46-

53, column 17, lines 2—14 and 38—46, column 18, lines 2—1 1, “initials indicate

which private key was used to create the signature thus in EU is the End-User(s)

digital signature”, column 36, lines 10—19 and 43-49 and column 46, lines 40-58,

“To validate the digital signatures, first the Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts

the Contents 631 of the signature itself using the Public Key 661 of the signing

entity included if signed").

18. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).
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19. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the

teachings of Gibbs so that "it is easy to calculate the digest for an input message,

but it is very difficult (computationally infeasible) to generate the input message

from its digest” (Spagna — column 17, lines 25-31).

20. Regarding claims 176, 201, 226 and 251, Spagna discloses wherein the

digital signature is generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version

of the software application; and the digital signature is authenticated by

generating a second abridged version of the software application to obtain a

generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital signature to

obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same (column 16, lines 46—

53, “Public key algorithms are also used to generate digital signatures. The

private key is used for that purpose", column 17, lines 2-14, 25-31 and 38-46,

column 18, lines 2—1 1, “initials indicate which private key was used to create the

signature thus in EU is the End-User(s) digital signature”, column 36, lines 10-19

and 43-49 and column 46, lines 40-58, “To validate the digital signatures, first the

Clearinghouse(s) 105 and decrypts the Contents 631 of the signature itself using

the Public Key 661 of the signing entity included if signed").

21. The motivation to combine would be that “the issuer of SC(s) protects the

integrity of SC(s) by digitally signing it" (Spagna - column 17, lines 1-14).

22. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the
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teachings of Gibbs so that "it is easy to calculate the digest for an input message,

but it is very difficult (computationally infeasible) to generate the input message

from its digest” (Spagna — column 17, lines 25-31).

23. Regarding claims 177, 202, 227 and 252, Gibbs discloses wherein the

digital signature is generated by a code signing authority and included with the

software application (column 3, lines 8-18, 25—40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-8,

column 5, lines 45—51 and column 8, lines 40—47).

24. Regarding claims 178, 202, 228 and 253, Gibbs discloses wherein the

operations for controlling access to the application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to

access the sensitive API (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character ASCII set is

used since remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone

systems can still type the unique digital signature without special software (or

hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java

applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM

file” and lines 49-62).

25. Regarding claims 179, 203, 229 and 254, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises an operating system (column 3, lines 10-18, “an

authenticated message server functionally comprises a digital service engine

120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server 316 can run on a

standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-66,

column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49-62).
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[As it is known, a “user’s personal computer” such as the “laptop”

disclosed within Gibbs would contain an operating system so that a

user could utilize the particular device.]

26. Regarding claims 180, 204, 230 and 255, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein the application platform

includes mobile device hardware (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines

48—55 and column 10, lines 8—13).

27. Regarding claims 181, 205, 231 and 256, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a cryptographic module (column 8, lines 11-32,

"MD5 function" and "SHA-1 hash function").

28. Regarding claims 182, 206, 232 and 257, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a data store (column 3, lines 10—18, “an

authenticated message server functionally comprises a digital service engine

120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server 316 can run on a

standard personal computer" and lines 60—65, column 6, lines 30—39 and 61—66

and column 45, lines 3-21).

29. Regarding claims 183, 207, 233 and 258, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises a proprietary data model (column 10, lines 31-67,

“electronic voting or polling system” and column 11, lines 1-12).

30. Regarding claims 184, 208, 234 and 259, Gibbs discloses wherein the

application platform comprises an input and output controller (column 3, lines 49-

58, “the input to the one-way hash function” and column 8, lines 11-39, “MD5

function" and “SHA-1 hash function”).
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31. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs

does not disclose the features within claims 185, 209, 235 and 260 pertaining to

"an audit trail". Spagna discloses said "audit trail" as cited below.

32. Regarding claims 185, 209, 235 and 260, Spagna discloses wherein the

digital signature provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API (column 14, lines 20-34,

“obtain an audit trail of electronic delivery to their customers”).

33. The motivation to combine would be to have a record of “all transactions

that relate to the sale and/or permitted use of the Content 113 encrypted in a SC”

(Spagna — column 14, lines 2-5).

34. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the

teachings of Gibbs to detect if “information in a SC has been compromised or

does not comply with the Content usage conditions" (Spagna — column 14, lines

27—32).

35. Regarding claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, Gibbs discloses and wherein the

digital signature associated with the problematic software application is revocable

(column 10, lines 63—67, “One response is to completely disregard the failed

unique digital signature 132 and voting responses and delete them from the

unique digital signature system 400”).

36. With regards to claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, though Gibbs discloses the

revoking of a digital signature within said claims, Gibbs does not disclose the
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claimed feature of “wherein a problematic software application is identified using

the audit trail”. Spagna discloses said feature, as cited below.

37. Regarding claims 186, 210, 236 and 261, Spagna discloses wherein a

problematic software application is identified using the audit trail (column 14,

lines 20-34, “obtain an audit trail of electronic delivery to their customers”).

38. The motivation and obviousness to combine for claims 186, 210, 236 and

261 are the same as applied to claims 185, 209, 235 and 260.

39. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs

does not disclose a “revocation list” as found within claims 187, 211, 237 and

262. Spagna discloses said “revocation list”, as cited below.

40. Regarding claims 187, 211, 237 and 262, Spagna discloses wherein the

digital signature associated with the problematic software application is revoked,

and wherein the revoked digital signature is added to a signature revocation list

(column 40, lines 24-38).

41. The motivation to combine would be “to insure that the SC(s) is in fact

valid and the data it contains has not been corrupted in any way” (Spagna —

column 46, lines 36-38).

42. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the

teachings of Gibbs to detect if “information in a SC has been compromised or

does not comply with the Content usage conditions" (Spagna — column 14, lines

27-32).
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43. Regarding claims 188, 212, 238 and 263, Gibbs discloses wherein the

authenticity of the digital signature is first verified each time the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API is allowed to interact with the

application platform (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56—65 and column 10, lines 14—30).

44. Regarding claims 189, 213, 239 and 264, Gibbs discloses wherein the

digital signature and the signature identification correspond to a mobile device

type (column 6, lines 45—60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48—55 and column 10, lines

8-13).

45. Gibbs discloses the claimed invention, as cited above. However, Gibbs

does not disclose the “public key repository” claimed within dependent claims

190, 214, 240 and 265. Spagna discloses said "public key repository", as cited

below.

46. Regarding claims 190, 214, 240 and 265, Spagna discloses wherein

associating the sensitive API with the public key includes obtaining the public key

from a public key repository (column 45, lines 3—21, “Clearinghouse(s) 105 is

responsible for the rights management functions of the Secure Digital Content

Electronic Distribution System 100. Clearinghouse(s) 105 functions

include...distribution of Content encryption keys”).

47. The motivation to combine would be to have storage means for necessary

keys for subsequent usage upon request.

48. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Spagna with the

teachings of Gibbs so that "Content encryption keys are used by End—User
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Device(s) 109 to unlock Content 113 for which they have obtained rights,

typically by a purchase transaction from and authorized Electronic Digital Content

Store(s) 103.” (Spagna — column 45, lines 13-17).

49. Claims 169, 172, 194, 197,219, 222, 244 and 247 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Gibbs and Spagna as applied to

independent claims 166, 191, 216 and 241 above, and further in view of United

States Patent No. 6,697,948 to Rabin et al., hereinafter Rabin.

50. Gibbs and Spagna disclose the claimed features of the independent

claims, as cited above. However, they do not disclose the claimed features

within claims 169, 172, 194, 197, 219, 222, 244 and 247 pertaining to the purging

of "the software application from the mobile device. Rabin discloses said

features, as cited below.

51. Regarding claims 169, 194, 219 and 244, Rabin discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API

does not include a signature identification, the application execution manager

purges the software application from the mobile device (column 16, lines 17-32,

“software vendor transfers the infringing instance of software to a guardian center

so that usage supervision can be implemented to detect attempted uses of the

infringing instance of software” and column 42, lines 13-23, “if use is to be

denied, this condition is indicated by the term ‘GC_DISABLED’. 'INSTALLED’

followed by ‘REMOVED’ status terms indicate that a tag TAG_|NST_SWn for an
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instance of software 111-114 was formerly installed on the user device 104 but is

no longer installed and consequently is not usable”).

52. The motivation to combine would be to provide “an infringing software

detection mechanism that detects an infringing instance of software that is

infringing intellectual property rights” (Rabin — column 16, lines 26-32).

53. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate the teachings of Rabin within the

teachings of Gibbs and Spagna to ensure that only authorized software is being

utilized by the devices upon which said software has been installed; otherwise

"punitive action is taken by the supervising program in the device" (Rabin -

column 16, lines 47-49).

54. Regarding claims 172, 197, 222 and 247, Rabin discloses wherein the

application platform is on the mobile device, and wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the application

execution manager purges the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API from the mobile device (column 16, lines 17-32, “software vendor

transfers the infringing instance of software to a guardian center so that usage

supervision can be implemented to detect attempted uses of the infringing

instance of software” and column 42, lines 13-23, “if use is to be denied, this

condition is indicated by the term ‘GC_DISABLED’. 'INSTALLED’ followed by

‘REMOVED’ status terms indicate that a tag TAG_|NST_SWn for an instance of

software 111-114 was formerly installed on the user device 104 but is no longer

installed and consequently is not usable").
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55. The claim language within claims 172, 197, 222 and 247 is analogous to

the claim language set forth within claims 169, 194, 219 and 244; thus the

motivation and obviousness to combine for claims 169, 194, 219 and 244 also

pertain to claims 172, 197, 222 and 247.

Conclusion

56. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

57. The following United States Patents are cited to further show the state of

the art with regards to software interactions on a device and the protection of the

software and device, such as:

United States Patent No. 6,574,609 to Downs et al., which is cited to show

a secure electronic content management system.

United States Patent No. 6,324,650 to Ogilvie which is cited to show

message content protection and conditional disclosure.

United States Patent No. 6,795,923 to Stern et al., which is cited to show

a mechanism for embedding network based control systems in a local

network interface device.

United States Patent No. 6,233,683 to Chan et al., which is cited to show

a system and method for a multi-application smart card which can

facilitate a post-issuance download of an application onto the smart card.

United States Patent No. 6,390,374 to Carper et al., which is cited to show

a system and method for installing/de-installing an application on a smart

card.
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United States Patent No. 6,374,357 to Mohammed et al., which is cited to

show a system and method for regulating a network service provider's

ability to host distributed applications in a distributed processing

environment.

United States Patent No. 6,345,256 to Milsted et al., which is cited to show

an automated method and apparatus to package digital content for

electronic distribution using the identity of the source content.

58. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to JEREMIAH AVERY whose telephone number

is (571 )272—8627. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru

Friday 8:30am-5pm.

59. If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner’s supervisor, William Korzuch can be reached on (571) 272-7589. The

fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571—273—8300.
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60. Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service

Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-

9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272-1 000.

/Jeremiah Avery/

Examiner, Art Unit 2431

/Syed Zia/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2431
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enial) same (digital near

ear signature)) and
@ad<"20000921"

@prad<"20000921")

digital near signature)

@prad<"20000921")
 
                   
 
  
 

   

 

1

L12

L11

mammw
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1 1 :33
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EAST Search History

PGPUB;
USPAT

denial) same (digital near

signature)) and ((eras$ or purg

$ or delet$ or expung$ or
eliminat$ or eradicat$ or clear

$5 or remov$5 or revok$ or

11:37

11:38

“ 266éfoé‘fé‘c‘““W

“ 266éfcé‘fé‘c‘“WW

   
PGPUB;
USPAT

US—

PGPUB;
USPAT

PGPUB,
USPAT

US

PGPUB;
USPAT

PGPUB;
s USPAT

PGPUB,
USPAT

  
§US

 t~§t~§§§§~§§R§§§§§eiiixiii~ilk:t{‘3§§~§§§R§§§§§§§~§§~bikixiii.R~§§R~‘11:§§~t11:1:t~§t§§i§§t§§ v‘c_ww.wc»_\“»»“»_w. ‘KHK. ‘\.‘\.u\. \.-\. ‘._\\. My \. ‘\.‘\.u\. \.u\. ‘w

nvn\\

 
 

 

)

)

 

one?(hash$ or

one near way))))

(

 

((secure near as

(((porta e or \
portability or mobile or

or

(((secure near hash

near algorithm) or (SHA1 of

))

. )) or (hash$ or (one?
way or (one near way))))

 

na

88 éfid'(‘nééh$‘ B‘r'i‘dh‘e‘élléy‘él :us

near phone) or laptop or pda)

(one near way)))

near phone) or laptop or pda) 

near (device or computer or

apparatus or phone)) or
laptop or pda)

S13 and ((public or private)

near algorithm or (SHA1 of

  handheld or cell or cellular 

handheld or cell or cellular)

handheld or cell or cellular

revocat$) same (digital near

 

portability or mobile or

portability or mobile or

  

way or (

   

 
 

SHA?1

 

“ SeElia?(Zi56F1361;‘6FWWW

" s16“EBB‘i511BiiE"£635‘r‘i‘Q‘é‘t‘émm

 

 
 

81

er?“

aNew«W
t

mmww
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m“

 
(u“\uu“\u“\uu““\“nuuuu‘w

2009/02/ 20

2009/02/ 20

2009/02/ 20

02/20/9002

2009/02/ 20

2009/02/ 20

2009/02/ 20

2009/02/20

ON

 

‘OR

 

PGPUB,
USPAT

PGPUB,
USPAT

PGPUB;
USPAT

euu““““uu““““

§US

“sMU

\

v“\‘

 

one?way or(

((secure near hash

near algorithm or (SHA1 of

((secure near hash

((deny$ or denies or

denial) same access$) and

near algorithm or (SHA1 of

(((portable or

(((portable or

portability or mobile or

(((portable or

portability or mobile or

portability or mobile or

)) or (hash$ or (one?

)) or (hash$ or (one?

way or (one near way))))

way or (one near way))))

(((secure near hash near

hash$ or
algorithm) or (SHA1 of SHA?

lgl a near sngna ure) an

near phone) or laptop or pda)

(authentic$ or verify$ or

near (device or computer or

near (device or computer or

apparatus or phone)) or

verificat$ or validat$ or valid)
and (java or (virtual near

eradicat$ or clear$5 or remov

same (software or program or

apparatus or phone)) or

((eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or

$5 or revok$ or revocat$)

handheld or cell or cellular)

expung$ or eliminat$ or

handheld or cell or cellular)

handheld or cell or cellular)

(@ad<"20000921"

@prad<"20000921")

»

\W\lx)da)aanw)ddam(admmmmmmmwadancewmmaflaWamzi.am4.m)n.mm9A8m1A2m
1

sa)m«waaswamgwmmm
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 826 5119 82:5 and ((deny$ or denies or 5U8 50R ON 52009/03/05
§denial) same access$) and §PGPUB; ‘ 515:09
§((eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or §USPAT

iexpung$ or eliminat$ or
§eradicat$ or c|ear$5 or remov
$5 or revok$ or revocat$)

§same (software or program or
§application))

 
 

2009/03/ 05

15: 09
$3 :62 :826 and (((portable or

iportability or mobile or
Ehandheld or cell or cellular)

Enear (device or computer or
iapparatus or phone)) or

§|aptop or pda)
2009/03/ O5
1 5: 09

§827 and (SIM or (subscriber
gnear identi$ near module))

5825 and (((portable or
iportability or mobile or

§handheld or cell or cellular)
§near (device or computer or
Eapparatus or phone)) or

§laptop or pda) and (SIM or
§(8ubscriber near identi$ near

§module))

§829 and (display or visual)
gand (API or (application near
gprogram$ near interface))

§828 and (display or visual)

gand (API or (application near
gprogram$ near interface))

2009/03/ 05
1 5: 14

52009/03/05
(15:24

 
 

2009/03/ 05
1 5: 28

 

‘s‘3‘2“““ 738 (digitalnearSIgnature)and us : R ON 2009/03/06
‘ §(authentic$ or verify$ or PGPUB; 5 516:51

Everificat$ Or validat$ or valid) USPAT
§and (java or (virtual near

§machine)) and
§(@ad< "20000921 "

§@prad<"20000921")

833 $119 $832 and ((deny$ or denies or
§denial) same access$) and
§((eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or

§expung$ or eliminat$ or
§eradicat$ or c|ear$5 or remov
$5 or revok$ or revocat$)

§same (software or program or
iapplication))

an (((porta e or

§portabi|ity or mobile or

ghandheld or cell or cellular)
gnear (device or computer or
iapparatus or phone)) or

§|aptop or pda)

2009/03/ O6
1 6: 51 

:
555
5
:
555
555
5
:55
5
5
:
555
5
:
555
5
:
555
555
55

  

  
 

4   
PGPUB;
USPAT

16:51
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“nun.““nnv ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

:836 and (hash$ or (one?way
:or (one near way)))

“mm“umm umuumumuw :uuu."‘.uum.uuuuuuuuu."‘.uum.uuuummum‘m" .................................................

:337 and (digital near

:signature) and ((authentic$ or
:verify$ or verification) near

:signature)“u.““nn‘uw mnnunununm :.nnn“nn4"‘.n"4‘.4,‘,‘nunnnnn"\‘.n“nun“,“unnum “nn“““““.““.““““ ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

:838 and (signature near (hash
:$ or (one?way or (one near ‘
:W3Y))))“mum“.mm ..................................................................................................................................................................

:838 and (signature same (hash:
:$ or (one?way or (one near ‘

: way))))
:841 :40 ‘

:839 :0
w i: .\ .: .\ .
z :

\ :~ .\ .‘ .: .
i t

:844 :130

:845 :72

:846 :65

:834 and ((secure near hash

:near algorithm or (SHA1 of
:SHA?1)) or (hash$ or (one?

:vvay or (one nearway))))
835 and ((publIc or prIvate)
:near key)

$837 and (dIgItaI near
:signature) and ((authentic$ or ‘
:verify$ or verification or valid

:$) near signature).......................................................................................................................................

:841 and (signature same (hash:
:$ or (one?way or (one near
:waym)

84:3 :757 :(dIgItal near Signature) and“
:(authentic$ or verify$ or

:verificat$ or validat$ or valid)
:and (java or (virtual near
:machine)) and

:(@ad<"20000921"
:@prad<"20000921")\mummuum .‘muumm‘mm .........................................................................................................

:843 and ((deny$ or denies or
:denial) same access$) and

:((eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or
:expung$ or eliminat$ or
:eradicat$ or clear$5 or remov

:$5 or revok$ or revocat$)
:same (software or program or

:application))“u.““nn‘uw mnnunununm :.nnn“nn4"‘.n"4‘.4,‘,‘nunnnnn"\‘.n“nun“,“unnum ¢nn“““““.““.““““ ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

:844 and (((portable or

:portability or mobile or
:handheld or cell or cellular)
:near (device or computer or

:apparatus or phone)) or
:laptop or pda)\mummuum :‘muumm‘mm .........................................................................................................

:S45 and ((secure near hash
:near algorithm or (SHA1 of

:SHA?1)) or (hash$ or (one?
:way or (one near way))))

:us
PGPUB;
USPAT

:us
PGPUB;

:USPAT

U8

PGPUB;

:USPAT

:OR

:OR

OR ‘

:OR

:on

:OR

g2009/03/06

:16:51
  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

o‘oxé‘i‘c‘i‘ékx‘ééx‘xw‘x‘x‘“
1 6: 51

: 009/03/06

:16:51

: 009/03/06
:16:52

: 009/03/06
:16:52

009/03/ 06

:1 6: 53

009/03/06
1 6: 57

009/03/ O6

:1 6: 57

: 558715755“W“
8: 29

 009/10/20

:18:29

 

 

: 009/10/20
:18:29

: 009/10/20

:18:29
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$846 and ((public or private)
$near key)
  

  

  
   
  
 
 
 
 

  
  
  

 
 
  

  

$847 and (hash$ or (one?way
$or (one near way)))
 

$848 and (digital near
$signature) and ((authentic$ or
$verify$ or verification or valid

$$) near signature)

 

84$9 and (signature same (hash
$$ or (one?way or (one near

 E849 and ((eras$ or purg$ or
$de|et$ or expung$ or eliminat$

$or eradicat$ or clear$5 or
$remov$5 or revok$ or revocat

$$) near (software or program
$or application))

$849 and (virtual near

$machine)

$(@ad<"20000921"

$@prad<"20000921") and
$((eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or
$expung$ or eliminat$ or

$eradicat$ or clear$5 or remov
$$5 or revok$ or revocat$) near
$(software or program or

$application)) “““u‘n‘nnfi “‘“nnn‘n‘nnw .""""‘V."j""""""‘,V."""‘j"V."""‘“n.““n‘nnn‘nnw v"“‘,““““““““““Y .‘V."j"""‘“‘“unnnn‘nnn‘n,

us $OR
PGPUB; 5
USPAT

$854 $31 $853 and (digital near
$signature) and (authentic$ or
$verify$ or verificat$) and (java

= $or (virtual near machine)) and
$((API) or (Application near
$programming near interface))

$and ((deny$ or denies or
$denial or unauthentic$ or

$unverif$4) same (digital near
$signature)) and ((eras$ or purg
$$ or delet$ or expung$ or

$eliminat$ or eradicat$ or clear
$$5 or remov$5))

‘853 and (digital near

$signature) and (authentic$ or
$verify$ or verificat$) and (java

$or (virtual near machine)) and
$((API) or (Application near

$programming near interface))
$and ((deny$ or denies or
$denial or unauthentiC$ or
$unverif$4) near (digital near

$signature))

  

 

 

2009/10/20

$18:29

‘ thunuunnnnu‘ "",V."""""“nu“.“n‘nnnn‘w

§ON $2009/1 0/ 201~ \

$1829

$2009/10/20
$1829

2009/ 1 0/ 20

18:37

2009/ 1 0/ 20
1 8:38

2009/11/24
10:13

EON :2009/11/24
10:15

2009/11/24
10:53
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mmmmMm“u“w“mu“s\\uc_\\,“w44m4m4w4“2“2m2m2M2m/m/m/“/a/m1u1u8m8w8m13W15m08m0N02\/\/u/1\/1c/xx‘““m95m95m045“05w05“0..“0..“1....m1..w1..m00m00m044“04w04
““m“t““t““m““

  EPO

PGPUB;
USPAT;

PGPUB;

USPAT;

PGPUB;
USPAT;

US

¢\\\‘““““““““““““\\

USPAT;
EPO

PGPUB;

%

%

%

ss

v«iifittkkiit

PGPUB,
USPAT

PGPUB,

PGPUB,
USPAT

US

.r ~“uuu\uu““\‘uuu

. (cc““““““““““““

0 and ($2crypt$ or $2cipher EUS  

and (mobile or

((nash$ or (one?way
r (one near way)) or abridg$)

: ame key)

)

6 and ((deny$ or denies or
enial or unauthentic$ or

gnature)) and ((eras$ or purg

or delet$ or expung$ or
liminat$ or eradicat$ or clear

5 or remov$5))

gnature)) and ((eras$ or purg

or delet$ or expung$ or
liminat$ or eradicat$ or clear

5 or remov$5) same

1‘ andaocess$

3 and (digital near

rogramming near interface))

r PDA or (pocket near pc) or

personal near digital near

ssistant)) and ((API) or

éand ((deny$ or denies or

hone or telephone or laptop

Application near

gnature) and (authentic$ or

erify$ or verificat$) and (java
r (virtual near machine)) and

nverif$4) same (digital near

API) or (Application near

rogramming near interface))

 

8" and '( Vi‘r'tlj ail Fl‘e'air‘

rlad<"20000921")

achine)

 

rogram)) and
@ad<"20000921"

@pd< "20000921"

 
   
 
 

dig‘j‘i‘t‘éi‘fiéé‘?‘é‘ié‘fi‘é‘t‘il‘r‘é‘jfifiam"""
authentic$ or verify$ or
erificat$

enial) same (digital near

ortable or cell or cellular or

software or application or

   
 
     
          
 
    

 
  

“mm%mw.nt\K860

ési

962

‘856
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333 :1 E332 and 359 EUS EOR EON E2010/03/24
5 EPGPUB; E14: 52

‘864 E13286 E711/100.ccls. or 713/1.cc|s. 0r EUS EOR EON :2010/08/24
E713/176.ocls. or 713/187.ccls. EPGPUB; 1:5: 04
Eor 713/189.ocls. or 395/682. EUSPAT; E E
Ecxr. and (API or (application EEPO
Enear programming near

Einterface)) and (mobile or
Eportable or cell or cellular or
Ephone or telephone or laptop

Eor PDA or (pocket near pc) or
E(personal near digital near

Eassistant)) and (digital near
Esignature)“nun.““nnv rnunnnununn E,‘nunnnnn"\‘.n".‘.4,\,.nunnnnn"\‘“““nunn‘unnw E“".“n“.“unn‘un‘w ..nun“nn4‘“n.““nnnunnm ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

:335 E4049 E334 and (@ad<"20000921" 03 EOR EON 2010/03/24
= E@pd< "20000921" PGPUB; E1 5: 04

E@rlad<"20000921") EUSPAT; 5 E

3333:2341E335 and ((digital near Eu3 EOR EON :2010/03/24
= Esignature) near$4 (authentic$ EPGPUB; E15 06

Eor verify$ or verificat$)) :USPAT; 5 E

\
\\
\\\
\\
\\
¢\\\\‘\\\“\““4 :34“\\\\\\\\“\“w :“\“\\“\\\\\\\\‘\\\“\\“\‘\\\“\xe\xxxex4xx‘\\\\\\\\“\“\\\“\\\“‘ a4xxe\\\\‘\\\“\\\“\“\\4N .e\xxxex4xx‘xe\x\\\\\\\‘\\\“\\\“\“\\4 :\\“\“\\“\“\\\“w\\“\\\\\\\\‘\\\“\\\\\‘\\\“\\\“\“\\\\
\\\
\\
\\\

201 0/08/ 24337 E343 E(719/328.ccls. or 711/100. E03 EOR EON
E E 15:07Eocls. or 713/1 .ccls. or 713/173. EPGPUB;

Eocls. or 713/187.ocls. or EUSPAT;
E713/189.ccls. or 395/682.cxr.) EEPO
Eand (API or (application near
Eprogramming near interface))

Eand (mobile or portable or cell
Eor cellular or phone or
Etelephone or laptop or PDA or

E(pocket near pc) or (personal
Enear digital near assistant))
Eand (digital near signature)

E868 E343 E867 and ((digital near EUS EOR EON E2010/08/24
E E Esignature) near$4 (authentic$ EPGPUB; E15:07

Eor verify$ or verificat$)) EUSPAT; 5
“u.““nn‘uw mnnunununm :.nnn“nn4"‘.n"4‘.4,‘,‘nunnnnn"\‘.n“nun“,“unnum ‘nn“““““.““.““““ ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

339 E115 E368 and (@ad<"20000921" E03 EOR EON E2010/03/24
E@pd<"20000921" :PGPUB; E_15 07
E@rlad<"20000921") EUSPAT; a s

370 E115 E339 and aocess$ Eue EOR EON E2010/03/24
: EPGPUB; E1507

$871 E85 E870 and ((public and private) EUS— EOR EON 2E010/08/24
3 Enear key) EPGPUB; E15 08
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1 5: 12

15:11
" 2‘6?67‘657‘2"ZW""‘

 

US

PGPUB;

USPAT,
EPO

US

PGPUB,

USPAT;
%

:

hone or telephone or laptop
r PDA or (pocket near pc) or

personal near digital near

ssistant)) and ((API) or

r denies or denial) same

digital near signature)) and

eras$ or purg$ or delet$ or

xpung$ or eliminat$ or

r (one near way)) or abridg$)

‘ ame key)

rlad<"20000921")

71‘“‘;aa“((ia‘ggi;§3;“(aa‘a‘cxray““

pplication or program)) and
@ad< "20000921 "

radicat$ or clear$5 or remov

@pd< "20000921"

diQ‘ii‘éi‘ii85"r"Eiafigii‘j‘i'éj"§fia"“m

5) same (software or

authentic$ or verify$ or

ear interface)) and ((deny$

erificat$) and (mobile or
ortable or cell or cellular or

Application near program$5

         

 
        
   

EAST Search History

 
 
  

201 0/08/ 24

201 0/08/ 24

201 0/08/ 24

OR

 
US

PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO

US

PGPUB;
USPAT;

PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO

%

§US—

tv (nun.nnnnnnnunnv

. v.“““v‘t‘““““““.

v (c_w“.»“»u“»»“»_

721L“3387(E§§E§“5‘FZBBS§W§§W

igital near signature) and

authentic$ or verify$ or

70 and (((deny or denying or

g

rruapmCmmm$mangemum(DI-ldemnreaommemmwueamdmrmom
$raen

3/$
VOmerrO5

rogramming near interface))

nd ((deny$ or denies or

r (one near way)) or abridg$)

r PDA or (pocket near pc) or
personal near digital near

ssistant)) and ((API) or

ear key)

hone or telephone or laptop

Application near

  

enial or restrict$ or prohibit$)

ear aocess$) same (API or

Application near program$5

enial) same (digital near

near interface)))

rOn.mm.mmpar0eram

dnamargor
Du.

erificat$) and (mobile or
ortable or cell or cellular or

~@pd< "20000921"
E@rlad< "20000921 ")

 

 
                  
  
 

129O0OOm2k@
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E870 and (((deny or denying or EUS EOR EON E2010/08/24
Edenial or restrict$ or prohibit$) EPGPUB; E15: 37
Enear$ aocess$) same (API or EUSPAT;

E(Application near program$5 EEPO
Enear interface))) E EE...u.uuu.uu-E...“““““uu“. “n...““u.“u.“.uu..“.““u.““u.“u.““nun“..“uuuu .uu..“.““u“...“uu. :-.“nu“...V“u...““V“u“...“u. Ev..uu“.uu““““ E...““u.“u.“.uu..“.““u“...“u

E870 and (((deny or denying 0r UES EOR EON E2010/08/24
Edenied or denial or restrict$ or EPGPUB; E E15:38
Eprohibit$) near$ access$) E;USPAT
Esame (API or (Application near EEPO
Eprogram$5 near interface))) E E\.................V ..................... ...........................................................................~ .............................r ........................................ ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

E878 and ((eras$ or purg$ or EUS EOR EON ;
Edelet$ or expung$ or eliminat$ EPGPUB; E
Eor eradicat$ or clear$5 or EUSPAT;

E877:..
..
...
..
.

E878
.
E...
...
..
..

881

886

E53

E53

E53

 

 

 

V.................. ,V.................... \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

E884 and access$ Eue EOR EON E2010/08/24

E41

Eremov$5) near$ (software or EEPO
Eapplication or program)) sV.................. ,V.................... \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

E879 and ((hash$ or (one?way EUS EOR EON 2010/08/ 24
Eor (one near way)) or abridg$) EPGPUB; E15 40
Esame key) EUSPAT; ‘ E E

E878 and ((eras$ or purg$ or EUS EOR EON E2010/08/24
Edelet$ or expung$ or eliminat$ E -

Eor eradicat$ or clear$5 or
Eremov$5 or dump$) near$
E(software or application or

rogram))

Edelet$ or expung$ or eliminat$
Eor eradicat$ or clear$5 or

Eremov$5 or dump$) near$
E(software or application or s

Eprogram»V E.V...........V...........V...........V..................V...........V.....V....V..........V...........V .....V...........V...........V......... (V..................V. E........V...........V...........V........V

‘ E(YACH-DAVID-Pin. or BROWN- Eus EOR EON E2010/08/24
EMICHAEL—8.in. or LITTLE- E;PGPUB E16121
EHERBERT-Ajn.) E;USPAT

E(digital near signature) and EUS EOR EON E2010/08/24
E(authentic$ or verify$ or EPGPUB; E16122
Everificat$) and 883 EUSPAT; ‘ E

E884 and (mobile or portable or EUS EOR EON E2010/08/24
Ecell or cellular or phone or E‘;PGPUB E16: 24
Etelephone or laptop or PDA or EUSPAT; E
E(pocket near pc) or (personal EEPO
Enear digital near assistant))

Eand ((API) or (Application
Enear program$5 near
Einterface))

E2010/08/24

E15:40

28

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

E15: 54

4 and ((eras$ or p g
15:55

:PGPUB; E16: 22

’"ITIW'28

5
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants : Yacht et 211.

Title : SOFTWARE CODE SIGNING SYSTEM AND
METHOD

Application No. : 1053 81,219

Filing Date : March 20, 2003

Confirmation No. : 9761

Examiner : Jeremiah L. Avery

Group Art Unit : 2431

Attorney Docket : 555255-012423

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

In compliance with 37 CFR 156, lists of patent references and documents are set forth on
the attached PTO—1449 forms.

Pursuant to 37 CFR l.98(a)(3), the Rankl reference is in the German language and it is

understood to be relevant based on its citation in an opposition in a related European Patent Office

application: EP20010973901.

It is believed that no fee is due, however in the event that a fee is due, please charge Jones

Day’s Deposit Account No. 501432, Ref. 555255-012423.

Respectfully submitted,

Matthew W. Johnson (Reg. No. 59,108)
JONES DAY

One Mellon Center, 45th Floor
500 Grant Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15219

(412) 391-3939

cuessemi -1-
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheets as necessary) 
 

 

PTO/SBIOBA (09-06)
Approved for use through 03/31/2007, OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Application Number

| Filing Date
| First Named Inventor
| Art UnitExaminer Name | 2431

Under the Pa-erwork Reduction Act of 1995 no ersons are re-uired to res-0nd to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

10/381,219

| March 20, 2003
IDavid P. Yach

|Jeremiah L. Avery
 

555255—012423
 
 

 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

    

 
  

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  

Examiner Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
initials‘ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document l—R‘elevant Passages or RelevantNumber-Kind CodeNMWW Figures Appear

US‘20020112076 08-15-2002 Yach, David

”3‘ 20020128036 09-12-2002 Yach, et at.

US- 20030026231 02-06-2003 Lazaridls, et al.

US- 20030159029 08-21-2003 Brown, et al.

“3‘ 20040166834 08-26-2004 Omar, et al. "

US— 20040170155 09-02-2004 Omar, et al.

JS- 20040171369 09-02-2004 Little, et at. L
JS- 20040171374 09-02-2004 Little, et al.

US' 20040199665 10-07-2004 Omar, er at

US 20040202327 10-14-2004 Little, et al.

JS- 20040205330 10-14-2004 Godfrey. et at.

JS' 20050009502 01 -1 3-2005 Lime, e at '
US- ”—I—

JS-

JS- ”'—‘

‘1 us-

JS- —— —l

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Examiner

 
  
 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Foreign Patent Document 

 Count Codaj'Number‘Yind Coda5 ifknnwn)
AU9736815

Publication Name of Patentee or
.u Date Applicant of Cited Document

MM-DD-YYYY

 

  

 
*EXAMINER: Initia

 
Date
Considered

if reference considered, whether or not Citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not

Pages, Columns, Lines,
Where Relevant Passages
Or Relevant Figures Appear T6

 
considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant 'Applicant‘s unique citation designation number (optional). 23cc Kinds Codes of
USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document. by the two-letter code (WlPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents, the indication ofthe year ofthe reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WlPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The intormation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which isto file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 CFR 1 14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, US, Patent
and Trademark Office, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 223134450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1—800—PTO—9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2,
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PTO/SB/OBB (09-06)
Approved for use through 03/31/2007, OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995 no oersons are re- uired to res-0nd to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

10381219

March 20, 2003

David P. Yaoh

2431

Jeremiah L. Avery

555255-012423

 
 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

  
  

 

  

 

 
 

Application Number

 INFORMATION DISCLOSUR

STATEMENT BY APPLlCAN

Filing Date

  

  
   

 
  

 

 

E

T First Named Inventor

Art Unit
  (Use as many sheets as necessary) _

Examiner Name

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name ofthe author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of
the item (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, page(s), volume—issue T2

numbers -ub|isher, cit and/or countr where oublished.

Rankl, Wolfgang, et al., Handbuoh der Chipkarten, Aufbau -

Funktionsweise - Einsatz von Smart Cards, Hanser, 1999 - in German.

 

 
 

 

 
   

 

Examiner

lnitials* No.1

 }--I
i l

   
 
 

  
V

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in contormance and not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
1 Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Applicant is to place a check mark here it English language Translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 198. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case, Any comments on the
amount of time you require to complete this lorm and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO:
Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and select option 2.
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(12) PATENT ABSTRACT (11) - -
(:9) AUSTRALIAN PATENT orFicemmm AU A 36815/97 
(5‘)

(51)‘
(217
MO)
(3‘)

«‘13)
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(72)
i7!)

ism

Till.
”ST E!“ MID W006 USING UNPI'GGMMN m PROTECT SECURE WINGint-mam!
inmmiicml Palm! cianlflcatlunm
U0" Oil/H Roam/arr 5611.00.13!
Amalia-rum No, : “no!" (22) Application Dale :uumll'r
Priority Dlll
Numb" (32) Dllo (35] Own
ill/538154 ”fall" U! mam ITAYE‘W mmPublicliion Dill : OQIDIIII
ApplicmlmINVEHTRUEI' YECmLDGfiS CORP.
Inventor“)VIVID! N 53m: W. DUN SIDE"; DAVID M VAN WI!
Anamuv 01 AqeniDAVES EOLU‘ON CAVE . l Lilli! Collin! “Pl“. MELBOURNE WC 3000

Secure computalmn environments are protected from

bogus or rogue load modules, executables and other data

elements through use ofdigital signatures, seals and

certificates issued by a verifying authority. A verifying

authority - which may be a trusted independent third party —

tests the load mndules or ether executable: io verify that their

corresponding specifications arr.- accuratc and complete, and

than digitally signs the load module or other executable based

on tamper resistance work factor classification. Secure

computation environments with different tamper resistance

work factors use different verification digital signature

authentication techniques (e.g., different siyaturc algorithms
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(11) 36815/91’ -2-

and/or signature verification keys) .— alluwing one tamper

resistance work faster environment to protect itself against

load modules from anoiher, different tamper resistance work

factor environment. Several dissimilar digital signature

algorithms may be used to reduce vulnerabiiily fi-am algorithm

compromise, and subsets ofmuiuple digital signatures may be

used to reduce the scope of any specific compromise.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 8094443
 

Application Number: 10381219

Title of Invention: Software code signing system and method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David P Yach

Filer Authorized By: Stephen D. Scanlon 

Attorney Docket Number: 555255012423 

Receipt Date: 27—JUL—201 0

Application Type: US. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

-—m message Digest Part IOZip (ifappL)
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Filed (SB/08) 012423_ids.pdf aficdfaa7bdi c66987068d75d5f2795c784c1
541“

Information:
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form 

_ _ 120898
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

Filed (SB/08) 057012423.de bUU/fiel'l 'lhfid95/50bb6cd6fe/2b185'l'l2 I
f2cdb

Warnings: 

Information:

Foreign Reference

 

Warnings:

Information: 

2188336

NPL Documents Rankl.pdf 8C3Uel a3767550€dbc3l db70l c0fe6e774fl

Warnings: 

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/aOEFS (07—09)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for Use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the PapenNork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

 

   

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL

(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

Application Filing Docket Number ArtNumber [10/381,219 ‘ Date I 2003-03—20 (if applicable) 555255-012423 J Unit I 2431
First Named Examiner

Inventor Yach et al. Name _! J. Avery 
This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application.
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to any utility or plant application filed prior to June 8,
1995, or to any design application. The instruction Sheet for this form is located at VWWV.USPTO.GOV
 

SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER 37 CFR1.114
 

Note: If the RCE is proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCE will be entered in the order
in which they were filed unless applicant instructs othenuise. lf applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s)
entered, applicant must request non-entry ofsuch amendment(s).

‘2] Previously submitted. It a final Office action is outstanding, any amendments filed after the final Office action may be considered as asubmission even if this box is not checked.

|:| Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on

V

Other Amendmentgreviously filed on March 22. 2010

E Enclosed

X Amendment/Reply

I: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

[: Affidavit(s)/ Declaration(s) 
IX Other

Petition for Extension of Time
 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 CFR 1.103(c) for a period of months
[I (Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 CFR 1.17(i) required)

FEES ‘I
The RCE fee under 37 CFR 1.17(e) is required by 37 CFR 1.114 when the RCE is filed.

E The Director is hereby authorized to charge any underpayment of fees, or credit any overpayments, to
Deposit Account No 501432

B Other
  
 

 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED 

3 Patent Practitioner Signature

 :[ Applicant Signature

  
 

EFS - Web 2.1.15
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (07—09)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved formse through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofintormation unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

I Signature of Registered U.S. Patent Practitioner 

’ Signature lArrienne M. Lezak/ TDate (YYYY-MM-DD) [2010-03-30 
Registration Number 51943   ‘ Name Arrienne M. Lezak    

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.114. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to
file (and by the USPTO to process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time
will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce,
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

EFS — Web 2.1.15
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PTO/S 8/22 (07-09)
Approved for use through 07131/2012. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) Docket Number (Optional)

FY 2009 555255-012423
Fees . ursuant to the Consolidated A i . radiations Act, 2005 H.R. 4818 .

Application Number 10/381,219 Filed March 20, 2003

For Software Code Signing System And Method

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

IE Small Entity Fee

B One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $130 $65

|:| Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $490 $245

Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1110 $555

[3 Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1730 $865

|_—_| Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2350 $1175

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment. to
Deposit Account Number 501432

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the El applicant/inventor.

I:I assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/QB).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 51-943

D attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

(Arrienne M. Lezak/ March 30. 2010

Signature Date

Arrienne M. Lezak (650) 687-4163

Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required, Submit multiple forms if more than onesignature is requrred, see below.

I:I Total of forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(8). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete. including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer.
U.S. Patentand Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1—800-PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 10381219

Title of Invention: Software code signing system and method

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David P Yach

_Arrlenne MOhlque Lezak

Filed as Large Entity

US. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

“mm

Basic Filing:

 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:
 

Extension-of—Time:

EXtenSlon - 3 months With $490 paid 1253
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Sub-Total in

Description | Fee Code USD($) Quantity Amount | 
Miscellaneous:

Request for continued examination 1801
 
 

Total in USD (5) 1430 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 7318799
 

Application Number: 10381219

Title of Invention: Software code signing system and method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David P Yach

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 555255012423 

Receipt Date: 30—MAR—201 0

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1430

RAM confirmation Number 3750

Deposit Account 501432

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

125037

91eb7ec3963c0bcc56e7ef91f3e3a0i9bll29
6b61

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

DOC211.pdf

Request for Continued Examination (RCE)
 

Extension of Time

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 156935 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/OB (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paoerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are re-uired to resoond to a collection of information unless it disola s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD APP'ication 0r DOCket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 10/381,219 03/20/2003 I] To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY |:| OR SMALL ENTITY

(37 CFR1.163, b ,or c

[I SEARCH FEE

El EXAMINATION FEEWWW

TOTAL CLAIMS . _
37CFR1.16i‘ minus20_

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , _
37 CFR 1.16 h) ”INS?"

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

El sheets of paper, the application size fee dueAPPLICAT'ON S'ZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
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Amendments to the claims:

This listing of claims replaces all prior versions and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

1—165. (Cancelled).

166. (New) A mobile device containing software instructions which when executed on the

mobile device cause the mobile device to perform operations for controlling access to an

application platform, the operations comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each AM can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one APl comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive APl, wherein the

sensitive APl is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

Whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive AP]

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the Signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

167. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a determination that the

software application requesting access to the sensitive APl does not include a signature

identification, the software application is not executed.
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168. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a determination that the

software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature

identification, the software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

169. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform is on the mobile

device, and wherein based upon a determination that the software application requesting access

to the sensitive APl does not include a signature identification, the application execution

manager purges the software application from the mobile device.

170. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a determination that the

digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive

API is not executed.

171. (Ncw) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein based upon a determination that the

digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive

API is denied access to the sensitive API.

172. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform is on the mobile

device, and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the

application execution manager purges the software application requesting access to the sensitive

Al’l from the mobile device.

173. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein a global signature is associated with

each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior to allowing the

signed software application to interact with the application platform.

174. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application execution manager is

implemented by a virtual machine (VM).

175. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital signature is generated by

applying a private key to a first hash of the software application; and

LAl—3088300v1
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the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

176. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital signature is generated by

applying a private key to a first abridged version of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

177. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital signature is generated by a

code signing authority and included with the software application.

178. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the operations for controlling access to

the application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

179. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform comprises an

operating system.

180. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform is on the mobile

device, and wherein the application platform includes mobile device hardware.

181. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform comprises a

cryptographic module.

182. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform comprises a

data store.
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183. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform comprises a

proprietary data model.

184. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the application platform comprises an

input and output controller.

185. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital signature provides an audit

trail identifying a developer of the software application requesting access to the sensitive APT.

186. (New) The mobile device of claim 185, wherein a problematic software application is

identified using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature associated with the problematic

software application is revocable.

187. (New) The mobile device of claim 186, wherein the digital signature associated with the

problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the revoked digital signature is added

to a signature revocation list.

188. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the authenticity of the digital signature

is first verified each time the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is

allowed to interact with the application platform.

189. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification correspond to a mobile device type.

190. (New) The mobile device of claim 166, wherein associating the sensitive API with the

public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.

191. (New) A system for controlling access to an application platform, comprising:

011C 01' more pI‘OCCSSOI‘S;
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one or more computer—readable storage mediums containing software instructions

executable on the one or more processors to cause the one or more processors to perform

operations including:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one APl comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive API, wherein the

sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

192. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive APl does not include a signature identification, the

software application is not executed.

193. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive APl does not include a signature identification, the

software application is denied access to the sensitive API.
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194. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein based upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the

sensitive APl does not include a signature identification, the application execution manager

purges the software application from the mobile device.

195. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a determination that the digital

signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is

not executed.

196. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein based upon a determination that the digital

signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is

denied access to the sensitive API.

197. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the

application execution manager purges the software application requesting access to the sensitive

API from the mobile device.

198. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein a global signature is associated with each of the

plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior to allowing the signed

software application to interact with the application platform.

199. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application execution manager is

implemented by a virtual machine (VM),

200. (New) The system of claim 191 , wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a

private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.
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201. (New) The system of claim 19], wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a

private key to a first abridged version of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

202. (New) The system of claim 191, further comprising:

a code signing authority, wherein the code signing authority determines whether the

software application should be given access to a sensitive API, and based upon a determination

that the software application should be given access to a sensitive API, the code signing authority

accepts the software application and generates a digital signature that is included with the

software application.

203. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the operations performed by the one or more

processors further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

204. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform comprises an operating

system.

205. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein the application platform includes mobile device hardware.

206. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform comprises a

cryptographic module.

207. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform comprises a data store.
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208. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform comprises a

proprietary data model.

209. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the application platform comprises an input and

output controller.

210. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature provides an audit trail

identifying a developer of the software application requesting access to the sensitive API.

211. (New) The system of claim 210, wherein a problematic software application is identified

using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature associated with the problematic software

application is revocable.

212. (New) The system of claim 21 1, wherein the digital signature associated with the

problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the revoked digital signature is added

to a signature revocation list.

213. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the authenticity of the digital signature is first

verified each time the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is allowed to

interact with the application platform.

214. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification correspond to a mobile device type.

215. (New) The system of claim 191, wherein associating the sensitive API with the public

key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.

216. (New) A computer-readable storage medium encoded with instructions that when

executed on one or more processors within a computer system perform a method for controlling

access to an application platform, the method comprising:
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storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APIs), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature;

receiving a software application requesting access to a sensitive API, wherein the

sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public key;

using an application execution manager to:

determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

217. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is not executed.

218. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein based upon a

determination that the software application requesting access to the sensitive API does not

include a signature identification, the software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

219. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive APl does not include a signature identification, the

application execution manager purges the software application from the mobile device.
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220. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is not executed.

221. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein based upon a

determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API is denied access to the sensitive API.

222. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform is on a mobile device, and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature

is not authenticated, the application execution manager purges the software application

requesting access to the sensitive API from the mobile device.

223. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein a global signature

is associated with each of the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior

to allowing the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

224. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

execution manager is implemented by a virtual machine (VM).

225. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash arc the same.

226. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the digital

signature is generated by applying a private key to a first abridged version of the software

application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital
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Signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

227. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the digital

signature is generated by a code signing authority and included with the software application.

228. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, further comprising:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

229. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform comprises an operating system.

230. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform is on a mobile device, and wherein the application platform includes mobile device

hardware.

231. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform comprises a cryptographic module.

232. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform comprises a data store.

233. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform comprises a proprietary data model.

234. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the application

platform comprises an input and output controller.
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235. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the digital

signature provides an audit trail identifying a developer of the software application requesting

access to the sensitive API.

236. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 235, wherein a problematic

software application is identified using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature

associated with the problematic software application is revocable.

237. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 236, wherein the digital

signature associated with the problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the

revoked digital signature is added to a signature revocation list.

238. (New) The computer—readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the authenticity of

the digital signature is first verified each time the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API is allowed to interact with the application platform.

239. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein the digital

signature and the signature identification correspond to a mobile device type.

240. (New) The computer-readable storage medium of claim 216, wherein associating the

sensitive Al’l with the public key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.

241. (New) A method for controlling access to an application platform, comprising:

storing a plurality of application programming interfaces (APIs), wherein each API can

be used to allow certain software applications to interact with the application platform, and

wherein at least one API comprises a sensitive API accessible upon verification of a digital

signature;

receiving, using one or more processors, a software application requesting access to a

sensitive API, wherein the sensitive API is associated with a signature identifier and a public

key;

using an application execution manager to:
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determine whether the software application is signed, wherein a signed software

application includes a digital signature and a corresponding signature identification,

based upon a determination that the software application is signed, determine

whether the signature identifier of the sensitive API corresponds to the signature identification of

the signed software application, and

based upon a determination that the signature identifier of the sensitive API

corresponds to the signature identification of the signed software application, use the public key

associated with the sensitive API to verify authenticity of the digital signature of the signed

software application; and

upon verifying the authenticity of the digital signature, using the sensitive API to allow

the signed software application to interact with the application platform.

242. New) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the

software application is not executed.

243. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a determination that the software

application requesting access to the sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the

software application is denied access to the sensitive API.

244. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein based upon a determination that the software application requesting access to the

sensitive API does not include a signature identification, the application execution manager

purges the software application from the mobile device.

245. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein based upon a determination that the digital

signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is

not executed.
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246. (New) The mobile device of claim 241, wherein based upon a determination that the

digital signature is not authenticated, the software application requesting access to the sensitive

API is denied access to the sensitive API.

247. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein based upon a determination that the digital signature is not authenticated, the

application execution manager purges the software application requesting access to the sensitive

API from the mobile device.

248. (New) The method of claim 24], wherein a global signature is associated with each of

the plurality of APIs; and wherein the global signature is verified prior to allowing the signed

software application to interact with the application platform.

249. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application execution manager is

implemented by a virtual machine (VM).

250. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a

private key to a first hash of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second hash of the software

application to obtain a generated hash, applying the public key to the digital signature to obtain a

recovered hash, and verifying that the generated hash and the recovered hash are the same.

251. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the digital signature is generated by applying a

private key to a first abridged version of the software application; and

the digital signature is authenticated by generating a second abridged version of the

software application to obtain a generated abridged version, applying the public key to the digital

signature to obtain a recovered abridged version, and verifying that the generated abridged

version and the recovered abridged version are the same.

252. (New) The method of claim 241, further comprising:
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determining by a code signing authority, whether the software application should be

given access to a sensitive API, wherein based upon a determination that the software application

should be given access to a sensitive API, the code signing authority accepts the software

application and generates a digital signature that is included with the software application.

253. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the operations for controlling access to the

application platform further comprise:

displaying a description string when the software application attempts to access the

sensitive API.

254. (New) The method of claim 24], wherein the application platform comprises an

operating system.

255. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform is on a mobile device,

and wherein the application platform includes mobile device hardware.

256. (New) The method ofclaim 241, wherein the application platform comprises a

cryptographic module.

257. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform comprises a data

store.

258. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the application platform comprises a

proprietary data model.

259. (New) The method of claim 24], wherein the application platform comprises an input

and output controller.

260. (New) The method of claim 241 , wherein the digital signature provides an audit trail

identifying a developer of the software application requesting access to the sensitive APl.
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261. (New) The method of claim 260, wherein a problematic software application is identified

using the audit trail, and wherein the digital signature associated with the problematic software

application is revocable.

262. (New) The method of claim 261, wherein the digital signature associated with the

problematic software application is revoked, and wherein the revoked digital signature is added

to a signature revocation list.

263. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the authenticity of the digital signature is first

verified each time the software application requesting access to the sensitive API is allowed to

interact with the application platform.

264. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification correspond to a mobile device type.

265. (New) The method of claim 241, wherein associating the sensitive APl with the public

key includes obtaining the public key from a public key repository.
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REMARKS

Claims 57-165 are pending in this application. Claims 57, 62, 83, 92, 99, 103, 112, 124,

133, 143, 152, and 160 are in independent form. No claims are being amended. Claims 57-165

are being cancelled. Claims 166—265 are being newly added. No new matter has been added.

Support for the newly added claims can be found within the applicant’s specification at least at

page 13, line 3 through page 15, line 13 and FIG. 3. Independent claims 166, 191, 216, and 241

are mobile device, system, and method claims reciting similar limitations.

Reconsideration and reexamination of the application is respectfully requested in light of

the foregoing new claims and the following remarks.

Interview Summary

The applicant thanks Examiners Avery and Zia for the courtesy of the in—pcrson

interview on March 8, 2010. The time spent with the applicant’s representatives Lisa Koh and

Arrienne M. Lezak was greatly appreciated. During the interview, the specification was

discussed in view of the cited references. Recommendations were made by the examiners.

These recommcndations have been incorporated into the new claims as noted above.

Claim Objections

Claim 1 12 was objected to because of certain informalities. Claim 1 12 has been

cancelled.

Withdrawal of the claim objection is therefore respectfully requested.

Section 102 Rejections

Claims 57-71, 74-77, 79—87, 90—97, 99-108, 111-118, 121—127, 130—137, 140-147, 150—

156, 159-162, and 165 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(c) as allegedly anticipated by US.

Patent No. 6,795,919 (“Gibbs”).

To expedite prosecution, and in accordance with the examiners“ recommendations,

claims 57-71, 74—77, 79—87,90-97,99-108,111-118,121-127, 130-137, 140-147, 150-156, 159-

162, and 165 have been cancelled.

Withdrawal of the rejection under 35 U.S.C. §102(e) is therefore respectfully requested.

LAl—3088300vl 18
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Section 103 Rejections

Claim 78 was rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as allegedly unpatcntable over Gibbs in

View of US. Patent No. 6,584,376 (“Van Kommer”).

Claims 72, 73, 88, 89, 98, 109, 110, 119, 120,128,129,138,139,148,149,157,158,

163, and 164 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as allegedly unpatentablc over Gibbs in

View of US. Patent No. 6,587,837 (“Spagna”).

To expedite prosecution, and in accordance with the examiners’ recommendations,

claims 72, 73, 78, 88, 89, 98,109,110,119,120,128,129,138,139,148,149,157,158,163,

and 164 have been cancelled.

Withdrawal of the rejection under 35 U.S.C. §103 (a) is therefore respectfully requested.

New Claims 166-265

Support for new claims 166-265 is noted above. The applicant respectfully submits that

Gibbs, Van Kommer, and Spagna, alone or in combination, do not teach or describe each and

every aspect of new claims 166—265. Thus, the applicant submits that new claims 166—265 are

allowable.

Conclusion

The applicant respectfully requests that all pending claims be allowed.

By responding in the foregoing remarks only to particular positions taken by the

examiner, the applicant does not acquiesce with other positions that have not been explicitly

addressed. In addition, the applicant selecting some particular arguments for the patentability of

a claim should not be understood as implying that no other reasons for the patentability of that

Claim exist. Finally, the applicant’s decision to amcnd or cancel any claim should not be

understood as implying that the applicant agrees with any positions taken by the examiner with

respect to that claim or other claims.

LAI~3088300V1 19
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Please apply any charges or credits to Deposit Account No. 50—1432, Reference No.

555255—012423.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: March 22, 2010 By: /Arrienne M. Lezak/
Arriennc M. Lezak

Reg. No. 51,943
JONES DAY

1755 Embarcadero Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303

(650) 687—4163
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 10381219

Title of Invention: Software code signing system and method

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David P Yach

_Stephen D. scanlon/Arrlenne M. Lezak

Filed as Large Entity

US. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

“mm

Basic Filing:

 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:
 

Extension-of—Time:

EXtenSlon - 2 months With so paid 1252 --n
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Sub-Total in

Description | Fee Code USD($) Quantity Amount |  
Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5) 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFS ID: 7258230
 

Application Number: 10381219

Title of Invention: Software code signing system and method

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David P Yach

Filer Authorized By: Stephen D. Scanlon 

Attorney Docket Number: 555255012423 

Receipt Date: 22—MAR—201 0

Application Type: US. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $490

RAM confirmation Number 3565

Deposit Account 501432

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

56113

7dn7c5db4d1aa2d0c59c245657b727801a
dbcce

Extension of Time DOC019.pdf

Warnings:

744296

aBab I 2bl7dcc80e383bd9b IeDZc458a5be7
5b9d4

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf e597d038fd0c3b59eb45e76blid98e32df0
2:31

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/ZZ (12-08)
Approved for use through 01/31/2009. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless if displays a valid OMB control number.

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) DOCKBI Number (Optional)

FY 2009 555255-012423
(Fees pursuant to the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (H.R. 4818).)

Application Number 10/381,219 Filed March 20, 2003 

For Software Code Signing System And Method

Art Unit 2431 Examiner J. Avery

This is a request underthe provisrons of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

E Small Entity Fee

C] One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $130 $65 5%

Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $490 $245 25%—

D Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1110 $555

[:1 Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $1730 $865

I: Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2350 $1175

I: Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

I: A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

1: Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

[: The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account. 
l: The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account Number 50—1432

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

lam the I: applicant/inventor.

i:| assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed (Form PTO/SB/96).

attorney or agent of record. Registration Number 511943

[:1 attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34.Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34

/Arrienne M. Lezak/ March 22, 2010

Signature Date

Arrienne M. Lezak (650) 687~4163 

Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest ortheir representative(s) are required, Submit multiple forms if morethan one
signature is required, see below.

Total of 1 forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
US. Patent and Trademark Office, US Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/OB (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paoerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no oersons are re-uired to resoond to a collection of information unless it disola s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD APP'ication or DOCket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 10/381,219 03/20/2003 I] To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY |:| OR SMALL ENTITY

(37 CFR1.163, b ,or c

[I SEARCH FEE

El EXAMINATION FEEWWW

TOTAL CLAIMS . _
37CFR1.16i‘ minus20_

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , _
37 CFR 1.16 h) ”“1“?"

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

El sheets of paper, the application size fee dueAPPLICAT'ON S'ZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
(37 CFR1'16(S)) additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 S.

I] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter“0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

03,22,201 0 AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE (SB)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR -woo

2:22:13;

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENT

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Independent M
- ***

37 CFR 1.16 h) Inus

El Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j)) OR

OR

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “"0 in column 3. Legal Instrument Examiner:
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20". (CATHERINE d. SMITH/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "”3.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest numberfound in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
w‘ww.usplo.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

10/381,219 03/20/2003 David P Yach 555255012423 9761

894‘” 759° WW —
EXAMINER

JonesDay(R1M)-2N —
North Point AVERY, JEREMIAH L
901 Lakeside Avenue

Cleveland, OH 441 14 ART UNIT
PAPER N UMBER

243]

NOTIFIC ATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

03/1 2/2010 EIIECTROVIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated ”Notification Date" to the

following e-mail address(es):

dlpej eau ([1)jonesdaycom
portfolioproseculion @rim.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

_ 10/381,219 YACH ET AL.

Interwew Summary Examiner Art Unit
JEREMIAH AVERY 2431 
 

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1)Jeremiah Avery. (3)Arrienne Lezak Reg. No. 51 943.

(2) Syed Zia. (4)Lisa Koh, Reg. No. 43,725.

Date of Interview: 08 March 2010.

Type: a)I:I Telephonic b)I:I Video Conference
c)IZ Personal [copy given to: 1)I:I applicant 2)IZI applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)I:I Yes e)IXI No.
If Yes, brief description:

 

Claim(s) discussed: N_/A.

Identification of prior art discussed: United States Patent No. 6 795 919 to Gibbs et al. hereinafter Gibbs.
 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:I was reached. g)IZI was not reached. h)I:I N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: The sgecification was discussed in view of the claimed invention. The inventors
discussed how their claimed invention distinguishes itself over Gibbs. No agreement With regards to the allowability
of claims at this time

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). Ifa reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO

FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.   
lSyed Zia/ lJeremiah Avery/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2431 Examiner, Art Unit 2431

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20100308
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No, placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video—conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
7 Date of interview

7 Type of interview (telephonic, video—conference, or personal)
7 Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
— An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

— An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant‘s record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner’s initials.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
w‘ww.usplo.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

10/381,219 03/20/2003 David P Yach 555255012423 9761

894‘” 759° W —
EXAMINER

JonesDay(R1M)-2N —
North Point AVERY, JEREMIAH L
901 Lakeside Avenue

Cleveland, OH 441 14 ART UNIT
PAPER N UMBER

243]

NOTIFIC ATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

12/03/2009 EIIECTROVIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated ”Notification Date" to the

following e-mail address(es):

dlpej eau ([1)jonesdaycom
portfolioproseculion @rim.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

_ 10/381,219 YACH ET AL.

Interwew Summary Examiner Art Unit
JEREMIAH AVERY 2431 
 

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) Jeremiah Avery. (3) .

(2) Matthew W. Johnson, Reg. No. 59,108. (4) .

Date of Interview: 24 November 2009.

Type: a). Telephonic b)I:I Video Conference
c)I:I Personal [copy given to: 1)I:I applicant 2)I:I applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)I:I Yes e)IXI No.
If Yes, brief description:

 

Claim(s) discussed: 57 and 59.

Identification of prior art discussed: United States Patent No. 6 795 919 to Gibbs et al. hereinafter Gibbs.
 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:I was reached. g)IZI was not reached. h)I:I N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: Discussed the reiection of claims 57 and 59 pertaining to the purging of "the
software application ". The Examiner will consider the Applicant's remarks upon receiving a formal written response .

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). Ifa reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO

FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.   
lJeremiah Avery/ NVilliam R. Korzuch/

Examiner, Art Unit 2431 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2431U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20091124
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No, placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video—conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
7 Date of interview

7 Type of interview (telephonic, video—conference, or personal)
7 Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
— An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

— An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant‘s record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner’s initials.
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6). Claim(s) 57-165 is/are rejected.

7). Claim(s) fl is/are objected to.
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DETAILED ACTION

l. Claims 57-165 have been examined.

ll. Responses to Applicant’s remarks have been given.

Response to Arguments

1. Applicant’s arguments, see page 30, filed 06/15/09, with respect to the objections

to claims 86, 92, 105 and 132 have been fully considered and are persuasive. The

objection to said claims has been withdrawn. However, the objection to claim 112 is

hereby maintained due to the term “identificaters” remaining in the preamble.

2. Applicant’s arguments, see page 30, filed 06/15/09, with respect to the 35 U.S.C.

112, second paragraph rejection of claims 82, 133, 143, 152 and 160 have been fully

considered and are persuasive. The 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph rejection to said

claims has been withdrawn.

3. Applicant’s arguments, see page 31, filed 06/15/09, with respect to the 35 U.S.C.

101 rejection of claims 112-132 have been fully considered and are persuasive. The 35

U.S.C. 101 rejection to said claims has been withdrawn.

4. With regards to the Applicant’s argument that “there is no disclosure that an API

has an associated signature identifier as required in claim 57", the Examiner maintains

the below-cited grounds of rejection and further asserts that Gibbs discloses this claim

limitation within, but not limited to, column 7, lines 35-38 and 51-65. The “authenticated

message server 428” within Gibbs initiates a request for a “unique digital signature 132”

and the request "identifies a particular service id 104 for which a unique digital signature

132 is desired”. The Examiner broadly interprets the “associated signature identifier” to
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pertain to the “service id 104” within Gibbs since the request comes from the

“authenticated message server” which contains an “application programming interface

(‘API’)” (as cited within column 5, lines 40-45). There is a correlation between the

“unique signature 132” and the “service id 104”, hence disclosing the claimed “an

application programming interface (API) having an associated signature identifier”.

5. With regards to the claim language of claim 57 pertaining to “a virtual machine

that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order to control access to the

API...”, the Examiner maintains the below—cited grounds of rejection. "Java applets" (as

disclosed within Gibbs) incorporate the functionality associated with a “virtual machine”.

Further, Gibbs discloses an "authentication process 'A'" within column 10, lines 14-30

for processing the submitted “unique digital signature 132”.

6. Arguments for independent claims 62, 83, 92, 99, 103, 112, 124, 133, 1443, 152

and 160 were not presented and thus the grounds of rejection set forth for those claims

are hereby maintained.

Claim Objections

7. Claim 112 is objected to because of the following informalities: spelling error. Claim 112

has the term “identificaters”. The Examiner will broadly interpret this term to be “identifiers".

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section

122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for
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patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United

States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international

application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for

purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the

international application designated the United States and was published under Article

21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 57—71,?4—77, 79—87, 90—97, 99—108, 11—118, 121—127, 130—137, 140—147, 150—

156, 159-162 and 165 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by United

States Patent No. 6,795,919 to Gibbs et al., hereinafter Gibbs.

8. Regarding claim 57, Gibbs discloses a code signing system for operation in conjunction

with a software application having a digital signature and a signature identification, where the

digital signature is associated with the signature identification, comprising:

an application platform (column 3, lines 10—18, “an authenticated message server functionally

comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server

316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-

66, column 7, lines 54—58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49—62);

an application programming interface (API) having an associated signature identifier, the API is

configured to link the software application with the application platform (column 5, lines 40-51,

“an application programming interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is added which provides

access to the authenticated message server services”);

and a virtual machine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order to control

access to the API by the software application i_f the signature identifier corresponds to the

signature identification (column 10, lines 14-30, “Java applets” and lines 35-45).

9. Regarding claim 58, Gibbs discloses wherein the virtual machine denies the software

application access to the API if the digital signature is not authenticated (Figure 6, column 8,

lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14—30).
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10. Regarding claim 59, Gibbs discloses, wherein the virtual machine purges the software

application if the digital signature is not authenticated (column 10, lines 63—67, “One response is

to completely disregard the failed unique digital signature 132 and voting responses and delete

them from the unique digital signature system 400").

11. Regarding claim 60, Gibbs discloses, wherein the code signing system is installed on a

mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-

13).

12. Regarding claim 61, Gibbs discloses, wherein the digital signature is generated by a

code signing authority (column 3, lines 8—18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-8, column 5,

lines 45-51 and column 8, lines 40-47).

13. Regarding claim 62, Gibbs discloses a code signing system for operation in conjunction

with a software application having a digital signature and a signature identification where the

digital signature is associated with the signature identification, comprising:

an application platform (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server functionally

comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server

316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-

66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49-62);

a plurality of application programming interfaces (APls) associated with a signature identifier,

each configured to link the software application with a resource on the application platform

(column 5, lines 40-51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is

added which provides access to the authenticated message server services”);

a virtual machine that verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order to control access

to the APIs by the software application E the signature identification corresponds to the

signature identifier, wherein the virtual machine verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in
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order to control access to the plurality of APIs by the software application (column 6, lines 45-

60, column 7, lines 2—8, “Java applets”, column 10, lines 14—30 and 35—45).

14. Regarding claim 63, Gibbs discloses, wherein the plurality of APIs are included in an API

library (column 4, lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-

56, column 6, lines 45—60, column 8, lines 2—10, column 10, lines 26—30 and column 11, lines 8—

12, "add-on software component in servers 424 or 408").

15. Regarding claim 64, Gibbs discloses, wherein one or more of the plurality of APIs is

classified as sensitive and having an associated signature identifier, and wherein the virtual

machine uses the digital signature and the signature identification to control access to the

sensitive APls (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67,

”electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is

allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7).

16. Regarding claim 65, Gibbs discloses, wherein the code signing system operates in

conjunction with a plurality of software applications, wherein one or more of the plurality of

software applications has a digital signature and a signature identification, and wherein the

virtual machine verifies the authenticity of the digital signature of each of the one or more of the

plurality of software applications, i_f the signature identification corresponds to the signature

identifier of the respective sensitive APls, in order to control access to the sensitive APls by

each of the plurality of software applications (column 8, lines 56—67, column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—

50, column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique

digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and

column 11, lines 1—7).
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17. Regarding claim 66, Gibbs discloses, wherein the resource on the application platform

comprises a wireless communication system (Figure 3, element 332 and Figure 4, element 452,

column 5, lines 29-33, “a wireless interconnection” and column 7, lines 4-8).

18. Regarding claim 67, Gibbs discloses, wherein the resource on the application platform

comprises a cryptographic module which implements cryptographic algorithms (column 8, lines

11-32 and column 9, lines 36-50).

19. Regarding claim 68, Gibbs discloses, wherein the resource on the application platform

comprises a data store (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server functionally

comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated message server

316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-

66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49-62).

20. Regarding claim 69, Gibbs discloses, wherein the resource on the application platform

comprises a user interface (Ul) (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server

functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated

message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines

30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49-

62).

[A "personal computer" contains the means for a user interface]

21. Regarding claim 70, Gibbs discloses further comprising:

a plurality of API libraries, each of the plurality of API libraries includes a plurality of APIs,

wherein the virtual machine controls access to the plurality of API libraries by the software

application (column 4, lines 19—42, "log file", "100 records" and 50—65, column 5, lines 11—19 and

40-56, column 6, lines 45-60, column 8, lines 2-10, column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-49 and

column 11, lines 8—12, "add-on software component in servers 424 or 408").
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22. Regarding claim 71, Gibbs discloses, wherein at least one of the plurality of API libraries

is classified as sensitive (column 8, lines 56—67, column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—50, column 10, lines

31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is

allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

wherein access to a sensitive API library requires a digital signature associated with a signature

identification where the signature identification corresponds to a signature identifier associated

with the sensitive API library (column 8, lines 56—67, column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—50, column 10,

lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature

132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-

7):

wherein the software application includes at least one digital signature and at least one

associated signature identification for accessing sensitive API libraries (column 8, lines 56-67,

column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In

such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message

server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

wherein the virtual machine authenticates the software application for accessing the sensitive

API library by verifying a one of the at least one digital signature included in the software

application that has a signature identification corresponding to the signature identifier of the

sensitive API library (column 10, lines 14—30 and 35—45).

23. Regarding claim 74, Gibbs discloses, wherein the API further comprises:

a description string that is displayed by the mobile device when the software application

attempts to access the API (column 8, lines 28—39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still type the

unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30,
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“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49—62).

24. Regarding claim 75, Gibbs discloses, wherein the application platform comprises an

operating system (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server functionally

comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29—51, “Authenticated message server

316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines 30-39 and 61-

66, column 7, lines 54—58, "user's personal computer" and column 10, lines 49—62).

25. Regarding claim 76, Gibbs discloses, wherein the application platform comprises one or

more core functions of a mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, column 8, lines 48-55 and

column 10, lines 8-13).

26. Regarding claim 77, Gibbs discloses, wherein the application platform comprises

hardware on a mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column

10, lines 8-13).

27. Regarding claim 79, Gibbs discloses, wherein the software application is a Java

application for a mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7, lines 2-8, “Java applets”,

column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).

28. Regarding claim 80, Gibbs discloses, wherein the API interfaces with a cryptographic

routine on the application platform (column 8, lines 11-32 and column 9, lines 36-50).

29. Regarding claim 81, Gibbs discloses, wherein the API interfaces with a proprietary data

model on the application platform (column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system”

and column 11, lines 1-12).

30. Regarding claim 82, Gibbs discloses, wherein the virtual machine is a virtual machine

installed on a mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7, lines 2-8, “Java applets”, column

10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).
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31. Regarding claim 83, Gibbs teaches a method of controlling access to sensitive

application programming interfaces on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:

loading a software application on the mobile device that requires access to a sensitive

application programming interface (API) having a signature identifier (column 8, lines 56-67,

column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—50, column 10, lines 8—13, "prompts the remote user for access to

any unique digital signatures stored in a cookie file on laptop 452” and lines 31-67, “electronic

voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the

authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

determining whether the software application includes a digital signature and a signature

identification (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67,

”electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is

allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

denying the software application access to the sensitive API ij the signature identification does

not correspond with the signature identifier (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10,

lines 14—30).

32. Regarding claim 84, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional step of:

purging the software application from the mobile device i_f the signature

identification does not correspond with the signature identifier (column 10, lines 63-67, “One

response is to completely disregard the failed unique digital signature 132 and voting responses

and delete them from the unique digital signature system 400").

33. Regarding claim 85, Gibbs teaches, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification are generated by a code signing authority (column 3, lines 8—18, 25—40 and 64—67,

column 4, lines 1-8, column 5, lines 45-51 and column 8, lines 40-47).
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34. Regarding claim 86, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional steps of:

verifying the authenticity of the digital signature where the signature identification

corresponds with the signature identifier (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines

14-30);

denying the software application access to the sensitive API ii the digital signature is not

authenticated (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

35. Regarding claim 87, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional step of:

purging the software application from the mobile device i_f the digital signature is not

authenticated (column 10, lines 63-67, “One response is to completely disregard the failed

unique digital signature 132 and voting responses and delete them from the unique digital

signature system 400”).

36. Regarding claim 90, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional step of:

displaying a description string that notifies a user of the mobile device that the software

application requires access to the sensitive API (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character

ASCII set is used since remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone

systems can still type the unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and

column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled

HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62).

37. Regarding claim 91, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional step of:

receiving a command from the user granting or denying the software application access to the

sensitive API (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

38. Regarding claim 92, Gibbs teaches a method of controlling access to an application

programming interface (API) having a signature identifier on a mobile device by a software

application created by a software developer, comprising the steps of:
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receiving the software application from the software developer (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7,

lines 2—8, “Java applets", column 10, lines 14—30 and 35—45);

determining whether the software application satisfies at least one criterion (column 7, lines 23-

38 and column 9, lines 51-58, “other processing/handling of the request for service continues -

depending on the particular application where the unique digital signature is employed");

appending a digital signature and a signature identification to the software application i_f the

software application satisfies at least one criterion (column 8, lines 11-27, "the digital signature

123 generated at step 516 is converted from a binary value to a value acceptable for electronic

messaging, i.e., ASCII text, by adaptation algorithm 128", column 8, lines 56-65, column 10,

lines 14—30 and column 11, lines 41-43);

verifying the authenticity of the digital signature appended to the software application E the

signature identification corresponds with the signature identifier (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65

and column 10, lines 14-30);

providing access to the API to software applications i_f the digital signature is authenticated

(column 5, lines 40-51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is

added which provides access to the authenticated message server services" and column 10,

lines 14—30, ”media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files,

an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62).

39. Regarding claim 93, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of determining whether the

software application satisfies at least one criterion is performed by a code signing authority

(Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

40. Regarding claim 94, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of appending the digital signature

and the signature identification to the software application includes generating the digital

signature comprising the steps of:
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calculating a hash of the software application (column 3, lines 49-58, “the input to the one-way

hash function” and column 8, lines 11—34, “MD5 function” and “SHA—1 hash function”);

applying a signature key to the hash of the software application to generate the digital signature

(column 2, lines 28-35, column 3, lines 49-67, column 4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and

40—47 and column 9, lines 41—50).

41. Regarding claim 95, Gibbs teaches, wherein the hash of the software application is

calculated using the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA—1) (column 8, lines 11—27).

42. Regarding claim 96, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of verifying the authenticity of the

digital signature comprises the steps of:

providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”,

column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-13);

calculating the hash of the software application on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash

(column 3, lines 49-58, “the input to the one-way hash function” and column 8, lines 11-34,

“MD5 function" and “SHA-1 hash function”);

applying the corresponding signature key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash

(column 2, lines 28-35, column 3, lines 49-67, column 4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and

40-47 and column 9, lines 41-50);

authenticating the digital signature by comparing the calculated hash with the recovered hash

(column 8, lines 56—65 and column 9, lines 36—58, “an adapted digital signature 144, is

compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique digital signature”).

43. Regarding claim 97, Gibbs teaches, comprising the further step of denying the software

application access to the API E the digital signature is not authenticated (Figure 6, column 8,

lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).
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44. Regarding claim 99, Gibbs teaches a method of controlling access to a sensitive

application programming interface (API) having a signature identifier on a mobile device,

comprising the steps of:

registering one or more software developers that are trusted to develop software applications

which access the sensitive API (column 2, lines 28—35, “a value derived from the hash is

concatenated with a service id. In one embodiment, the service id is a local username”, column

3, lines 49-67, column 4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and 40-47 and column 9, lines 41-50);

receiving a hash of a software application (column 2, lines 28-35, column 3, lines 49-67, column

4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and 40-47 and 56-65, column 9, lines 41-50 and column 10,

lines 14—30);

determining whether the hash was sent by a registered software developer (Figure 6, column 8,

lines 56-65, ”the service id 104 is tested to verify that it represents a valid local username or

service name" and column 10, lines 14-30);

generating a digital signature using the hash of the software application and a signature

identification corresponding to the signature identifier i_f the hash was sent by the registered

software developer (column 3, lines 49-58, “the input to the one-way hash function” and column

8, lines 11-34, “MD5 function” and “SHA—1 hash function”);

wherein the digital signature and the signature identification are appended to the software

application (column 8, lines 11-27, "the digital signature 123 generated at step 516 is converted

from a binary value to a value acceptable for electronic messaging, i.e., ASCII text, by

adaptation algorithm 128”, column 8, lines 56-65, column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are

returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a

RAM file” and lines 49-62 and column 11, lines 41-43);

the mobile device verifies the authenticity of the digital signature in order to control access to the
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sensitive API by the software application E the signature identification corresponds with the

signature identifier (column 8, lines 56—67, column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—50, column 10, lines 31—

67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is

allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7).

45. Regarding Claim 100, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of generating the digital signature

is performed by a code signing authority (column 3, lines 8-18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines

1—8, column 5, lines 45—51 and column 8, lines 40—47).

46. Regarding claim 101, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of generating the digital

signature is performed by applying a signature key to the hash of the software application

(column 2, lines 28-35, column 3, lines 49-67, column 4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and

40-47 and column 9, lines 41-50).

47. Regarding claim 102, Gibbs teaches, wherein the mobile device verifies the authenticity

of the digital signature by performing the additional steps of:

providing a corresponding signature key on the mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”,

column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-13);

calculating the hash of the software application on the mobile device to obtain a calculated hash

(column 3, lines 49-58, “the input to the one-way hash function” and column 8, lines 11-34,

”MD5 function" and “SHA-1 hash function”);

applying the corresponding signature key to the digital signature to obtain a recovered hash

(column 2, lines 28-35, column 3, lines 49-67, column 4, lines 1-4, column 8, lines 19-32 and

40-47 and column 9, lines 41-50);

determining whether the digital signature is authentic by comparing the calculated hash with the

recovered hash (column 8, lines 56-65 and column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted digital signature

144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique digital signature”);
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denying the software application access to the sensitive API ij the digital signature is not

authenticated (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56—65 and column 10, lines 14—30).

48. Regarding claim 103, Gibbs teaches a method of restricting access to application

programming interfaces on a mobile device, comprising the steps of:

loading a software application having a digital signature and a signature identification on the

mobile device that requires access to one or more application programming interfaces (APIs)

having at least one signature identifier (column 8, lines 11-27, "the digital signature 123

generated at step 516 is converted from a binary value to a value acceptable for electronic

messaging, i.e., ASCII text, by adaptation algorithm 128", column 8, lines 56-65, column 10,

lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files,

an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49-62 and column 11, lines 41-43);

authenticating the digital signature where the signature identification corresponds with the

signature identifier (column 8, lines 56-65 and column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted digital

signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique digital

signature");

denying the software application access to the one or more APIs where the software application

does not include an authentic digital signature (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10,

lines 14—30).

49. Regarding claim 104, Gibbs teaches, wherein the digital signature and signature

identification are associated with a type of mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop",

column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-13).

50. Regarding claim 105, Gibbs teaches, comprising the additional step of:

purging the software application from the mobile device where the software application does not

include an authentic digital signature (column 10, lines 63-67, “One response is to completely
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disregard the failed unique digital signature 132 and voting responses and delete them from the

unique digital signature system 400").

51. Regarding claim 106, Gibbs teaches, wherein:

the software application includes a plurality of digital signatures and signature

identifications (column 4, lines 19—42, "log file", "100 records" and 50—65, column 5, lines 11—19

and 40-56, column 6, lines 45-60, column 8, lines 2-10, column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-49 and

column 11, lines 8-12, "add-on software component in servers 424 or 408");

the plurality of digital signatures and signature identifications includes digital signatures and

signature identifications respectively associated with different types of mobile devices (column

4, lines 19-42, "log file", “each of the unique digital signatures” and "100 records" and 50-65,

column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-56, column 6, lines 45-60, column 8, lines 2—10, column 10, lines

14-30 and 35-49).

52. Regarding claim 107, Gibbs teaches, wherein each of the plurality of digital signatures

and associated signature identifications are generated by a respective corresponding code

signing authority (column 3, lines 8-18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-8, column 5, lines

45-51 and column 8, lines 40-47).

53. Regarding claim 108, Gibbs teaches, wherein the step of determining whether the

software application includes an authentic digital signature comprises the additional steps of:

verifying the authenticity of the digital signature i_f the signature identification corresponds with

respective ones of the at least one signature identifier (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and

column 10, lines 14-30).

54. Regarding claim 111, Gibbs teaches, wherein:

the mobile device includes a plurality of APIs;

at least one of the plurality of APIs is classified as sensitive (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9,
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lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a

system, the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428

at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

access to any of the plurality of APIs requires an authentic global signature (column 5, lines 40-

51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is added which provides

access to the authenticated message server services” and column 10, lines 14-30, ”media files

are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file,

or a RAM file” and lines 49-62);

access to each of the plurality of sensitive APIs requires an authentic global signature and an

authentic digital signature associated with a signature identification (column 8, lines 56-67,

column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In

such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message

server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-7);

the step of determining whether the software application includes an authentic digital

signature and signature identification comprises the steps of:

determining whether the one or more APIs to which the software application requires access

includes a sensitive API (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines

31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature 132 is

allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1—7);

determining whether the software application includes an authentic global signature (column 5,

lines 40-51, ”an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is added which

provides access to the authenticated message server services” and column 10, lines 14—30,

“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49-62);
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determining whether the software application includes an authentic digital signature and

signature identification i_f the one or more APIs to which the software application requires access

includes a sensitive API and the software application includes an authentic global signature

(column 5, lines 40-51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is

added which provides access to the authenticated message sewer services” and column 10,

lines 14-30, ”media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files,

an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62);

the step of denying the software application access to the one or more APIs comprises the

steps of:

denying the software application access to the one or more APIs i_f the software application does

not include an authentic global signature (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines

14-30);

denying the software application access to the sensitive API ij the one or more APIs to which

the software application requires access includes a sensitive API, the software application

includes an authentic global signature, and the software application does not include an

authentic digital signature and signature identifier required to access the sensitive API (Figure 6,

column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

55. Regarding claim 112, Gibbs discloses a code signing system for controlling access to

application programming interfaces (APls) having signature identificaters by software

applications, the code signing system comprising:

a verification system for executing on a processor and for authenticating digital signatures

included in the respective software applications to access the APIs i_f the signature identifiers

correspond with the signature identifier of the respective APIs and i_f a digital signature for a

software application is generated with a signature identification corresponding to a signature
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identifier to access at least one API (column 8, lines 56-65, column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted

digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique

digital signature” and column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets,

one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49-62);

a control system for executing on a processor and for allowing access to at least one of the

APIs i_f the digital signature included in the software application is authenticated by the

verification system (column 5, lines 40-51, “an application server interface (‘API’) for messaging

server 308 is added which provides access to the authenticated message server services”).

56. Regarding claim 113, Gibbs discloses, wherein a virtual machine comprises the

verification system and the control system (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines

14-30).

57. Regarding claim 114, Gibbs discloses, wherein the virtual machine is a Java virtual

machine installed on a mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7, lines 2-8, “Java applets”,

column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).

58. Regarding claim 115, Gibbs discloses, wherein the control system requires one digital

signature and one signature identification for each library of at least one of the APIs (column 4,

lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-56, column 6, lines

45-60, column 8, lines 2-10, column 10, lines 14-38 and 49-56 and column 11, lines 8-12, "add-

on software component in servers 424 or 408").

59. Regarding claim 116, Gibbs discloses, wherein the code signing system is installed on a

mobile device and the software application is a Java application for a mobile device (column 6,

lines 45—60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48—55 and column 10, lines 8—13).

60. Regarding claim 117, Gibbs discloses, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification of the software application are generated by a code signing authority (column 3,
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lines 8-18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-8, column 5, lines 45-51 and column 8, lines 40-

47).

61. Regarding claim 118, Gibbs discloses, wherein the APIs access at least one ofa

cryptographic module, which implements cryptographic algorithms, 3 data store, a proprietary

data model, and a user interface (Ul) (column 3, lines 10—18, “an authenticated message server

functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated

message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60—65, column 6, lines

30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer", column 8, lines 11-32,

column 9, lines 36-50 and column 10, lines 49-62).

62. Regarding claim 121, Gibbs discloses, wherein at least one of the APIs further

comprises:

a description string that is displayed to a user when the software application attempts to access

said at least one of the APIs (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still type the

unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30,

“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62).

63. Regarding claim 122, Gibbs discloses, wherein the APIs provides access to at least one

of one or more core functions of a mobile device, an operating system, and hardware on a

mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-

13).

64. Regarding claim 123, Gibbs discloses, wherein verification of a global digital signature

provided t_o the software application is required for accessing any of the APIs (Figure 6, column

8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).
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65. Regarding claim 124, Gibbs teaches a method of controlling access to application

programming interfaces (APls) having signature identifiers by software applications, the method

comprising:

executing instructions on a processor for authenticating digital signatures provided t_o the

respective software applications to access the APIs E the signature identifications correspond

with the signature identifiers of the respective APIs and i_f a digital signature for a software

application is generated with a signature identification corresponding to a signature identifier to

access at least one API (column 8, lines 56-65, column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted digital

signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique digital

signature" and column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or

more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49-62);

executing instructions on a processor for allowing access to at least one of the APIs i_f the digital

signature provided t_o the software application is authenticated (column 5, lines 40-51, “an

application server interface (‘API’) for messaging server 308 is added which provides access to

the authenticated message server services”).

66. Regarding claim 125, Gibbs teaches, wherein one digital signature and one signature

identification are provided t_o the software application access a library of at least one of the APIs

(column 4, lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-56,

column 6, lines 45—60, column 8, lines 2—10, column 10, lines 14—30 and 35—49 and column 11,

lines 8—12, "add-on software component in servers 424 or 408").

67. Regarding claim 126, Gibbs teaches, wherein the digital signature and the signature

identification of the software application are generated by a code signing authority (column 3,

lines 8—18,25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-8, column 5, lines 45-51 and column 8, lines 40-

47).
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68. Regarding claim 127, Gibbs teaches, wherein the APIs access at least one ofa

cryptographic module that implements cryptographic algorithms, a data store, a proprietary data

model, and a user interface (Ul) (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server

functionally comprises a digital service engine 120", column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated

message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60—65, column 6, lines

30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer", column 8, lines 11-32,

column 9, lines 36—50 and column 10, lines 49—62).

69. Regarding claim 130, Gibbs teaches, wherein at least one of the APIs further

comprises:

a description string that is displayed to a user when the software application attempts to access

said at least one of the APIs (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still type the

unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30,

“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49-62).

70. Regarding claim 131, Gibbs teaches, wherein the APIs provides access to at least one

of one or more core functions of a mobile device, an operating system, and hardware on a

mobile device (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-

13).

71. Regarding claim 132, Gibbs teaches, wherein verification of a global digital signature

provided t_o the software application is required for accessing any of the APIs (Figure 6, column

8, lines 56—65 and column 10, lines 14—30).

72. Regarding claim 133, Gibbs discloses a system for controlling access by software

applications to application programming interfaces (APls) having at least one signature identifier
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on a subset of a plurality of mobile devices, the management system comprising:

a code signing authority for associating digital signatures and signature identifications m

software applications that require access to at least one of the APIs with a signature identifier on

the subset of the plurality of mobile devices, i_f a digital signature for a software application is

generated with a signature identification corresponding to a signature identifier, and the

signature identifications provided to the software applications comprise those signature

identifications that correspond to the signature identifiers that are on the subset of the plurality

of mobile devices (column 6, lines 45-60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-

13);

wherein each mobile device of the subset of the plurality of mobile devices comprises a

verification system for authenticating digital signatures provided t_o the respective software

applications to access respective APIs i_fthe digital identifications correspond to the digital

identifiers of the respective APIs (column 8, lines 56-65, column 9, lines 36-58, “an adapted

digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique

digital signature” and column 10, lines 14-30 and 49-62);

a control system for allowing the respective software applications to access at least one of the

APIs i_f the digital signatures provided tithe respective software applications are authenticated

by the verification system (column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10,

lines 8—13, "prompts the remote user for access to any unique digital signatures stored in a

cookie file on laptop 452” and lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a

system, the unique digital signature 132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428

at step 704" and column 11, lines 1—7).
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73. Regarding claim 134, Gibbs discloses, wherein a virtual machine comprises the

verification system and the control system (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56—65 and column 10, lines

14-30).

74. Regarding claim 135, Gibbs discloses, wherein the virtual machine is a Java virtual

machine and the software applications are Java applications (column 6, lines 45—60, column 7,

lines 2-8, “Java applets", column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).

75. Regarding claim 136, Gibbs discloses, wherein the control system requires one digital

signature and one signature identification for each library of at least one of the APIs (column 4,

lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-56, column 6, lines

45-60, column 8, lines 2-10, column 10, lines 14-38 and column 11, lines 8-12, "add-on software

component in servers 424 or 408").

76. Regarding claim 137, Gibbs discloses, wherein the APIs access at least one of a

cryptographic module, which implements cryptographic algorithms, a data store, a proprietary

data model, and a user interface (Ul) (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server

functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated

message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60-65, column 6, lines

30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer", column 8, lines 11-32,

column 9, lines 36-50 and column 10, lines 49-62).

77. Regarding claim 140, Gibbs discloses, wherein at least one of the APIs further

comprises:

a description string that is displayed to a user when the software application attempts to access

said at least one of the APIs (column 8, lines 28—39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still type the

unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30,
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“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49—62).

78. Regarding claim 141, Gibbs discloses, wherein the subset of the plurality of mobile

devices comprises mobile devices under the control of at least one of a corporation and a

carrier (column 2, lines 8—16, “subscribers of a particular service” and column 5, lines 52—65).

79. Regarding claim 142, Gibbs discloses, wherein a global digital signature provided by the

software application has to be authenticated before the software application is allowed access

to any of the APIs on a mobile device of the subset of the plurality of mobile devices (Figure 6,

column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines 14-30).

80. Regarding claim 143, Gibbs teaches a method of controlling access by software

applications to application programming interfaces (APls) having at least one signature identifier

on a subset of a plurality of mobile devices, the method comprising:

generating digital signatures for software applications with signature identifications

corresponding to respective signature identifiers of the APIs (column 3, lines 8-18, 25-40 and

64-67, column 4, lines 1-8, column 5, lines 41-51 and column 8, lines 40-47);

and providing the digital signatures and the signature identifications to software applications that

require access to at least one of the APIs on the subset of the plurality of mobile devices, i_f the

signature identifications provided to the software applications comprise those signature

identifications that correspond to the signature identifiers that are on the subset of the plurality

of mobile devices (column 4, lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-

19 and 40-56, column 6, lines 45-60, column 8, lines 2-10, column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-49

and column 11, lines 8—12, "add—on software component in servers 424 or 408");

wherein each mobile device of the subset of the plurality of mobile devices comprises

a verification system for authenticating digital signatures provided t_o the respective software
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applications to access respective APls E the digital identifications correspond to the digital

identifiers of the respective APls (column 8, lines 56—65, column 9, lines 36—58, “an adapted

digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature in the incoming unique

digital signature” and column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned, such as Java applets,

one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file” and lines 49—62);

a control system for allowing the software application to access at least one of the APIs fithe

digital signature provided t_o the software application is authenticated by the verification system

(column 8, lines 56-67, column 9, lines 1-5 and 45-50, column 10, lines 8-13, "prompts the

remote user for access to any unique digital signatures stored in a cookie file on laptop 452” and

lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature

132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-

7).

81. Regarding claim 144, Gibbs teaches, wherein a virtual machine comprises the

verification system and the control system (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines

14-30).

82. Regarding claim 145, Gibbs teaches, wherein the virtual machine is a Java virtual

machine and the software applications are Java applications (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7,

lines 2-8, “Java applets", column 10, lines 14-30 and 35-45).

83. Regarding claim 146, Gibbs teaches, wherein the control system requires one digital

signature and one signature identification for each library of at least one of the APIs (column 4,

lines 19-42, "log file", "100 records" and 50-65, column 5, lines 11-19 and 40-56, column 6, lines

45—60, column 8, lines 2—10, column 10, lines 14—38 and column 11, lines 8—12, "add—on software

component in servers 424 or 408").
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84. Regarding claim 147, Gibbs teaches, wherein the APIs access at least one of a

cryptographic module, which implements cryptographic algorithms, a data store, a proprietary

data model, and a user interface (Ul) (column 3, lines 10-18, “an authenticated message server

functionally comprises a digital service engine 120”, column 5, lines 29-51, “Authenticated

message server 316 can run on a standard personal computer" and lines 60—65, column 6, lines

30-39 and 61-66, column 7, lines 54-58, "user's personal computer", column 8, lines 11-32,

column 9, lines 36—50 and column 10, lines 49—62).

85. Regarding claim 150, Gibbs teaches, wherein at least one of the APls further comprises:

a description string that is displayed to a user when the software application attempts to access

said at least one of the APIs (column 8, lines 28-39, “a limited character ASCII set is used since

remote users on legacy electronic message and existing telephone systems can still type the

unique digital signature without special software (or hardware)" and column 10, lines 14-30,

“media files are returned, such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file,

a WAV file, or a RAM file" and lines 49-62).

86. Regarding claim 151, Gibbs teaches, wherein the subset of the plurality of mobile

devices comprises mobile devices under the control of at least one of a corporation and a

carrier (column 2, lines 8—16, “subscribers of a particular service” and column 5, lines 52-65).

87. Regarding claim 152, Gibbs teaches a mobile device comprising:

an application platform having application programming interfaces (APls) (column 6, lines 45-

60, “laptop”, column 8, lines 48-55 and column 10, lines 8-13);

a verification system for authenticating digital signatures and signature identifications provided

t_o the respective software applications to access the APIs (column 8, lines 56-65, column 9,

lines 36-58, “an adapted digital signature 144, is compared against the adapted digital signature

in the incoming unique digital signature” and column 10, lines 14-30, “media files are returned,
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such as Java applets, one or more bundled HTML files, an MPEG file, a WAV file, or a RAM file”

and lines 49—62);

a control system for allowing a software application to access at least one of the APIs i_f a digital

signature provided t_o the software application is authenticated by the verification system

(column 8, lines 56—67, column 9, lines 1—5 and 45—50, column 10, lines 8—13, "prompts the

remote user for access to any unique digital signatures stored in a cookie file on laptop 452” and

lines 31-67, “electronic voting or polling system. In such a system, the unique digital signature

132 is allocated by the authenticated message server 428 at step 704” and column 11, lines 1-

7):

wherein a code signing authority provides digital signatures and signature identifications to

software applications that require access to at least one of the APIs such that the digital

signature for the software application is generated according to a signature scheme of a

signature identification, and wherein the signature identifications provided to the software

applications comprise those signature identifications that are authorized to allow access on a

subset ofg plurality of mobile devices (column 3, lines 8-18, 25-40 and 64-67, column 4, lines 1-

8, column 5, lines 45-51 and column 8, lines 40-47).

88. Regarding claim 153, Gibbs discloses, wherein a virtual machine comprises the

verification system and the control system (Figure 6, column 8, lines 56-65 and column 10, lines

14-30).

89. Regarding claim 154, Gibbs discloses, wherein the virtual machine is a Java virtual

machine and the software application is a Java application (column 6, lines 45-60, column 7,

lines 2—8, “Java applets", column 10, lines 14—30 and 35—45).

90. Regarding claim 155, Gibbs discloses, wherein the control system requires one digital

signature and one signature identification for each library of at least one of the APIs (column 4,
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